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The central idea of this thesis is to study cryogenically-cooled neodymium (Nd$^{3+}$) doped lasers operating on the $^{4}F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{9/2}$ transition around 0.95 microns, known as a quasi-four-level (QFL) transition. The QFL transition has unavoidable reabsorption loss at room temperature that introduces additional saturable losses into the laser cavity and must be overcome to achieve efficient operation. In general, this particular transition has lower gain than the dominant four-level $^{4}F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{11/2}$ transition, around 1 micron. While the advantages of cryogenically cooled gain media have been recognised since the birth of the laser, in more recent times there has been a trend in exploiting these advantages for power-scaling QFL lasers, such as Yb-doped gain media.

The first part of the thesis explores the extensive characterization of the spectroscopic properties of Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystals. The present work tracks the spectroscopic changes over the temperature range from 77K to 450K. A number of crystals (YAG, GSAG, YVO4, GdVO4, KGW, YLF) hosting Nd$^{3+}$ ions have been studied. The absorption cross section spectra for 800nm and 870nm bands were determined with 0.1nm resolution. The absorbance was measured exploiting the Beer-Lambert law and a bespoke set-up using two separate broadband light sources. The fluorescence spectrum was collected and characterized for the transitions to $^{4}I_{9/2}, ^{4}I_{11/2},$ and $^{4}I_{13/2}$ energy-levels from the metastable level, $^{4}F_{3/2}$, from which we calculated the stimulated emission cross section of the various crystals and over the temperature range by applying the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg equation, with the measured fluorescence lifetime. Furthermore, in this report we determine the energy transfer upconversion parameters, for the same set of crystals, using the Z-scan technique. The technique measures the change in transmittance of a probe beam tuned to an absorption peak of crystal sample. The measured transmitted power changes as the intensity incident on the crystal is varied via scanning the beam size and correlated to the saturation intensity through a spatially-dependent rate equation model, we found excellent fit between experiment and simulation.
The second part of this thesis reports the development of cryogenic lasers. The design strategies are described by end-pumped and side-pumped systems, with two different crystal geometries reported. Conventional radially-cooled rods are first reported with an end-pumping arrangement, then with a slab (Brewster angled, and afterwards AR coated), and finally a side-pumped Zigzag slab configuration. A rod geometry is tested using a Nd:YAG and a Nd:GSAG crystal for generation of QFL laser emission. The first end-pumped Nd:YAG rod have demonstrated 3.8W at 946nm for 12.8W of pump being absorbed and slope efficiency of 47%. Similar experiment was duplicated with Nd:GSAG rod demonstrating 3.5W at 942nm for 10.5W of pump absorbed. Both suffered significant modal instability during laser oscillation, which afterwards for the Nd:GSAG crystal was found to be due to AR-coating damage. A Nd:YAG slab crystal was tested for the both pumping configurations, using a wavelength-locked 869nm diode bar as a pump source. For this in-band pump-source, the quantum defect is only 8%, in the case of the main QFL transition. A top/bottom-face cooled slab presented effective mitigation of the previously observed modal stability, assumed to be associated with reducing birefringence losses. Despite the coating damage/contamination, which was repeatedly encountered, 946nm emission for both configurations was demonstrated. An end-pumping configuration has demonstrated 5.5W for 13.6W of absorbed pump with 47% slope efficiency. While the side-pumping the zigzag slab produced 6.3W for 30W of absorbed pump with 30% slope efficiency. It is expected that with improvements in the cleanliness within the vacuum chamber used for the cryogenic setup, better results in terms of slope efficiency, output power and beam quality will be realised in the near future.
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# Nomenclature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Anti-reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASE</td>
<td>Amplified spontaneous emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Beam splitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPP</td>
<td>Beam parameter product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPFS</td>
<td>Coplanar pumped folded slab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPW</td>
<td>Cold pressure welded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>Cross relaxation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW</td>
<td>Continuous wave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFB</td>
<td>Distributed Bragg reflector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFB</td>
<td>Distributed feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPSS</td>
<td>Diode pumped solid-state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUV</td>
<td>Deep ultra violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>Excited state absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETU</td>
<td>Energy transfer upconversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAC</td>
<td>Fast axis collimator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Füchterbauer-Landenburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FWHM</td>
<td>Full width half maximum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSA</td>
<td>Ground state absorption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR</td>
<td>High reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>Light emitting diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIDT</td>
<td>Laser induced damage threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LN</td>
<td>Liquid nitrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LNT</td>
<td>Liquid nitrogen temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Numerical aperture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>Output coupler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OD</td>
<td>Optical density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSA</td>
<td>Optical spectrum analyser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Photodiode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PER</td>
<td>Polarization extinction ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QCW</td>
<td>Quasi-CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QD</td>
<td>Quantum defect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-F-L</td>
<td>Quasi-four-level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>Rare Earth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM</td>
<td>Reciprocity method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Room temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROC</td>
<td>Radius of curvature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>Slow axis collimator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>Standard deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEC</td>
<td>Thermo electric cooler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIR</td>
<td>Total internal reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHP</td>
<td>Ultra high pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV</td>
<td>Ultraviolet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBG</td>
<td>Volume Bragg grating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&lt;sub&gt;cr&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>CR coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&lt;sub&gt;ETU&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>ETU coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZPL</td>
<td>Zero photon line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZZ</td>
<td>Zigzag</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 1:

Introduction

1.1 Topic overview

The word LASER is the acronym of, Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation, and it is the coherence provided by the stimulated emission of a laser, which distinguishes it from other natural light sources. In 1917, Albert Einstein established a theoretical approach on the quantum theory of radiation [1], where he described the effect of electro-magnetic radiation upon the electronic structure of atoms, defining the coefficients for absorption, spontaneous emission and stimulated emission. Stimulated emission is realized if population inversion, where majority of atoms elevated to higher energy state, could be achieved then the light could be amplified coherently. Population inversion is the event where a majority of atoms in a collective have been excited. The excited electrons are elevated to a higher stable energy state. The de-excitation by stimulated emission is caused by the replication of a passing photon of the right energy between the electronic energy states. Einstein proposed that light could be amplified with avalanching gain with the population inversion. First demonstration of laser was presented by Maiman using ruby as a gain media, pumped via a flash lamp in 1960 [2]. Since then researchers have developed many gain media consisting of a solid host material. One of most common solid state host is a YAG (yttrium aluminium garnet) which permits good thermal and optical properties [3]. Modern development of diode laser has dramatically improved the optical brightness. Diode laser has high electrical input to optical output efficiency of more than 50% [4], and have many attractive features for solid-state lasers such as narrow spectra below 3nm, better beam quality and longer lifetime than lamps, 10,000 hours [4]. The diode pumped system increases efficiency and beam quality by using selective pump spectra, that enables to match the narrow diode laser spectra at peak absorption line of gain media. The diode laser pump light is easily altered to allow spatial matching to laser signal. Thus diode laser enables to design various geometry of gain and allowed a major breakthrough for solid-state lasers. Pumping schemes classified by end pumping and side pumping geometry. Both methods have advantages and disadvantages, End-pumping enables matching the pump radiation with the resonating laser mode efficiently but requires quality coatings to reflect resonating wavelength and transmit the pump spectra. Side-pump provide pump light perpendicular to laser resonator, it usually has poor overlap however good overlap is
available upon operation system design. These two pumping geometries enable diverse geometry of gain medium, offering variety of spectral ranges and output powers.

Diode pumped solid state lasers (DPSS) performance has improved dramatically since their first demonstration in 1964 [5]. The DPSS has a number of advantages of establishing highly reliable, high power and adapting the efficient use of diode lasers as a pump source. Despite the potential efficiency of DPSS lasers, power scaling has is hindered by the thermal problems within the laser medium. The heat deposited in the crystal via high power diode laser becomes a major drawback affects beam quality and efficiency. Heat deposited in conventional rod or slab limits the output power due to the lack of thermal dissipation. Internal thermal gradient inside gain material is dependent on the thermal properties such as thermal conductivity ($k$) and temperature coefficient of refractive index ($dn/dT$). The thermo-optical aberrations add the unwanted lens in resonating cavity, also the thermal stress exceeds the physical strength of gain media causes a physical fracture, a catastrophic damage within the crystal. The thermal management is one of the key issues over the last decades motivating researchers to demonstrate various geometries and different crystals to design high power laser systems. Among the geometries that have been reported, two geometries are considered as good approaches for power scaling. One is thin disk lasers, designed to flow heat in one direction over a thin layer of gain [6] and waveguide laser. Fibre has a well demonstrated geometry of waveguide which raises output power by an order of magnitude every decade in between 1$\mu$m and 2$\mu$m using Ytterbium [7, 8], Erbium [9, 10] and Thulium [11, 12] as a doping material. Both fibre and thin disk uses its geometric advantages to reduce the pump-volume-to-cooling-surface ratio. The thermal load is spread over a long fibre which removes heat efficiently and hence temperature gradient in the core is much smaller than rod. Thin disk laser uses very thin active layer which has ~200$\mu$m mounted onto a heat sink. This scheme applies high pump density without temperature gradient changes within, thus reduce thermal distortion over laser signal round-trip. Cryogenic cooling of laser gain medium is an attractive approach to improve the laser performance. This is due to gain has significantly improves both thermo-optical properties and spectroscopic properties under cryogenic temperature [13].

Nd$^{3+}$ doped laser output power is limited by thermal deposition on to crystal. It is due to the large amount of heat is accumulated near pump region. The stress induced from thermal distribution over crystal field that induces mechanical tension to the centre of pump field and outer regions. Quantum defect (QD) is regarded the main heating mechanism within non-radiative transitions between pump and lasing energy levels. Pump absorption and dopant concentration is linearly correlated. High absorption of pump result in larger heat deposition which induces greater
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thermal stress and stepper gradient within the crystal. This is due to number of non-radiative
decay process, which generate heat, involved in laser operation. These contributions are highly
correlated to the population in metastable energy level, i.e. high pump power or high absorption
coefficient. These mechanisms are upconversion, cross relaxation and excited state absorption
(ESA). These mechanisms use excited electrons for other non-lasing transitions which adds
additional heat load. The other source of heat generation is quantum efficiency, as some of ‘dead
Nd\textsuperscript{3+} ions’ only absorb the pump light but not contributing gain [14].

Nd\textsuperscript{3+} has 4 energy states under metastable energy level (\(\text{^4F}_{3/2}\)) that can make energy transition to
emit 900 nm to 1800 nm. 946 nm transition of Nd:YAG was studied, this transition is comparable
to Yb\textsuperscript{3+} system in terms of low QD \(\sim\) 9.5 % in-band pump. However, the transition from Nd\textsuperscript{3+} has
shorter wavelength due to higher energy level. The transition at this wavelength is of interest for
generating blue emission by frequency doubling the fundamental wavelength [15]. Further novel
investigation include UV generation via harmonic generation, 237 nm (quadruple harmonic
generation 946 nm) or even 220 nm (quadruple harmonic generation 880 nm, R1\(\rightarrow\)Z3) that can
replace Excimer lasers via further power scaling of the cryogenic laser. This thesis explores the
spectroscopy measure of Nd\textsuperscript{3+} in various crystals that take advantage of cryogenic temperature.
Little is known about the change of spectroscopic properties at different temperatures. Part of
this thesis will discuss the methods of measuring spectroscopic properties of various Nd\textsuperscript{3+} ion-
doped crystals. We also report the preliminary report on cryogenic quasi-four-level 946 nm of
Nd:YAG laser operating at cryogenic temperature.

1.2 Background: Quasi-four-level Nd-doped solid state lasers

This section reviews the basic information required in the thesis. It starts with describing the
principle of the solid-state laser. The gain medium of active element classifies the laser system as,
Gas lasers, Dye lasers, Solid-state lasers. Solid-state lasers are then classified by the geometry of
gain media, rod, thin disk, slab and fibre. This thesis uses rare earth (RE) doped optical crystal,
pumped by diode lasers. The spectroscopy of RE ions is explained in following subsection. This
subsection gives a general description of neodymium (Nd\textsuperscript{3+}) ion. Next two subsections contain
details of quasi-four level transition. First discuss laser energy levels where energy transition
made in between, then to discuss the limits of sub-main transitions. The description of the
progress has leads to cryogenic quasi-four level lasers.
1.2.1 Principle of solid-state laser

Figure 1-1 shows the typical configuration of solid state laser with three main components: Gain medium, pump source and Mirrors forming a cavity. Gain mediums in solid state lasers are crystals, ceramic or glasses doped with rare earth ions or metal ions. The gain medium builds up energy received from pump then adds the energy to optical amplified light. Solid state gain media requires optical pump to excite the ions. The phonon emission is stimulated in this case, where phonon emission interacts with an excited atomic electron. The dominant stimulated emission over spontaneous emission allows the beam of light to be coherent laser beam, which has the same phase, direction and energy. The optical pumping is to supply energy to the gain medium that to achieve population inversion within the gain medium hence the phonon within the cavity gets amplified. Population inversion is only available with input of energy from external energy source, leave more electrons in metastable than in lower level [3].

The overall single pass gain is very small and most of excited atoms emit spontaneously. The highly excited gain media requires having a positive feedback, forming a resonator. Simple resonator forms with two mirrors. The reflecting mirrors are coated to give near total reflection. One of the mirrors allows portion of the energy to leave the optical resonator. The resonator provides feedback to excited gain where energy is built up and amplified, via stimulated atom.

A laser is operative only if the gain is higher than the resonator losses. Resonator losses are consisting of light scatter loss and also unwanted absorption or transmission in optical component. Above laser threshold, where gain is equal to resonator losses then cavity power remains constant. The light emitted in laser are all coherent in one direction as its emissions are stimulated.
1.2.2 Spectroscopy of rare earth ions

The core components of gain media are RE ions that have been admixed. It determines the optical gain and pumping absorption. The work reported in this thesis is based on Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystals. Detailed studies on Nd spectroscopy follow in Part 1 Spectroscopy of Nd doped crystals and Chapter 2.3 Spectroscopy modelling theory. In this section we briefly describe RE ions with energy level diagram showing the laser transitions in between manifolds.

Common RE ions used as doping material in gain media are lanthanides. Lanthanides, which consist of f block elements correspond to the filling of the 4f shell, are the collection of seventeen chemical atomic number 57 (Lanthanum) to 71 (Lutetium). Likewise, scandium and yttrium are considered as RE since they have similar chemical properties. Electronic transitions between levels of 4f shell, which is well shielded by outer 5s and 5p and hence retain the atomic character, determines the fluorescence spectra that the electronic structure of each ion and energy level depends on the crystal field strength. This is comparable to Ti$^{3+}$ characteristics, which has 3d shell where laser transition is made, but also exposed without shield shell. Therefore strong interaction of electron to host lattice vibration coupled, leads to broad emission spectra, allowing wide tuning range of 670-1100 nm for Ti:sapphire [16, 17]. Bismuth doped glass has been interest to researchers recently, that can generate broad 1100-1550 nm luminescence range [18].

Nd$^{3+}$ is well-studied dopant and being most successful active RE for solid-state lasers. Electronic structure of Nd atom is [Xe] 6s$^2$ 4f$^4$. The Nd$^{3+}$ ion is triply ionised, as it losses 2 electrons from 6s orbit and one f-electron. The ground configuration of Nd$^{3+}$ is 4I, which has total orbital angular quantum number L = 6 and the total spin quantum number S =3/2. This gives total angular momentum quantum number J = 15/2, 13/2, 11/2, 9/2. Using the notation $^{2S+1}L_J$ ground state levels are $^4I_{9/2}$, $^4I_{11/2}$, $^4I_{13/2}$, $^4I_{15/2}$ and excited state level is $^4F_{3/2}$, $^4F_{5/2}$, $^4F_{7/2}$ and $^4F_{9/2}$. The crystal field splits into number of sublevels, so called Stark level. The $^4I_{9/2}$ state splits by 5 crystal field and $^4F_{3/2}$, the metastable state into 2 components, respectively.
Many high power lasers have been developed using Nd doped gain media. Most well-known solid-state laser transition is at dominant 1 μm, $^{4}F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{13/2}$. 3 other transitions have opportunity to lase at $^{4}I_{15/2}$, $^{4}I_{13/2}$ and $^{4}I_{9/2}$, respectively. The pump absorption is made from the ground energy level, $^{4}I_{9/2}$ manifold to upper excited state, $^{5}F_{3/2}+^{2}H_{9/2}$ (S), using the nomenclature of [19]. These higher lying levels depopulate non-radiatively and instead, populate $^{4}F_{3/2}$ metastable energy level.

In case of in-band pump using 870-880nm, absorbing manifold is $^{4}F_{3/2}$ as shown in Fig 1-3.
1.2.3 Quasi-four-level lasers

The typical four-level laser system is shown in Fig 1-3. A transition between $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$ in case of Nd$^{3+}$, 1.1 $\mu$m transition has been well-studied solid-state laser wavelength despite relatively high quantum defect, $\eta_q = \lambda_p / \lambda_l$ (~25 % for using 808 nm diode source as pumping wavelength, $\lambda_p$ and lasing wavelength, $\lambda_l$ at 1064 nm). The quasi-four level transition of Nd:YAG at 946 nm could potentially be more efficient due to the lower quantum defect. Furthermore with in-band pump directly to metastable energy level, $^4F_{3/2}$ could improve quantum defect even lower (8.2 % for 869 nm pumping and lasing at 946 nm) however this laser is severely affected by detrimental thermal effects due to reabsorption of laser wavelength which also add losses in cavity.

$^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition has 7 times smaller gain compare to the dominant 1064 nm four-level transition. The termination on the highest Stark level of ground state manifold, 852 cm$^{-1}$ and has population of 0.7 % in room temperature (RT). The solution to this problem requires a careful design of the gain medium geometry, considering the thermal management issues, and a high pump irradiance. Tightly focussed end pumping creates significant thermal loads, resulting in a high level of thermal lensing. ETU is also a deleterious factor degrading the laser efficiency [20, 21], involving two excited ions in the upper laser level, one relaxes to a lower energy level and transfers energy to a nearby ion, which is excited to a higher energy level and then relaxes back to the upper laser energy level; hence the population of available ions in upper laser level decreases by one for every ETU event. The energy given to the excited ion mostly results in the heating of the gain medium [22].

The term quasi-four level, was neatly defined by Walsh [23], focusing on the laser gain analysis. Starting with small signal gain $g_s$, as given by Barnes et al [24].

$$g_s = \sigma_e [\gamma N_2 - (\gamma - 1) N_e]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1-1)

where $\sigma_e$ is the effective stimulated emission cross section, and $N_2$ is the population density in the upper laser manifold, $N_e$ is the density of all of the active ions in gain medium. The term $\gamma$ is the ‘inversion reduction factor’ of the upper and lower levels, which is equivalent to the thermal Boltzmann factors in lower and upper level. The thermal population of terminal Stark level of ground manifold is given by Boltzmann distribution

$$N_i(T) = \frac{g_s N_e}{Z(T)} e^{\frac{-E_i}{kT}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1-2)
where \( N_i \) is the Stark level population, \( g_i \) is the degeneracy of the Stark level, \( N_o \) is the total manifold population, \( Z(T) \) is the partition function, \( E_i \) is the energy of the Stark level, \( k_B \) is the Boltzmann’s constant, and \( T \) is the temperature. The energy of the Stark level is shown by,

\[
E_i = h c v_i
\]

where \( c \) is the speed of light, and \( h \) is a Planck’s constant.

The partition function, \( Z(T) \), is shown,

\[
Z(T) = \sum_i g_i e^{-\frac{E_i}{k_B T}}
\]

Where \( g_i \) is the degeneracy of the Stark levels for the lower manifold.

The term \( \gamma = 1 + \left( f_u / f_l \right) \), where \( f_i \) and \( f_s \) are the fractional Boltzmann factor of the respective energy levels. Ruby (Cr:Al_2O_3) is an example of a three level laser system where the population of \( N_s \) needs to be more than half of \( N_u \) to achieve signal gain. The lower manifold of Nd:YAG for the 1um transition is \(~2000 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) above ground level, approaching zero population in steady state.

The term \( \gamma = 1 \) and \( \gamma = 2 \) describes the difference between a four level and three level laser. The terminology presented by Walsh is that quasi-four and quasi-three levels are set by the value of \( \gamma \).

For \( \gamma \) smaller than 1.5, it is quasi four level and \( \gamma \) greater than 1.5 would be a quasi-three level system. Figure 1-4 shows 3 RE dopants (Nd^{3+}, Yb^{3+}, and Tm^{3+}) in YAG. These well-known transitions terminate to one of Stark level in ground state. The population fraction of the upper and lower energy level, \( \gamma \) are close to 1 for these crystals.

![Figure 1-4 Schematic of energy level for Nd^{3+}, Yb^{3+} and Tm^{3+} ions](image-url)
In recent years the output power and efficiency of the Nd:YAG laser operating at 946 nm has improved significantly. Zhou et al reported 15.2W end pumped using composite end capped NdYAG rod [25]. Delen et al used single crystal fibre to emit 946 nm reporting 34 W output power [26]. Cho et al reported cryogenic 946 nm with 24 W, 75 % slope efficiency using a monolithic crystal [27]. The highest output power was reported by Ng et al in [28] show 100 W for using planar waveguide structure. This also implies 34 W diffraction limited with external cavity.

1.2.4 Cryogenically cooled operation

Cryogenic cooling of the gain medium was one of the factors improving the laser performance from the beginning of laser development. Soon after first demonstration of laser, ruby (Cr:Al₂O₃) operating at room temperature reported by Maiman in 1960 [2], the second reported laser, uranium doped CaF² was reported by P.P. Sorokin and M.J. Stevenson [29]. Sorokin et al cooled the crystal to liquid helium temperature with the purpose of achieving lower threshold by reducing the lower laser level population, hence less population inversion was needed. Early cryogenic lasers focused on the benefits of improvement in spectroscopic and lasing properties. Some particular metal-ion increased fluorescence lifetime at lower temperature which reduced laser threshold [30, 31].

In 1974, U-CaF² crystal became the first demonstrated diode laser pumped laser, reported by Keyes and Quists [5]. The first demonstration of LN cooled Yb:YAG laser was demonstrated using a InGaAs diode operating in room temperature (RT) by Lacovara et al in 1991 [32]. In recent researches focus on physical properties include mechanical, thermal, thermo-optical properties under cryogenic temperature [33–35]. The essential changes of crystal property under cryogenic temperature are as follows: increase in thermal conductivity, reduced temperature dependent refractive index \((dn/dT)\) and thermal expansion. This thermal contribution enables providing higher power and improved beam quality. Yb³⁺ ion is well demonstrated for using at cryogenic temperatures which enables four-level operation by depopulating the lower state manifold. Recent research on Yb³⁺ doped YAG, conducted by Brown et al, achieved 940 W near diffraction limited beam driven by 500W pumped oscillator followed by 2 kW pumped amplifier [36].

In Nd:YAG the population of the Z5 energy level, the highest stark level of the ground state manifold \(^4I_{9/2}\), becomes nearly zero at liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT). Commonly used rare-earth ions, i.e. Nd³⁺ or Er³⁺ have number of ground state Stark levels that are few hundred wavenumbers above the zero level. Laser transitions to these levels are quasi-four level at room temperature, and as the population of these levels decrease with temperature, the reabsorption
losses also diminish, resulting in lower laser threshold and the transitions becoming essentially four-level. The $\gamma$, which discussed in Eq.1-1 reaches almost 1 below 120 K as shown in Fig 1-5.

Figure 1-5 $\gamma$ of Nd:YAG for temperature range of 70K to 300K

1.3 Layout of report (synopsis)

In this thesis author concentrates on two detailed studies. The two main themes have been divided into two sections: PART I. Spectroscopy of Nd Doped Crystals, discusses spectroscopic measurements of various Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystals at various temperatures. PART II. Cryogenic Lasers, discusses a detail of the end-pump and side pump laser.

Chapter 1 and 2 introduces the background of this thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the overview of the cryogenic laser and motivation of using cryogen into laser system. We discuss the background information on cryogenic lasers. It begins with discussion of the principle of solid-state laser and brief introduction of spectroscopy of rare earth ions. The challenges and limits in further power scaling of quasi-four levels and particular emphasis on introducing cryogenically cooled laser is explained.

Chapter 2 introduces the details of the theory and background information on spectroscopic studies and thermo-optical properties over solid-state laser gain media. The review consists of spectroscopy measurement, absorption and emission of the investigated crystals. The chapter followed by an introduction to rate equation modelling for predicting laser performance. The first part of which introduces the approach to derive the rate equations based upon spatially distributed temperature in the gain medium with additional accounts for energy transfer upconversion of the laser crystal.
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The experimental section of the work is divided into two parts, 4 chapters.

Part 1 focuses on the measure of spectroscopy measure of Nd³⁺ doped crystals. Chapter 3 examines the change of spectroscopic of Nd:YAG crystal over the temperature range of 77 K to 450 K. The discussion in Chapter 3 identifies broadband ground state absorption (GSA) measurements carried out within 800 nm and 870 nm spectral ranges. The following section includes measurement of emission spectra and fluorescence lifetime from metastable energy level. Experimental results of spectroscopic data for Nd³⁺ doped YVO₄, GdVO₄, YLF, KGW, GSAG are also reported.

Chapter 4 presents ETU data determined via Z-scan technique, for different Nd³⁺ concentrations. The chapter starts with brief description of Z-scan technique of its experimental setups and modelling which was used to determine upconversion parameter. The following section discusses how the effect of ETU correspond to laser performance.

Part 2 reports the laser experiments conducted for end-pumping and side-pumping cryogenic lasers. Chapter 5 describes the design, development of the cryogenic end-pumped Nd:YAG and Nd:GSAG laser that emitted quasi-four level transition. The preliminary results implicate the high intensity pumping have in cryogenic conditions. Then Chapter 6 reports the result of side pumping zigzag (ZZ) slab configuration. The crystal was tested to correspond different pump geometries. Results are discussed to verify the zigzag design.

Chapter 7 summarises the results in this thesis and discuss future aspects.

We report the measure of absorption and emission cross sections of Nd³⁺ doped crystals at a wide range of temperature, recorded at high resolution. These results provide important information for laser characterization. The measured data are included in Appendix A.
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Chapter 2: Theoretical background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces the background theory for the following experimental work presented in this thesis. In section 2.2, we first discuss the thermo-optical effects within a laser crystal associated with the waste heat created during the pumping cycle. The effect of heat flow is presented for an end-pump laser, with the model presented including temperature dependence of various crystal properties, including the thermal conductivity. The techniques required to determine the spectroscopic properties of Nd$^{3+}$ ions in a host material are presented in section 2.3. Numerical models for predicting laser performance for which there are reabsorption losses at the lasing wavelength are presented in section 2.4. Finally a simple approach for measuring the beam quality (M$^2$) without moving parts is explained in section 2.5.

The information discussed in this chapter, is required for later chapters, describing key physical phenomena that determine the performance of cryogenic cooling of the active gain medium. As the focus of this report is cryogenic cooling such media, we will discuss the benefits of cryogenic cooling in each section.

2.2 Thermo-optic effects

The non-radiative decay achieved by phonon emission is generating heat in the gain medium. There are a number of non-radiative decay paths via different energy transfer processes. The main contribution to the thermal load comes from the quantum defect, which is given by:

$$\eta_q = 1 - \frac{\lambda_p}{\lambda_l}$$

where $\lambda_p$ is the pump wavelength, and $\lambda_l$ is the laser wavelength. There is extra heat load generated in the pumped region of the gain medium due to energy transfer up-conversion and subsequent non-radiative transitions of the highly excited Nd$^{3+}$ ions back to the metastable state, as will be discussed in Section 2.3.3. The heat deposited into the crystal is then conducted to the edge of the gain material where there is a sink and where it can be dissipated. Therefore, there is
a non-uniform temperature distribution over the pumped area of a gain medium, which is strongly dependent upon the material properties, its geometry, and the thermal interface.

As scaling diffraction-limited output power of solid-state lasers is generally limited by the induced thermal lens and associated aberrations created by the temperature gradient across the pumped region, it is paramount for engineers trying to improve laser performance to mitigate the effects of the waste heat deposited within the gain medium [1]. For near ambient-temperature conditions, three laser geometries have been reported that have enabled scaling of near-diffraction-limited powers into the kW regime from a single oscillator, thin-slabs [2], the thin-disk [3], and optical fibres [4]. Two other promising techniques capitalise on different time constants for the heat flux, either by rotating the gain media [5] or the cavity [6], or exploiting cryogenically cooling of the gain media to enhance the thermal diffusivity [7, 8], albeit with more complex engineering for the thermal management. In the following, with consideration of the last approach, we first review the critical thermo-optical parameters as a function of temperature, then introduce a numerical approach to model the heat distribution within a cryogenically-cooled crystal.

There are three main contributions to the thermo-optical effects in solid-state lasers, namely, thermal expansion coefficient, stress-optic effect, and the thermo-optic coefficient ($dn/dT$) [9]. These key parameters are dependent on the host material properties, and primarily the induced thermal gradient, which is dominated by the thermal conductivity. Hence, the nature of thermally induced aberrations can be minimised by using suitable crystals with high conductivity but small coefficients for the other parameters. YAG has superior thermal conductivity, $k_c$, compared to other host materials [3,5], increasing from $10^{-11}$Wm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$ at room temperature by nearly an order of magnitude to $~90$Wm$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$ [12] at the liquid nitrogen boiling temperature.

The heat equation under steady-state conditions, where $\frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = 0$, is:

$$\nabla \cdot k_c (\nabla T(r, z)) + Q(r, z) = 0$$

The deposited heat by the pumping process and subsequent dissipation to the boundary, which is defined by the thermal conductivity, determines the temperature gradient inside the crystal. We will discuss the boundary condition shortly, as it can severely affect the absolute temperature rise. For a longitudinally Gaussian-pumped cylindrical-rod, if the heat flow is radial and the crystal is isotropic over crystal volume, the heat flow equation yields [15]
\[ 2\pi r \Delta h(r,z) = \int_0^L \int_0^{\infty} \alpha \eta_p (r',z') 2\pi r' dr' dz' \]

Where \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient and \( I_p(r',z') \) is the intensity of the incident pump when \( r \) is the variable transverse radial coordinate and \( z \) is the coordinate along the axis.

Figure 2-1 Side and End-view of laser rod and Cu mount, given that rod radius \( r \) and length \( l \) and the pump beam radius \( w_p \).

We assumed a Gaussian pump profile and power, \( P_p \), then the intensity is given by

\[ I_p(r,z) = \frac{2P_p}{\pi w_p^2} \exp \left( -\frac{2r^2}{w_p^2} \right) \exp(-\alpha z) \]

Substitute Eq.2-12 into Eq.2-11 then performing the integration gives,

\[ h(r,z) = \frac{\alpha P_p}{2\pi} \exp(-\alpha z) \left( \frac{1 - \exp(-\frac{2r^2}{w_p^2})}{r} \right) \]

Where \( P_{ph} = \eta_h P_p \) is the heating power generated from the absorbed pump not converted to radiation. Now we can derive the radial temperature change from the edge of rod at any position \( z \) along the crystal axis.

It is assumed that the pump beam is diffraction limited, and the temperature change calculated with respect to the generated heat in the longitudinal slice \( \Delta z \) by substituting Eq.2-13 into Eq.2-10, then integrating to the crystal boundary, \( r_b \), giving [15],

\[ \Delta T(r,z) = \frac{\alpha P_p}{4\pi k} \exp(-\alpha z) \left[ \ln \left( \frac{r_b^2}{r^2} \right) + E_i \left( \frac{2r^2}{w_p^2} \right) - E_i \left( \frac{2r^2}{w_p^2} \right) \right] \]

Where \( \Delta T(r,z) = T(r,z) - T(r_b,z) \), and assuming the absorption coefficient is unsaturated. \( E_i \) is the exponential integral function,
Assuming the crystal rod has an ideal contact with the heat dissipating material. Copper is a common intermediate material, due to its high thermal conductivity ~400 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹. In our case, we assume the temperature of the copper heat sink is uniform and temperature matched to the active coolant, T_c, e.g. cooling water. However, the temperature of the copper and crystal is not always equal and a heat transfer coefficient, H, can be used to express the surface conductance at the boundary.

\[-k \left( \frac{\partial T}{\partial r} \right) = H(T(t_e) - T_c)\]  \[\text{(2-8)}\]

Chenais et al [16] expressed the temperature at the boundary of crystal.

\[T_{eb} = \frac{k}{H r_e \left( 1 + 2 \ln \left( \frac{r_e}{w_p} \right) \right)} \left( 2(T(0) - T_{eb}) \right)\]  \[\text{(2-9)}\]

The heat transfer coefficient, which describes the surface heat conductance at the boundary, is found to have a wide range of possible values, that are in range of 1-10 W cm⁻² K⁻¹. Carslaw and Jaeger [17] reported that a thin oxygen layer between a rod and the mount can cause a large thermal resistance. Eq.2-9 explains the effect of thermal contact for crystal cooling.

Figure 2-2 shows the simulated temperature distribution for a 1 at.% doped Nd:YAG rod, when applying Eq.2-8 and Eq.2-9. Using a rod radius, r_e = 1.5 mm and length of l_c = 7 mm, a pumping spot radius of w_p = 0.3 mm, with an absorbed pump power of P_p = 40 W, the value for k, determined with Eq.2-8, is 11 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹, and using a value for \( \alpha \) that we measured at room temperature, being 2.39 cm⁻¹. In this model we assumed a constant exponential pump decay along the crystal, i.e. without saturation.
The heat deposited into the crystal raises the temperature at the centre to 37.3 K higher than the boundary temperature. We have set constant values for the absorption coefficient and thermal conductivity. However, as we will show in the following chapter, there is a temperature dependence for many of the key crystal properties, both spectroscopic and physical in nature. As we will also show in Chapter 3, the peak absorption spectroscopic properties, can be fitted by a Taylor’s expansion, accounting for the fact that the absorption coefficient depends not only on absorption cross section spectrum, but also the spectral characteristics of the pump source. Here we can state temperature dependence as follow:

\[
\alpha_T(r,z) = \alpha(\Delta T(r,z) + T_o)
\]

where \( \alpha_T(r,z) \) is temperature dependent absorption coefficient over pump medium, \( T_o \) is an initial temperature and \( \Delta T(r,z) \) is the temperature at each point throughout the crystal volume.

A similar analogy can be made for the thermal conductivity, \( k_T(r,z) \) defined as a function of the local temperature, \( k(T) \) using the analytical fit reported by Brown [14] for thermal modelling of YAG gain media:

\[
k(T) = \frac{a}{(\ln(bT))^c} - \frac{d}{T}
\]

Where \( a, b, c, \) and \( d \) are constant and given \( a=1.9x10^{16}(\text{Wcm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}), b=5.33(\text{K}^{-1}), c=7.14, \) and \( d=331 \quad (\text{Wcm}^{-1}) \). The fit function operates for 30 K to 500 K with given thermal conductivity unit \( (\text{Wcm}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}) \) was found to be a good match to actual parameters. These two functions calculated according to the temperature distribution shown is shown in Fig 2-3. The thermal conductivity is reduced in the hotter areas, Fig 2-3(a), instead the absorption coefficient increases, Fig 2-3(b).
In the assumption that the changes in thermal conductivity and absorption coefficient are small over the crystal temperatures reached, as calculated via Eq.2-6, to a first approximation we can modified the expression to include the spatially-dependent absorption coefficient and thermal conductivity, i.e.,

\[
\Delta T(r, z) = \frac{\alpha_f(r, z)P_w \exp(-\alpha_f(r, z)z)}{4\pi k_f(r, z)} \left[ \ln \left( \frac{r{_0}^2}{r^2} \right) + E_f \left( \frac{2r{^2}}{w{^2}} \right) - E_f \left( \frac{2r} {w} \right) \right]
\]

By iterating the calculation of this equation multiple times, using the new temperature distribution as the seed for the next iteration, we find that the temperature rise at the centre of rod converges to a maximal increase of 44.4 K as shown in Fig 2-4, which is 7.1K higher than the peak found using constant values. The temperature distribution for the two cases shows a very similar distribution, despite the different peak temperature at the rod centre.
2.3 Spectroscopy

Study of the spectroscopic properties of a given gain medium provides key information about the strength of the absorption and emission cross sections, required to quantify the potential laser performance. It was essential to undertake a comprehensive study of both the absorption and emission properties for the crystals of potential interest for cryogenic operation, to determine how the laser performance would benefit. After describing the theory underpinning the absorption measurements, we will review two theories for the determination of the emission cross section spectra, i.e. a) Füchtbauer-Ladenburg (FL) theory, and, b) the McCumber or reciprocity method (RM).

2.3.1 Absorption cross section

The study of ground state absorption (GSA) measurements correspond key parameters for laser design. The line-broadening mechanism in real gain media has introduced transition cross sections along energy levels. GSA determines the pump absorption rate, defining the total population inversion created by the pump field’s intensity. The information can be used to infer the saturation intensity of a given gain media and the pump source with knowledge of lifetime. Important design criteria for laser or amplifiers are gain geometry, thermal management, and dopant concentration.
Here we introduce a brief description for determining the absorbance of a material using the Beer-Lambert law. The law relates to the absorption of light as it passes through the body of the medium.

\[ A = -\log \frac{I_t}{I_o} \]  

where \( I_t \) is unabsorbed intensity, \( I_o \) is the incident optical intensity on the crystal. \( A \) is the absorbance of the light passing through the sample, giving:

\[ \frac{I_t}{I_o} = \exp(-\sigma_{abs} N_i l_c) \]

where \( \sigma_{abs} \) is absorption cross section, \( N_i \) is ion density of crystal, \( l_c \) is gain material path length. Substituting Eq.2-13 into Eq.2-14, gives the simple expression

\[ \sigma_{abs} = \frac{2.303 A}{N_i l_c} \]

Note, for all sample surfaces either AR coated or uncoated, it is necessary to correct the measured transmission for each surface. The transmission over the spectrum of the probe light. For AR coated surfaces, this is best done by measuring the transmission for “out of band wavelengths”, e.g. for absorption into the \( \text{Nd}^{3+} \) S-levels (following the notation of Carlson et al [18]) around the wavelengths of 770 nm and 840 nm. The spectral loss can then be used to set the background for the entire spectrum, i.e. \( I_o = I_t e^{-\alpha L} \), where \( L \) is the fraction of light lost, such as AR coating loss (for coated), Fresnel loss (for uncoated) and scattering losses. For the experiments to be discussed in the next Chapter, the coating loss was on the order of \(~2-3\%\) around 800 nm for the AR coatings optimized for a lasing wavelength of 1 \( \mu \)m, or for uncoated surfaces the Fresnel reflection, ranged from \(~4\%\) for the fluoride crystals to nearly 10 \% for the high index oxides, like vanadate or tungstate.

For anisotropic crystals, which have natural birefringence, the probe light was polarised and aligned to one of the crystal’s principal axes, where the respective absorption spectra were measured. For the monoclinic crystals, such as potassium gadolinium tungstate (KGW), different crystal cuts were employed when determining the polarized absorption spectra for each axis.

### 2.3.2 Emission cross section

A material’s emission cross section is used for calculating laser threshold and determining the potential gain achievable, it can be determined using a few methods. In the following section, we
describe two models namely, the Füchtbauer-Landenburg (F-L) method [19-21], and McCumber or reciprocity method [21, 22].

**Füchtbauer-Landenburg equation**

The F-L analysis exploits the fluorescence to determine the emission cross section of a particular active ion in a host medium. Starting with a degenerate two-level systems, as described by Einstein’s transition coefficients, the transition probability for a finite spectral linewidth can be calculated [23]. A summary of the F-L formula derivation is presented in the following, where we will discuss the main assumptions made.

The rate equation for the change in the number of photons of an incident light beam, which denotes the number photons added to (or taken away from) the light beam per unit volume per unit time, is given by,

\[
\frac{dN_2}{dt} = B_{21}g_{\text{em}}(v_p)\rho N_2 - B_{12}g_{\text{abs}}(v_p)\rho N_1
\]

where \(v_p\) is the frequency of the pump light, \(N_2\) and \(N_1\) are the population densities of the upper and lower energy levels of the active element, \(B_{21}\) and \(B_{12}\) are the Einstein coefficients, \(g_{\text{em}}(v_p)\) and \(g_{\text{abs}}(v_p)\) are absorption and emission lineshape functions, and \(\rho\) is the spectral energy density, which can be expressed in terms intensity, \(\rho = I/(c/n)\), where \(I\) is light intensity, \(c\) the speed of light in a material of refractive index, \(n\). Here we neglect photons spontaneously emitted from the upper level, as they are not contributing coherently to the amplification/absorption process. Using the relationship between the two degenerate levels, \(g_1\) and \(g_2\), and the assumption that the two levels are equally populated, or, have the same rate of induced transition, Einstein’s first relation is

\[
B_{21}g_2 = B_{12}g_1
\]

According to the Beer-Lambert Law, light is absorbed as propagates in the gain medium, according to:

\[
\frac{dl(z)}{dz} = -\alpha(v)I(z)
\]

Where \(\alpha(v)\) is the absorption coefficient and \(I(z)\) is the intensity of the pump light after a distance \(z\) from the front surface of the medium. Given that \(\frac{d\rho}{dt} = \frac{dN}{dt} \frac{hv}{c/n}\), the absorption
coefficient can be expressed in terms of Einstein’s B coefficient and the population of two levels such that:

\[
\alpha(v) = (B_{21} N_1 g_{abs}(v_p) - B_{12} N_2 g_{em}(v_p)) \frac{h\nu}{c/n}
\]  
\text{2-19}

Substituting in Eq.2-17, and integrating over all frequencies for the absorption line. Eq.2-19 becomes

\[
\int \alpha(v) dv = \int \left( \frac{g_2}{g_1} N_1 g_{abs}(v_p) - N_2 g_{em}(v_p) \right) \frac{B_2 h\nu}{c/n}
\]  
\text{2-20}

The number of absorbing and emitting atoms per frequency range is expressed as

\[
dN_1/dv = g_{abs}(v_p) N_1 \quad \text{and} \quad dN_2/dv = g_{em}(v_p) N_2.
\]

By inserting these expressions into Eq.2-20, then the integrated absorption coefficient can be expressed, assuming a narrow spectral linewidth where the frequency bandwidth is replaced by a peak frequency, \( \nu_o \)

\[
\int \alpha(v) dv = \left( \frac{g_2}{g_1} N_1 - N_2 \right) \frac{B_2 h\nu_o}{c/n}
\]  
\text{2-21}

Optical gain can be achieved when a population inversion is reached,

\[
\alpha(v) = \sigma_{21}(v) N_2 - \sigma_{12}(v) N_1
\]  
\text{2-22}

Where the emission cross section, \( \sigma_{21} \), and absorption cross section, \( \sigma_{12} \), are defined through the integrated FL relations,

\[
\int v^2 \sigma_{21}(v) dv = \frac{A_{21} c^2}{8\pi n^2}
\]  
\text{2-23}

\[
\int v^2 \sigma_{12}(v) dv = \frac{g_2 A_{21} c^2}{g_1 8\pi n^2}
\]  
\text{2-24}

\( A_{21} \) is Einstein A coefficient, which is the rate of radiative emission, often expressed as the reciprocal value \( \tau_{21} \), that is the radiative lifetime. The second of Einstein’s relations is given by

\[
A_{21} = \frac{8\pi h\nu^3}{c B_{21}}
\]  
\text{2-25}

Equation 2-23 and 2-24 is called the F-L relation of emission and absorption. The two cross sections can be written in their general form as:
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\[ g_2 \int v^2 \sigma_{21}(v) dv = g_1 \int v^2 \sigma_{12}(v) dv. \]

Determination of the magnitude of the transition cross section can be achieved using the F-L relations, the measured fluorescence or absorption spectrum and radiative lifetime. Aull et al [21] reported the derived expression, which calculates the emission cross section by measuring the entire fluorescence spectrum along with the upper level lifetime,

\[ \sigma_{em}(i-j, \lambda) = \frac{1}{8\pi n^2 c \tau_f} \frac{I(\lambda) I_{ij}(\lambda) \lambda d\lambda}{\int I(\lambda) \lambda d\lambda}. \]

Where \( I(\lambda) \) is the entire fluorescence emission spectrum, \( \beta_{ij} \) is the branching ratio for the respective transitions from \( i \) to \( j \) manifolds, \( \lambda \) is the transition wavelength, \( \eta \) is the quantum efficiency of the upper level. \( n \), the refractive index can be determined via the Sellmeier dispersion formula [24]. \( \beta_{ij} \) is calculated via:

\[ \beta_{ij} = \frac{\int \lambda I_{ij}(\lambda) d\lambda}{\int \lambda I_{ij}(\lambda) d\lambda}. \]

In anisotropic media, the F-L equation for the respective principal optical axes is defined for light polarized along each, i.e. a,b,c, as given by Payne et al [25]:

\[ \sigma_{em}(i-j, \lambda) = \frac{1}{8\pi n_x^2 c \tau_f} \frac{I_x(\lambda) I_{ij}(\lambda) \lambda d\lambda}{\sum_{x=polarization} I_x(\lambda) \lambda d\lambda}. \]

Where \( n_x \) is the refractive index for the \( x \) – the polarization, and \( I_x \) for the intensity of each polarization axes.

**Reciprocity Method**

The reciprocity method (RM), on the other hand, allows for the calculation of either the emission (or absorption) cross section from an accurate measurement of the other and knowing the energy levels of the transition for the active material in question. RM capitalises upon the coupled relationship of two level, unlike the F-L equation, which requires the measurement of the entire fluorescence spectrum to determine the proper scaling factors for each of the available transitions. Nonetheless, the RM is based upon a few general assumptions, with the derivation summarised in following.
Figure 2-5 illustrates two electron-orbital energy levels with their associated Stark splitting. The energy levels, depicted as $E_1$ and $E_2$, are the lower and upper transition states for the emission (absorption) of a photon and have individual sublevels $d_i$ and $d_j$ [21]. In this case, the two-level transition cross section is related to the ratio of degeneracy of the two levels,

$$d_i \sigma_{ij} = d_j \sigma_{ji}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-30)

This is the reciprocity theory, which is only valid for a normalised population distribution. The photon energy of any transition can be derived considering the two energy levels,

$$\Delta E_{\text{ij}} - \Delta E_{\text{ji}} = h\nu - E_{ZL}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-31)

Where $E_{ZL}$ is the zero-line energy, which is the energy difference between the two lowest sublevels of each manifold, $\Delta E_{0i0j}$.

The Stark-level population each energy manifold is described by the Boltzmann distribution, which is considered to be in thermal equilibrium. The overall emission and absorption cross sections are then given by [26],

$$\sigma_{21}(\nu) = \sum_{d_i, d_j} \frac{\exp(-\Delta E_{d_i} / k_B T)}{Z_2} \sigma_{dil}(\nu).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-32)

Where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant, and $Z_2$ is partition function given by [26]

$$Z_2 = \sum_{d_i} \exp(-\Delta E_{d_i} / k_B T)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-33)

Also for the reciprocal absorption cross section, $\sigma_{12}(\nu)$, with a partition function $Z_1$, that is:

$$\sigma_{12}(\nu) = \sum_{d_i, d_j} \frac{\exp(-\Delta E_{d_j} / k_B T)}{Z_1} \sigma_{dij}(\nu).$$  \hspace{1cm} (2-34)
\[ \sigma_{12}(\nu) = \sum_{d_i,d_j} \frac{\exp(-\Delta E_{dj} / k_b T)}{Z_1} \sigma_{adj}(\nu) \]

\[ Z_1 = \sum_{d_i} \exp(-\Delta E_{di} / k_b T). \]

\( \sigma_{adj} \) is the spectroscopic cross section for transitions between two individual Stark sub-levels.

Dividing Eq.2-32 and 2-34 and using Eq.2-33 and 2-35 leads to,

\[ \frac{\sigma_{21}(\nu)}{\sigma_{12}(\nu)} = \frac{Z_1}{Z_2} \sum_{d_i,d_j} \frac{\exp(-\Delta E_{dj} / k_b T)\sigma_{adj}(\nu)}{\exp(-\Delta E_{di} / k_b T)\sigma_{adj}(\nu)} \]

\[ = \frac{Z_1}{Z_2} \exp\left( \frac{(E_{ZR} - \nu)}{k_b T} \right). \]

Which can be reordered to give,

\[ \sigma_{21}(\nu) = \sigma_{12}(\nu) \frac{Z_1}{Z_2} \exp\left( \frac{(E_{ZR} - \nu)}{k_b T} \right). \]

This is the equation reported by McCumber, describing the reciprocity relationship for the emission and absorption cross sections.

**Ground-state reabsorption of fluorescence**

A portion of the radiative fluorescence of Nd\(^{3+}\) ions corresponds to a transition to the ground-state. Whereupon, by reciprocity, there is a chance for neighbouring Nd\(^{3+}\) ions in their ground-states to absorb the passing photons. Consequently, depending upon the distance travelled through the media, the measured spectral power density of the fluorescence can be distorted by reabsorption, which can affect the accuracy in determining the emission cross section via the F-L equation. Typically therefore, the RM is used to determine the emission cross section to the ground state, and compared with the F-L equation results. Alternatively, the pumping beam can be brought close to the edge of the sample crystal to minimize the chance of reabsorption. It was particularly important to determine the exact emission cross section around the zero-phonon line, to be able to have a good estimate of the effective absorption cross section for the in-band pumping scheme.
2.3.3 Energy transfer upconversion

A radiative transition is the process of the emission of a photon, with an energy equivalent to the difference between the energy levels involved, as discussed in the prior section (section 2.3.2). Non-radiative transitions, instead, dissipate the excess energy through generation of phonon vibrations in the host lattice. Typically the emission of a photon is phonon-assisted, where the portion of the energy difference between the photon energy and that between the upper level and the ground state, is coupled to phonons. As a consequence, these phonons induce heating of the lattice, with an energy difference equal to the quantum defect.

In this report, two other important energy transfer interactions are discussed. These are ion-ion energy exchange processes, the first, cross relaxation (CR), and the second, energy transfer upconversion (ETU).

Cross-relaxation interactions are energy exchange processes between neighbouring excited and ground state ions, resulting in two excited ions in a mid-level energy state. Pollnau et al [27] and Palatella [28] reported 3 CR process for the Nd$^{3+}$ ion.

\[
\begin{align*}
CR_1 & : ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{15/2} & \rightarrow ^4I_{15/2} \\
CR_2 & : ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{15/2} & \rightarrow ^4I_{13/2} \\
CR_3 & : ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{13/2} & \rightarrow ^4I_{15/2}
\end{align*}
\]

Only the CR$_1$ transitions have near equivalent energy differences and as such undergo a direct interionic exchange, the other two, CR$_2$ and CR$_3$ each have relatively large energy mismatch, making the process less likely occur [29]. However, cross relaxation is analysed from a macroscopic viewpoint, and as such, can be described with a single parameter, $W_{\text{CR}}$. Due to the large energy gap between $^4F_{3/2}$ and $^4I_{15/2}$, being at least six times larger than the maximum phonon energy of the YAG crystal host, for example, the probability of multi-phonon non-radiative relaxation can be neglected. On the other hand, as the upper pump levels ($^4F_{5/2}$, $^2H_{9/2}$) are only ~800 cm$^{-1}$ above the meta-stable level, these excited ions rapidly (~ns timescale) relax into the energy state of interest $^4F_{3/2}$.

The second potentially significant parameter that adds to the non-radiative de-excitation of the meta-stable energy level during excitation of the doped crystal is energy transfer upconversion. The ETU process involves two Nd$^{3+}$ ions in their excited meta-stable state, $^4F_{3/2}$, one of which receives the stored energy of the other, and, is subsequently excited to a higher energy state ($^4G_{5/2}$, $^4G_{7/2}$, or $^2G_{9/2}$), while the other one is returned to a lower state ($^4I_{15/2}$, $^4I_{13/2}$, or $^4I_{11/2}$) respectively [30]. Depending upon the strength of the ETU processes, this can have a detrimental
effect on laser performance, firstly as an additional source of heat, which ultimately leads to increasing cavity losses with higher pump powers, and secondly, by reducing the population inversion thus lowering the achievable gain. This is potentially catastrophic for the already relatively low-gain 946 nm transition.

For crystals with low dopant concentrations and where the multiphonon decay rate is negligible, the radiative lifetime, $\tau_R$, approaches the intrinsic meta-stable level lifetime, $\tau_o$. However, with increasing dopant concentration there is stronger ion-ion energy coupling, thus the lifetime is reduced. Deviation from the ideal exponential decay of the meta-stable level can be determined via measuring the fluorescence lifetime, $\tau_f$, which is influenced by these non-linear energy transfer mechanisms, i.e. $W_{NR}$, which are obtained through the relationship:

$$\frac{1}{\tau_f} = \frac{1}{\tau_o} + W_{NR}.$$  \hspace{1cm} 2-39

Here $W_{NR} = W_{CR} + W_{ETU}$, $W_{ETU}$ is near zero for weak excitation, hence value of $W_{CR}$ is obtained.

**Z-scan techniques for quantifying the upconversion parameter**

Using the Z-scan technique, provides accurate control of the irradiance of an incident probe, simply by scanning a “slowly” converging/diverging laser beam through the sample under test [31]. If the probe laser is tuned to an absorption transition of the sample in question, this technique therefore allows the study of the saturation of the absorption, which is related to the saturation intensity of the material at that pump wavelength. However, to fully appreciate the change in transmission of the probe laser, it is necessary to know the small-signal transmission derived from the doping concentration and absorption cross section of the material at the wavelength of interest, which was discussed in the previous section 2.3.1. To determine the ETU coefficient the incident irradiance must range from values much lower than the saturation irradiance (intensity), to one that is comparable, if not higher than it. At the higher irradiance levels, depletion of the number of ions in their ground state increases the pump transmission, however, ETU counteracts this by effectively depopulating the upper level, equivalent to effectively increasing the saturation irradiance condition. A suitably configured Z-scan measurement provides an incident irradiance that can be scaled over several orders of magnitude, without requiring this degree of sensitivity or linearity from the detectors and associated digitization equipment. Consequently, this method can provide a very sensitive measure of the magnitude of the ETU coefficient.
For Nd:YAG we can treat the problem as a two-level system between the ground state (\(^4I_{9/2} - N_1\)) and the metastable level (\(^4F_{3/2} - N_2\)), for which the rate equations under steady state pumping conditions, are expressed as:

\[
\frac{\partial N_1(r, z)}{\partial t} = - \frac{I_p(r, z)}{h\nu_p} \sigma_{abs} N_1(r, z) + \frac{N_2(r, z)}{\tau_0} + W_{ETU} N_2(r, z)^2 + W_{CR} N_1(r, z) N_2(r, z) \tag{2-40}
\]

\[
\frac{\partial N_2(r, z)}{\partial t} = \frac{I_p(r, z)}{h\nu_p} \sigma_{abs} N_1(r, z) - \frac{N_2(r, z)}{\tau_0} - W_{ETU} N_2(r, z)^2 - W_{CR} N_1(r, z) N_2(r, z) \tag{2-41}
\]

where \(\tau_0\) is the intrinsic radiative lifetime for Nd:YAG, \(\sigma_{abs}\) is the effective absorption cross section for the ground state level, \(h\nu_p\) is the pump photon energy, \(W_{ETU}\) is the ETU coefficient, \(W_{CR}\) is the CR coefficient, and \(I_p(r, z)\) is the pump irradiance distribution along the sample’s length, governed by:

\[
\frac{dI_p(r, z)}{dz} = I_p(r, z)(-\sigma_{abs} N_1(r, z)) \tag{2-42}
\]

By solving Eq.2-40 - 2-42 numerically, for a fixed pump power and a range of beam radii \(\omega(z)\), the power transmitted through the crystal can be calculated, equivalent to the experimental conditions of scanning the sample along the Z-direction of the pump laser beam. Figure 2-6 shows the expected transmission of a Nd:YAG crystal, of the same length as our sample, at a wavelength tuned to the peak absorption around 808 nm and in function of the incident pump irradiance, with and without ETU effects, at room temperature and with no coating losses. A value of \(W_{CR} = 3.0 \times 10^{-18} \text{cm}^3/\text{s}\) is used in our model, obtained from the measured fluorescence lifetime of our sample, 235\(\pm\)5 ms, together with the assumption that the intrinsic lifetime of Nd\(^{3+}\) in YAG is 260 ms [32], and for very low pump excitation CR is the only decay mechanism other than spontaneous emission. Three graphs drawn in Fig 2-6 show the expected transmission of 3.2 mm long Nd:YAG crystal with a doping concentration of \(1.33 \times 10^{20} \text{ions/cm}^3\), versus the incident pump irradiance, at room temperature, with and without ETU effects. Comparing the case without ETU to the lowest reported value \(5 \times 10^{-17} \text{cm}^3/\text{s}\) [33], the pump transmission would increase by almost a factor of two when the peak on-axis incident pump irradiance reached 50 kW/cm\(^2\), nearly four times higher than the saturation irradiance of the material. ETU acts to reduce the change in transmission as a function of the incident irradiance so can be used as a fitting parameter between the modelled and experimentally measured transmitted power.
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2.4 Review of laser performance modelling

This section presents the modelling approaches to predict the performance of end-pumped lasers. There are several previous studies of rate equations for longitudinally pumped lasers, which describe the spatially distributed population inversion density, and cavity photon number, including reabsorption losses and energy transfer upconversion (ETU) [30, 34]. Since this thesis reports on the quasi-four-level transition of Nd extensively, the effect of reabsorption and ETU is presented. It is well known that a gain material with reabsorption loss at the laser wavelength generally requires a tightly focused pump to create sufficient population inversion to overcome this loss and that of the cavity. ETU, as discussed previously reduces the population of a metastable energy level, which in effect reduces the effective lifetime of the upper laser level, and often will degrade the performance of the laser.

2.4.1 Rate equation

There are many approaches to model the Nd$^{3+}$ ion doped laser system, with Risk [35] producing some general scaling curves that included the effect of mode overlap between the pump and signal photon distributions in the crystal. Bjurshagen et al [30] extended the analysis, including the influence of mode overlap, reabsorption loss, upconversion effects, and thermal induced aberrations on the laser performance.
Figure 2-7 Energy level diagram of trivalent Nd$^{3+}$ ion and transitions from metastable level, $^{4}\text{F}_{3/2}$ [36]

Figure 2-7 extended from simple energy diagram of Nd:YAG presented in Chapter 1. The figure includes four fluorescent transitions and multiphoton relaxations to ground level and three upconversion processes towards a higher state in $^{4}\text{G}_{5/2}$, $^{4}\text{G}_{7/2}$ and $^{2}\text{G}_{9/2}$ levels. The modelling describes a quasi-four-level energy transition in between lower crystal field (R1) of the upper laser level, $^{4}\text{F}_{3/2}$ and the top crystal field of (Z5) of Ground state ($^{4}\text{I}_{9/2}$). Under steady-state conditions, the population of all crystal fields in both manifolds obeys a Boltzmann distribution, thus the population density of two energy levels that are involved in the laser transition are denoted as a fraction of the total population density in each manifold.

- $N_u = f_u N_2$ the population of the upper laser level
- $N_a = f_a N_0$ the population of the lower laser level

The model accounts in the cross-relaxation as we used concentration dependent fluorescence lifetime, $\tau$ the term in the equation. Cross-relaxation can be dominant for some RE dopants, e.g. erbium ion doped lasers or at high doping concentration that is not valid for our case.

The steady-state rate equations for upper energy state is written as,

$$\frac{dN_z(r, z)}{dt} = R_p(r, z) - N_z(r, z) \frac{C}{\tau} - \sigma_{SL} N_z(r, z) \Delta \phi(r, z) - \frac{W_{EUL}}{f} N_z(r, z)^2 = 0$$  2-43

Where $\Delta N(r, z) = N_z(r, z) - N_i(r, z)$ is the population inversion density, the rate equation for the population inversion density is,

$$\frac{d\Delta N(r, z)}{dt} = f R_p(r, z) - \frac{\Delta N(r, z) - \Delta N^0}{\tau} - f \sigma_{SL} \frac{C}{n} \Delta N(r, z) \Delta \phi(r, z) - \frac{W_{EUL}}{f} [\Delta N(r, z) - \Delta N^0]^2 = 0$$  2-44
$f$ is the sum of the occupational fraction of the population at each manifold, $\Delta N^0$ is the thermal equilibrium population inversion density. The pump rate $R$ is given by $R = P_p \eta_a / h \nu_p$, where $P_p$ is the incident pump power, $\eta_a$ is the pump absorption efficiency that can be expressed as $\eta_a = 1 - \exp(-\alpha_p l)$ where gain length and absorption efficiency is $\alpha_p$. Total number of laser photons in cavity $\Phi$ is given by $\Phi = 2nl_2 P_l / c h \nu_l$, where $P_l$ is the cavity laser power, $l_2$ is the optical path length of the cavity with gain media, $h \nu_p$ and $h \nu_l$ are pump photon energy and laser photon laser energy, respectively. $r_p(r,z)$ and $\phi(r,z)$ are the normalized spatial distribution of pump energy and laser photon distribution, respectively and are normalized over the crystal and cavity

$$\int_{\text{crystal}} r_p(r,z) dV = 1$$ 2-45

$$\int_{\text{cavity}} \phi(r,z) dV = 1.$$ 2-46

The corresponding rate equation for the cavity photon number is,

$$\frac{d\Phi}{dt} = \frac{c}{n} \sigma_{SE} \int_{\text{crystal}} \Delta N(r,z) \Phi \phi(r,z) dV - \frac{\Phi}{\tau_c}.$$ 2-47

Where cavity photon lifetime, $\tau_c$ is given by $2l_c / c \delta$, $\delta = L + \ln [1 / (1 - T_{oc})]$ is the round trip-loss, and $L$ is the intrinsic cavity loss where $T_{oc}$ is output coupler transmittance. This definition of $\delta$ assumes the value of $T_{oc}$ is small.

Under thermal equilibrium condition, we can assume the population at the ground manifold is dominant which allows $\Delta N^0$ to be written as $-N^0_g$, which is unpumped population density of the ground manifold. Therefore, we can derive the population density below threshold by substituting in $\Phi = 0$ into Eq.2-44

$$\Delta N_n = \frac{2 \tau f R_N r_p}{1 + (1 + 4W_r^2 R_a r_p)^{1/2}} - N^0_n$$ 2-48

And the steady state population inversion density is calculated to be,

$$\Delta N = \frac{2 \tau f R_p + \frac{2 c \sigma_{SE} f N^0_g \Phi \phi}{n}}{1 + \frac{c \sigma_{SE} f \phi(r,z)}{n} + \left[1 + \frac{c \sigma_{SE} f \phi(r,z)}{n} \right]^{1/2} + 4 W^2 R_p + 4 W^2 c \sigma_{SE} N^0_g \Phi \phi} - N^0_g$$ 2-49
Here the equation expresses that the total inversion is dependent upon upconversion and reabsorption, which is the additional term increases the complexity in modelling quasi-four-level lasers compared with a true-four-level transition.

The equation 2-48 can be substituted into Eq.2-43 where the pump rate yields the total laser cavity photon number.

\[
\frac{2\sigma_{se} l_c}{n_{\text{crystal}}} \int \Delta N(r, z) \phi(r, z) dV = \delta
\]

\[2\text{-}50\]

\[
\frac{2\sigma_{se} l_c}{n_{\text{crystal}}} \int \frac{2\tau f R_p \phi + 2 \frac{c\sigma_{se} t}{n} f N_o \Phi \phi^2}{1 + \frac{c\sigma_{se} t}{n} f \Phi \phi + \left(1 + \frac{c\sigma_{se} t}{n} f \Phi \phi\right)^2 + 4W \tau^2 R_p + 4W \tau^2 \frac{c\sigma_{se} t}{n} N_o \Phi \phi} dV = \delta + \delta_i
\]

\[2\text{-}51\]

Where \( \delta_i = 2N_o \frac{c\sigma_{se} l_c}{n_{\text{crystal}}} \int \phi dV \) is the reabsorption loss added to lower laser level, Eq.2-50 indicates the term cavity loss, which includes cavity loss and output transmission, is equal to the total gain over the laser crystal including reabsorption and upconversion losses above threshold.

We can substitute Eq.2-48 into Eq.2-47, the pump rate at threshold can be derived to be,

\[
R_n = \frac{\delta + \delta_i}{2\sigma_{se} t f R_p} \left[ \int \frac{2r_p \phi}{1 + (1 + 4W \tau^2 R_n R_p)^2} dV \right]^{-1}
\]

\[2\text{-}52\]

where \( R_n(T, r, z) \) is the pump rate at laser threshold.

### 2.4.2 Laser threshold and slope efficiency

We now evaluate laser threshold and slope efficiency in an end-pumped configuration. First considering a Gaussian distribution for both pump and laser beam, assuming that beam size for both the pump beam and cavity-mode are unchanged over the length of the gain media. The normalized pump and laser photon distributions in Eq.2-45 and 2-46 are then given by,

\[
r_p(r, z) = \frac{2\alpha}{\eta_p \pi W_p^2} \exp\left(-\frac{2r^2}{W_p^2}\right) \exp(-\alpha z)
\]

\[2\text{-}53\]

and

\[
\phi(r, z) = \frac{2\alpha}{\pi W_l^2} \exp\left(-\frac{2r^2}{W_l^2}\right).
\]

\[2\text{-}54\]
With \( w_p \) and \( w_l \), the Gaussian beam radii for the pump and laser-beam, respectively.

We use the terms defined by Risk [35] and Bjurshagen [30] to solve Eq.2-51,

\[
a = \frac{w_p}{w_l},
\]

\[
x = \frac{r^2}{w_p^2},
\]

\[
F = \frac{4\pi \sigma_{se} R}{\pi w_p^2 \delta}
\]

\[
S = \frac{2\pi \sigma_{se} \Phi}{\pi w_l^2 \ell_c}
\]

\[
B = \frac{2N^5 \sigma_{se} l}{\delta}
\]

\[
U = \frac{2W \tau \delta}{f \sigma_{se} l}
\]

Where \( a \) is the ratio of the pump and laser beam waists, \( F \) is a normalized parameter proportional to the pump power, \( S \) is a normalized parameter proportional to the internal laser power, \( B \) is the ratio of reabsorption loss to the cavity loss, and \( U \) is a normalized parameter proportional to upconversion loss. Substituting Eq.2-55 to Eq.2-60 into Eq.2-51 we obtain,

\[
F = \frac{1 + B - 2Ba^2 \int_{0}^{\infty} \left[ fS \exp(-a^2 x) \right] \frac{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x)}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x) + \frac{2a}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x)}} \left[ fU \exp(-x) \exp(-\alpha z) + fUB \exp(-a^2 x) \right]^{1/2} dx}{2f \int \frac{\delta}{\eta_d} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \exp(-x^2) \exp(-\alpha z) \right] \frac{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x) + \frac{2a}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x)}}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x) + \frac{2a}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x)}} \left[ fU \exp(-x) \exp(-\alpha z) + fUB \exp(-a^2 x) \right]^{1/2} dx}
\]

At threshold, the output power is zero, substitute \( S=0 \) in Eq.2-61 we obtain \( F_{th} \)

\[
F_{th} = \frac{1 + B}{2f \int \frac{\delta}{\eta_d} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} \exp(-x^2) \exp(-\alpha z) \right] \frac{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x) + \frac{2a}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x)}}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x) + \frac{2a}{1 + fS \exp(-a^2 x)}} \left[ fU \exp(-x) \exp(-\alpha z) + fUB \exp(-a^2 x) \right]^{1/2} dx}
\]

Kim et al [37] made an analytical expression for threshold power for using a top-hat pump distribution, assuming the most of pump light is being absorbed.
Note, this expression is simply related to an equivalent system with top-hat pumping beam, as given by Taira et al [38].

\[
\frac{P_n}{P_n^\text{(Gaussian)}} = \frac{2a^2}{(1+a^2)[1-\exp(2a^2)]} \tag{2-64}
\]

The slope efficiency as given by Risk [35] is,

\[
\frac{dP_t}{dP_p} = \frac{T}{L+T} \frac{V_r}{V_p} \eta_c(T,r,z) \frac{dS}{dF}, \tag{2-65}
\]

which depends on four factors, quantum defect, the fraction of laser photons that escape the cavity, the absorption efficiency of the pump photons, and the photon conversion efficiency,

\[
\frac{dS}{dF}. \tag{2-66}
\]

The photon conversion efficiency quantifies the pump and laser mode overlap, the effects of saturation, through \( S \), and the number of times over threshold, \( F \), which as shown in Eq.2-61, which depends upon reabsorption, and upconversion [38].

The term \( W \) and \( 2f_\sigma(1-\exp(-2a^2)) \) in Eq.2-63 show the additions of quadratic dependence in quasi-four-level transitions and upconversion gives more impact compared to four-level transition cases. Cryogenic laser operation turns the \( \text{R1} \rightarrow \text{ZS} \) transition to four-level transition where reabsorption is negligible, but further information of upconversion changes at low temperature is still required in order to estimate additional heat generation. In Chapter 4 we determined laser threshold based on measured upconversion parameter.

### 2.5 Beam quality: real time measure

Thermal loading from the waste power pump light is generally more important for low-gain laser systems. Furthermore, the Q-F-L transition of Nd:YAG needs high pump irradiance to reach threshold, which implies a high-thermal-density that introduces strong aberrations in the gain medium. It is essential to maintain or build a laser system that can provide near-diffraction-limited beam. A real-time beam diagnostic system that can characterize the beam parameter product (BPP) and laser output power would ensure quick optimization compared to other scanning methods to measure the beam quality [39]. The real-time technique described by Ng et al [40] simultaneously takes the image of the near field, along with the far field (the beam profile in the Fourier-plane of a lens), which defines the \( M^2 \) in real time without moving optical parts.
Figure 2-8 Schematic of the real-time $M^2$ measurement set-up

$w_{nf}$, a near field image is product of a simple imaging telescope defined by the ratio of two lens, $f_1$ and $f_2$. The measured image $w_{nf}$ is then define the original beam waist, $w_o$.

$$w_{nf} = \frac{f_2}{f_1} w_o$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2-66)}

While the Fourier transform of the incident laser beam is measured at the focal plane of lens, $f_3$. The beam waist, $w_{ff}$ is related to the incident beam’s divergence, $\theta_o$.

$$w_{ff} = \theta_o f_3$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2-67)}

The beam divergence as defined in Gaussian beam propagation theory, is proportional to the wavelength, $\lambda$ and the beam quality, and inversely proportional to the beam waist, $w_o$.

$$\theta_o = \frac{M^2 \lambda}{\pi w_o}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2-68)}

Combining the Eq.2-67 and 2-68 allows the expression for the beam quality factor which can be defined from measurable quantities.

$$M^2 = \frac{\pi}{\lambda f_1 f_2 f_3} w_{nf} w_{ff}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2-69)}

Figure 2-8 is a schematic diagram of an experimental set-up that was built to accommodate lasers in the near infrared region. The $1^{st}$ beam splitter (BS) was coated to reflect 50% for incoming light.
for 900-1100 nm range. The two lenses for the near field system, \( f_1 = 75 \) mm and \( f_2 = 150 \) mm are a relay imaging afocal telescope. Therefore, the beam waist at \( w_{nf} \) is a two times magnified image of the input plane. An achromatic lens, \( f_3 \), was adjusted to ensure that the Fourier plane is at the detection plane, where \( w_{nf} \) was positioned. The Fourier plane of \( f_3 \) was found initially by passing two parallel beams through the lens then setting its position to make the point of convergence at the CCD camera. A Spiricon CCD was used for the experiment and measured both beam profiles \( w_{nf} \) and \( w_{ff} \). All lenses were AR coated (B-coating, Thorlabs [41]). Reflections were made with mirrors HR (EO3, 750-110 nm >99 %, Thorlabs [41]) or uncoated wedge prisms. Uncoated wedges were selected to reflect 4 % of incident light, thus helping to attenuate the laser intensity. Furthermore, a shallow-angle wedge prism is particularly useful as a beam splitter as well, with the 2\(^{nd}\) reflection from the back surface also used. The beam quality parameter can be calculated quickly based on Eq.2-69.
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Part I

Spectroscopy of Nd Doped Crystals
Chapter 3:

Neodymium spectroscopic measurements

This chapter reports the high-resolution measurements of the emission and absorption cross section of Nd$^{3+}$ ions doped into various host crystals, which are widely used in many commercial lasers. As such the investigated crystals are readily available and therefore well known, with the majority of their properties of interest already reported in the literature. However, the data described herein details the temperature dependence of these key parameters, which are generally not to be found in the public domain. In particular, we describe the measurement of the temperature dependence of the key spectroscopic properties of garnet, fluoride, vanadate, and tungstate crystals. For the anisotropic crystals, all measurements were undertaken with polarization taken into consideration, therefore we obtain a comparison of the independent spectroscopic properties according to the orientation of the host crystal. Measurements were performed at range of temperatures ranging from 77 K to 450 K, to provide comparison with reported data (for a couple of the crystals) at elevated temperatures, as well as, new data for the colder conditions. The importance of this study is that it provides useful information about the respective crystals that could be utilised in lasers operating at atypical temperatures, such as under cryogenic conditions.

In the following sections, we first introduce the respective host crystals and their properties that make them attractive for lasers, then present the methodology for the experimental procedures to determine the spectroscopic properties, followed by a discussion of the key results and a chapter summary. Each of the measured spectral curves for the crystals investigated, at the respective temperatures, are reported in Appendix A for reference. A summary of the measured data is provided in section 3.4, with polynomial fits to cover the change in peak cross section values over the range of measured temperatures investigated. Finally, a study of fluorescence lifetime, for different doping concentrations, in several of the crystal types was performed, as the measured lifetime is important for determining the potential efficiency of the respective laser crystals.
3.1 Host media (YAG, YVO4, KGW, YLF, GSAG, GdVO4)

To enable a RE ion of interest to be optically active it needs a physical environment in which to sit, such as a crystal lattice, moreover the lattice must have special symmetrical properties to ensure that the electrons in the 4f shell of the RE ion, suitably shielded by the filled 5d electron shell, are able to interact with the nucleus, through spin-orbit coupling, and the surrounding crystal field.

There are a range of possible symmetry groups that enable optical activity of many of the RE ions, and a few of the most popular crystals are introduced below. Figure 3-1 shows the energy level splitting diagram for 6 crystal hosts, YAG, GSAG, YVO4, GdVO4, KGW and YLF at RT, Table 3-1 presents some key parameters of them [1-8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3-1 crystal properties of Nd doped crystal hosts [2-8]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lattice constant (Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c=6.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd lattice site (1 at.% doped, 10^{20} cm^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index @1μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal conductivity (Wm^{-1}K^{-1} @300K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal expansion coefficient (10^{-6}K^{-1} @300K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dn/dT @1μm (10^{-6}K^{-1} @300K)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3-1 RT energy level scheme for Nd doped crystal hosts [1]

Garnets (YAG and GSAG)

Synthetic garnet crystals have long been exploited as laser gain media with rare-earth doping, with yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG - Y₃Al₅O₁₂) the most prominent material for crystalline solid-state lasers [8], due to its superior optical and physical properties. It has a wide transmission window (300 nm - 4 μm), and can be grown to quite large boule-sizes (~100 mm diameter) via the Czochralski method, with very high optical quality. An isotropic material with relatively high thermal conductivity, combined with its hardness and moderate thermal expansion coefficient, this crystal has one of the best thermal shock parameters of commonly used gain media, which permits high-power laser operation. Due to the relatively large ionic radii of the yttrium ion, it is well suited to impurity substitution with many of the RE ions, e.g. Nd³⁺, Tm³⁺, Er³⁺, Ho³⁺, and Yb³⁺ [4, 9-11]. For Nd³⁺ the RE of interest in this thesis, doped into YAG, the relatively large crystal field strength introduces strong Stark splitting of the ion's energy levels. In particular, at room temperature, the ⁴I₉/₂ ground state of Nd:YAG is split into 5 Stark levels with the highest at 857 cm⁻¹ above the unperturbed ion ground state, which provides a virtually empty lower laser level (~0.7 % of all of the dopant population). This is the terminal laser level for the 946 nm transition, starting from the lowest Stark level of the upper metastable energy level, ⁴F₃/₂.

Gadolinium Scandium Aluminium Garnet (GSAG – GdSc₂Al₅O₁₂) is an isomorph of YAG, where the three yttrium atoms of the fundamental YAG unit cell are replaced with gadolinium and scandium. This substitution of atoms was investigated as a way to tune the potential laser wavelengths accessible from a particular RE ion, due to the change in the relative crystal field strengths around the respective ion in the lattice, and subsequent shifts in it’s Stark levels. Compositional tuning was exploited by researchers [2, 12] to realise lasers at specific wavelengths for applications, such as Differential Absorption LIDAR (DIAL), targeting water vapour lines in the vicinity of 942 nm [13, 14]. With slightly weaker crystal fields in comparison to its cousin (YAG), Nd:GSAG...
cooled to cryogenic temperatures could be a strong candidate for a higher energy 942 nm laser source for long range DIAL applications.

**Vanadates (YVO4 and GdVO4)**

YVO4 (Yttrium orthovanadate) is one of the most efficient crystal for hosting Nd$^{3+}$ ions, enables end-pumping configuration. It is an optically uniaxial crystal belonging to the crystal group family of tetragonal compounds [15]. The cross section spectrum for both absorption and emission is significantly stronger for light polarized with the electric field aligned with the c-axis ($\pi$ - pol) then for the perpendicular orientation ($\sigma$ - pol) and the relatively wide absorption band around 809 nm allows for a reasonably large tolerance in the temperature of operation for pump diode lasers. Despite the fact that thermal conductivity and expansion coefficient are anisotropic [5], leading to asymmetric thermal lensing during high-power pumping, YVO4 has attractive features for diode-laser pump-sources in end-pumped systems. GdVO4, another vanadate crystal where yttrium is replaced with gadolinium, has comparable thermal properties as YVO4, but also exhibits very favourable spectroscopic properties, such as 7 times higher absorption at 808 nm and 3-times higher emission cross section at 1.06 $\mu$m than in comparison with Nd:YAG. Recently, Sato and Taira presented very accurate measure of thermal expansion coefficient and $dn/dT$ (temperature coefficients of refractive index) for Nd:YAG, Nd:YVO4 and Nd:GdVO4, respectively. The result shows advantage of GdVO4 over YVO4 for using c-axis and GdVO4 usually have better conversion efficiency [5, 6].

**Tungstate (KGW)**

Tungstate crystal families were an early focal point in solid-state-laser history, with one of the first lasers demonstrated using Nd:CaWO4 [16]. Recently researchers have focused on the potential of monoclinic double-tungstates (e.g. AB[WO4]2) that are well suited to doping with RE ions. This is because the monoclinic crystal structure, group C2/m, provides one of the largest spacing between the RE-ions impurities, for equivalent doping concentrations. Moreover, some isomorphs (e.g. KGW) can be quite highly doped before detrimental processes affect the RE-ion spectroscopic properties. These unique properties imply minimal fluorescence quenching, with up to 20 at.%. Yb$^{3+}$ doped crystals readily available commercially, of interest for their broad gain-bandwidths and a small quantum defect [8] that provide a route to ultra-short pulses and high average powers [17]. Finally, despite the poorer thermal conductivity values and a negative dependence of the refractive index on temperature, compared with the harder crystals like the garnets or vanadates, it has been shown that there are crystal orientations that access high-gain
polarizations and a positive thermal lens [18, 19]. Nonetheless thermal lens anisotropy can be a limiting factor in scaling the output power of lasers based around these materials.

Potassium gadolinium tungstate (KGd[WO4]2) is a well studied monoclinic double tungstate, which offers intense and broad absorption and emission bands [3]. KGW is the best host for Nd3+ ion doping due to the similarity of the ionic radii, of eight-fold oxygen-coordinated Gd³⁺ (1.053 Å) and Nd³⁺ (1.109 Å) [1], allowing up to 10 at.% doping (even though this corresponds to nominally half the ion density for equivalent doping levels in garnet and fluorides). With its strong anisotropy, depolarization loss and thermal birefringence can be negligible effects, although the thermal lens often is not (as mentioned above). Another spectroscopic feature is energy transfer upconversion (ETU) of this crystal, which will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4. The ETU parameter of this crystal appears to be relatively low in comparison to the other hosts. The spectroscopic features enable low threshold, and highly efficient laser systems [20]. The broad emission band is comparable to glass but the thermal conductivity is three times higher as the host has potential for microchip lasers or thin disk geometry. These geometries with having Nd³⁺ ion doped system provides chance for higher gain/cm than vanadate hosts, leading to achieve low threshold and high optical-to-optical laser efficiency.

**Fluoride (YLF)**

LiYF4 (often called YLF) is one of the most widely used laser crystal, along with YAG and YVO4. The crystal has a beneficial thermo-optical property for the weaker (at room temperature) of it’s two main transition lines in the 1 micron region. Due to opposing thermal lensing parameters, associated with the change of refractive index as a function of temperature, dN/dT, being negative, while the thermal expansion coefficient and thus end face bulging is positive, the result is the induced-lens created inside crystal for end-pump geometries is relatively weak. With its longer fluorescence lifetime, 500 µs compared to 90 µs of Nd:YVO4 and 230 µs of Nd:YAG [8], Nd:YLF offers greater energy storage, which is beneficial in obtaining higher pulse-energy. Nonetheless, the peak power can be limited by strong upconversion processes that reduce the energy storage lifetime significantly, as will be discussed in Chapter 4. The birefringent crystal naturally generates polarized laser emission, similar to the vanadates and tungstates. The transition to ground level delivers 903 nm for π polarization and 908 nm for σ polarization, the ground laser manifold lies only 529 cm⁻¹ above the unperturbed ion ground state, which populates 3.4 % of all the dopant population.
3.2 Methodology and experiment set-up

Fluorescence and absorption measurements, for different neodymium-doped crystals, were performed with a novel experimental arrangement, Fig 3-2, which could be tailored to determine the cross section values over a wide range of temperatures, i.e. above and below room temperature. This data was not readily available in the public domain, yet is extremely important for engineering neodymium-lasers away from ambient conditions. The setup could also easily accommodate anisotropic crystals with the addition of a polarizer. As such, accurate spectroscopic characterization of various samples of interest was achieved in the two main pump-absorption and emission wavelength bands.

3.2.1 Absorption cross section measurement

To cover a very wide potential operating-temperature range, different configurations for controlling the crystal temperature were employed. For sub-ambient (\(<\sim 300 \text{ K}\)) conditions, each crystal was mounted on the cold-head of a vacuum-sealed liquid nitrogen (LN) cryostat, with the temperature monitored in the crystal mount and regulated by the LN boil-off rate and the thermal mass of the system. Whereas for elevated temperatures (\(>\sim 300 \text{ K}\)), the crystal was mounted onto a fixture attached to a resistive load, capable of being heated upto 450 K in air, with some minor shielding to reduce convective cooling. Fig 3-2 represents the general experimental set-up for measuring the absorption spectrum of the respective crystal samples.

For the sub-ambient conditions, the crystal and copper (Cu) mount, thermally isolated from the external environment via a vacuum of \(<10^{-6} \text{ Bar}\). Two 6 mm-thick windows, anti-reflection (AR) coated for wavelengths between 0.65-1.05 \(\mu\text{m}\), allowed for optical access to the crystals from both ends and acted as sealing plates for the vacuum chamber. To study supra-ambient conditions, the crystal “heating stage” (Fig 3-2) was used in place of the cryostat. Therefore simply exchanging the crystal mounting scheme, the absorption measurement configuration was able to cover a crystal temperature range from 77 K to 450 K. With this set up we investigated the temperature dependence of the absorption cross section from the \(^4I_{9/2} (Z)\) ground state to the \(^4F_{3/2} (R)\), and \(^4F_{5/2}\) and \(^2H_{9/2} (S)\) Nd\(^{3+}\) excited states [21].
Figure 3-2 Schematic of the experimental setup for the absorption spectra measurement

Two separate optical sources were employed to study the S-band [21] and R-band [22] absorption spectral ranges. Firstly, utilizing the broadband amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of a fibre-coupled diode laser (LIMO60-F200-DL808) operating just below it’s threshold current (<6.7 A), we had an optical source that covered a wavelength range with a FWHM of ~40 nm about the S-band, i.e. 780 nm to 820 nm, as shown in Fig 3-3. With this setup we obtained 10 mW of optical power exiting the Ø200 μm, NA 0.22 fibre core. A second broadband light source was needed for the R-band absorption measurement, for which we employed a high-power LED (Roithner, Lasertechnik JET-870-05). The broader emission covered the range of 820 nm to 900 nm, but with significantly lower optical power than the sub-threshold diode-laser above, therefore it was necessary to operate this source in QCW mode with at 10 % duty cycle and 10 μsec pulses, and 1.0 A peak currents corresponded with 150 mW peak powers from the LED. However, due to the highly divergent nature of this light source, only a small portion was collected by the same Ø200 μm, NA0.22 fibre detailed above. Therefore although providing the exact same setup shown in Fig 3-2, the peak optical power obtained was about 1 mW at the exit face of the collecting fibre.

A 3 X afocal telescope re-imaged the facet of the source-fibre, to produce a 600 μm diameter focal spot in the crystal sample. Light passing through the sample was then re-imaged into a fibre patch cord (Ø300 μm, NA 0.22) and coupled to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (ANDO AQ6317B). The ASE spectrum was measured with and without the crystal with a resolution of 0.1 nm and the absorption spectrum derived from the difference. In the calculations to determine the absorption cross section, the measured transmission data were corrected for the transmission of the optical coatings and set-up, exploiting out of band transmission values and background measurements. The subtraction of the base line was determined very carefully before recording the absorption spectrum for each sample. Each baseline (a background) was determined in every
case of changing sample crystal then subtracted with special attention. Baseline of measured cross section was estimated for every sample temperature and optical axis of sample. Fresnel losses associated with uncoated samples were calculated using the known refractive index, while anisotropic crystals needed to account for the different refractive index associated with each principal optical axis. Baseline fitting points were chosen close to the edge of the absorption spectral band, but not too close as to be affected by the tail of an absorption peak. The absorption cross section measurement was determined after baseline subtraction, through the calculation of the absorption coefficient via the Beers law (Eq.2-13 in section 2.3) and crystal length, with the best fit determined through comparison of many samples that provided a consistent data set for the expected doping concentration.

To obtain an optimum signal to noise ratio (SNR) we used samples with a maximum absorption of <99 %, particularly for the weaker optical source, where the dynamic range was limited. For crystals that had an optical density (OD) >2, we used a Lorentzian fitting function to predict the major absorption peaks, this was especially true for some crystals when cooled, as was previously done by Glur et al [23]. Therefore, where strong absorption peaks were already reaching the limit of the dynamic range of our set up at room temperature, for some crystals it was only possible to measure the elevated temperature spectra. Furthermore, longer crystals were required for the weaker \(^{4}\text{F}_{3/2}\) absorption measurements, to compensate for the lower SNR associated with the lower irradiance of LED (light emitting diode) source. To ensure the crystals were indeed at the expected cryogenic temperatures, measurements were performed with each sample wrapped in indium foil and affixed to a temperature-controlled mount with a spring loaded clamp.

![Figure 3-3 Measured ASE spectra before and after a crystal (Nd:KGW E//Nm axis)](image)

For the anisotropic crystals, a broadband cube polarizer (Newport, 10FC16PB.5) was used to select the respective principal polarization axes of interest. Figure 3-4 illustrates the modified setup. Additionally, for the biaxial crystal Nd:KGW, we investigated two 1 mm thick crystals with
different crystal cuts, providing access to the three principal optical axes, e.g. Ng, Np, and Nm. The Ng-cut crystal provided access to the two other principal polarization states, namely E//Nm and E//Np. A second crystal, which was Nm-cut, provided access to E//Ng and E//Np polarization axes.

![Schematic of the experimental setup for the absorption spectral measurement for anisotropic crystals.](image)

**Figure 3-4**

3.2.2 Emission cross section measurement

A slight variation from the absorption measurement setup was used to measure the emission spectrum of the respective crystal samples, as shown in Fig 3-5 and Fig 3-6. Again two different configurations were used in consideration of the temperature control of the crystals, as described in the previous section.

For the fluorescence measurements, we used a non-collinear pumping configuration, with a high-brightness fibre-coupled diode-laser excitation source (i.e. a Lumics 795 nm DL coupled to a 100 µm diameter, 0.115 NA fibre, Model: LU0793T040). The pump light emitting less than 1 W was focused at one edge of the crystal sample with arrangement of 4X telescope, and bouncing of the side face, using a pumping irradiance of <1.5 kWcm⁻² (weak compared to a pump saturation irradiance of ~70 kWcm⁻² for YAG and 7.4 kWcm⁻² for KGW, E//Nm), to minimise amplified spontaneous emission and bleaching of the ground state compromising the measured emission spectrum. Fluorescence were collected via an f = 120 mm and f = 50 mm lens combination re-imaging the excited side face of the crystal into a fibre patch cable (Ø 300 µm, NA 0.22). The fluorescence spectrum from 850 nm – 1450 nm was measured using an OSA in three separate spectral ranges, using a 0.1 nm resolution. The neodymium emission from YAG does not depend on polarization, so just one measured fluorescence spectrum from these crystals was needed for the emission cross section calculation via the F-L formula. To determine the fluorescence spectral distribution, the spectral power density associated with each of the transitions to the lower $^{4}I_{13/2}$, $^{4}I_{11/2}$, and $^{4}I_{9/2}$ levels, was obtained by integrating over three main spectral regions, 850 nm-
950 nm, 1050 nm–1130 nm, and 1300 nm-1450 nm for Nd:YAG crystal. The typically much weaker emission channel to the $^4I_{15/2}$ energy level at a wavelength around 1.8 \( \mu \text{m} \) was omitted, as it was not within the spectral measurement range of the OSA and generally has a <1 \% contribution to the total emission [24]. The recorded spectral response was corrected for background and the spectral transmission of the optical system prior to applying the F-L formula. Anisotropic crystals required the measurement of the luminescence for each of the polarization states, corresponding to the electric field aligned to each of crystal’s principal axes. Thus multiple fluorescence measurements were required for these crystals, to enable normalisation of the total emission of the Nd$^{3+}$ ions. We presented in detail the FL equation for measuring anisotropic crystals in Chapter 2, Eq.2-29.

![Figure 3-5 Schematic of the experimental setup for the emission spectra measurement and fluorescence lifetime](image)

![Figure 3-6 Schematic of the experimental setup for the anisotropic emission spectra measurement](image)

Lastly, to utilise the F-L formula, the fluorescence lifetime of the RE ion is needed. In this case the same setup as above was employed, however a large-area un-biased Si photodiode was used to detect the fluorescence. The DL was driven with a pulsed current source, to provide a fast rise/fall time (<15 \( \mu \text{s} \)) excitation pulse, after which the emission would slowly decay according to the
exponential time constant, the lifetime. We used various collecting optics to couple the fluorescence to the photo diode, dependent on the fluorescence intensity and space availability for the respective set-ups. Two sets of longpass filters (FGL850 and an 800 nm cut-off filter) were installed in series to filter any residue pump beam that may increase fluorescence lifetime.

In addition, we used the McCumber or Reciprocity method, which is described in more detail in section 2.3, using the absorption cross section data to determine the emission cross section for transitions terminating in the ground-state manifold. This was especially important for crystals with strong absorption features around the zero-phonon line, due to the strong reabsorption of the fluorescence in this region, which can significantly bias the F-L calculated emission cross section spectra toward longer wavelengths.

### 3.3 Results

In the following section, the absorption and emission cross section for a range of crystals is reported. The crystals investigated and their physical properties are listed in Table 3.2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crystal</th>
<th>Atomic doping concentration</th>
<th>Dimensions (mm)</th>
<th>Crystal orientation</th>
<th>Facets coatings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nd:YAG</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>Ø3 x 3.2</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.6%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:GSAG</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>Ø3 x 7.0</td>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:YVO4</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>a-axis</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:GdVO4</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>a-axis</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:KGW</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>Ng Cut</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>Nm Cut</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd:YLF</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>3x3x1</td>
<td>a-axis</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.1 Absorption cross section measurement results

Garnets (YAG and GSAG)

Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 shows the derived effective absorption cross section ($\sigma_{\text{eff}}$) spectra for 1 at.% Nd:YAG at various temperatures between 450 K and LNT. The neodymium concentration in the crystal was confirmed by comparing several crystals of different lengths with a comparable specified doping level. At RT a maximum value for $\sigma_{\text{eff}} = 6.9 \pm 0.1 \text{ pm}^2$ was determined at 808.7 ± 0.1 nm. As expected from previous work [25], a decreasing temperature typically increases the peak amplitudes (for transitions starting from the lowest Stark levels), whilst reducing the bandwidth in equal measure, as shown in Fig 3-7. However, a small deviation from this is observed at the lower temperatures, as the peak at 808nm increased to a maximum of $\sigma_{\text{eff}} = 18 \pm 0.2 \text{ pm}^2$ around 120 K, then reduced to 16.9 ± 0.2 pm$^2$ at 77 K. This is attributed to the fact that this peak in fact consists of two lines, $Z_1 \rightarrow S_1$ and $Z_3 \rightarrow S_4$, and the fractional population in Z3 starts to diminish quickly below 170 K, while Z1 is gaining over the same temperature range, nearly a 2-fold increase at LNT with respect to RT. The same trend was observed when heating the crystal above ambient conditions, i.e. lower temperatures invoked higher peak cross section values. The highest peak value at 450 K for $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$ at 808.7 nm reduced to 3.8 ± 0.3 pm$^2$ and broadened in bandwidth, so that it was not feasible to define a FWHM value. At this temperature, it is found through calculating the Boltzmann’s distribution of the ground state, that the population in the Z1 Stark level decreased to 80 % of the RT value, while Z3 increased by ~15%. For the main 808 nm absorption peak, the combined FWHM bandwidth decreased from ~1 nm at RT to 0.3 nm with the crystal cooled to LNT. The peak central wavelength blue-shifted by 0.5 nm going from 450 K down to 77 K, as shown in Fig 3-9, in line with most of the other transitions as reported by Kushida [22].

![Absorption cross section for Nd:YAG at several temperatures between 77 K and 450 K.](image_url)

Figure 3-7 $^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{5/2, 7/2}$ absorption cross section for Nd:YAG at several temperatures between 77 K and 450 K.
Figure 3-8 \( ^{4}I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^{4}F_{3/2} \) absorption cross section for Nd:YAG at several temperatures between 77 K and 450 K.

The measurement of the absorption to the \( ^{4}F_{3/2} \) upper laser level, hence applicable to in-band pumping, is shown in Fig 3-8. At RT the strongest Nd:YAG absorption peak, was observed to be at 869 nm (\( Z_{1} \rightarrow R_{2} \)), more than 2 times higher than any other peak in this pump band. The temperature dependence absorption cross section spectra for the \( Z_{1} \) to \( R_{2} \) and \( R_{1} \) levels was observed to be similar to that found for the \( Z_{1} \rightarrow S \) transitions. Measurement of the thermally boosted absorption transition \( Z_{5} \) to \( R_{1} \) and \( R_{2} \) [26], was not possible with the current setup, due the limited irradiance from the light source in this spectral band.

![Figure 3-9](image)

Figure 3-9 Enlarged Nd:YAG absorption cross section for the main absorption peaks at (a) 808 nm and (b) 869 nm and temperature between of 77 K to 450 K.

The \( \sigma_{\text{eff}} \) peak amplitude at 869 nm increased from 1.1 ± 0.05 pm\(^{2} \) to 6.5 ± 0.1 pm\(^{2} \) over the temperature range of 77 K to 450 K. As such at 77 K the absorption peak is comparable with 808nm absorption at RT. High-power 869 nm diode lasers are commercially available, however due to the narrow bandwidth of this peak at LNT, i.e. 0.68 nm FWHM, spectral narrowing of these diode laser arrays needs to be employed. Volume Bragg Gratings (VBGs) are an effective means to
narrow the spectral bandwidth of such pump sources and were exploited in our studies in later chapters.

The temperature dependence of the absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG over the range of LNT to RT, is shown in Fig 3-10. Absorption maxima are positioned at a similar location to that of Nd:YAG, for example at RT temperature the peak absorption cross section is at 808.5 nm with a magnitude of 4.2 pm$^2$ and a bandwidth of ~1 nm FWHM. However, the Nd concentration density in GSAG crystal is 1.2 X 10^{20} ions/cm$^3$, nominally ~85% of Nd:YAG [27], which implies lower absorption coefficients. Similar behaviour is also observed for the changing absorption spectra as to that of Nd:YAG when cooling to cryogenic temperatures, the peak absorption increases 2.5-fold while the bandwidth is halved at LNT compared with RT. The peak wavelength also blue shifted, but only by 0.2 nm over the full temperature range investigated.

![Figure 3-10](image)

Figure 3-10 $^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{5/2}, ^2H_{9/2}$ absorption cross section for Nd:GSAG over the temperature range of 77 K to 293 K.

**Vanadates (YVO4 and GdVO4)**

Measurements of the absorption spectra for Nd:YVO4 and Nd:GdVO4 crystals were only collected for the transitions corresponding to the $^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{5/2}$ energy levels, shown in Fig 3-11, for the respective polarization states. The data matches well published data for these anisotropic crystals [28] were the largest absorption cross section peak is observed for $\pi$ polarized light. For Nd:YVO4 and $\pi$–polarization, the main absorption band for the $^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{5/2}$ has a peak value of $\sigma_{\text{eff}}(\pi) = 60 \pm 0.7$ pm$^2$ at 808.5 nm and a FWHM of 1.6 nm. Similarly, for Nd:GdVO4, the main absorption peak had a amplitude $\sigma_{\text{eff}}(\pi) = 55 \pm 0.6$ pm$^2$ at 807.8 nm and a FWHM of 1.5 nm. As is well known and exploited in lasers using grazing incidence in the cavity [29], both vanadates
exhibits very short absorption lengths in comparison to Nd:YAG crystal. Further measurements for these vanadates of the temperature dependence or for the other main in-band pumping transition to the \( ^4F_{3/2} \) energy level, were not conducted as this material was not the focus of the main aims to investigate cryogenically-cooled operation. Nonetheless it was important to obtain a good understanding of the absorption characteristics in this wavelength band for us to make comparative energy transfer upconversion measurements as described in Chapter 4.

![Absorption Cross Section](image)

**Figure 3-11** \( ^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{5/2}, ^2H_{9/2} \) absorption cross section for (a) Nd:GdVO4 and (b) Nd:YVO4 at 300K

**Tungstate (KGW)**

The absorption cross section spectrum for a \( N_x \)-cut Nd:KGW crystal for the transitions \( ^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{5/2} \) and \( ^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{3/2} \) are shown in Fig 3-12, for the two orthogonal polarization states, \( E//Nm \) and \( E//Np \). For both transitions, a significant anisotropy is confirmed with the larger absorption cross-sections (\( \sigma_{\text{eff}} \)) corresponding to \( E//Nm \) [19]. For the \( ^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{3/2} \) transition and light polarization \( E//Nm \), the absorption band contains an intense peak with a maximum \( \sigma_{\text{eff}}(E//Nm) = 29 \pm 0.3 \text{ pm}^2 \) at 810.5 nm with a FWHM of 1.7 nm. For \( E//Np \), this band contains two peaks of similar intensity centered at 806.2 and 810.5 nm with their maxima \( \sigma_{\text{eff}}(E//Np) = 6 \pm 0.1 \text{ pm}^2 \). For in-band pumping, the \( ^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{3/2} \) transition, both polarizations have two intense peaks centered at 875.7 nm (FWHM = 2.3 nm) and 883.8 nm (FWHM = 1.6 nm). The two peaks are the zero-phonon line, a transition between lowest-lying energy level in both absorption manifold and ground manifold. The second peak dominates and the corresponding values for the maximum absorption cross-sections are \( \sigma_{\text{eff}}(E//Nm) = 8.8 \pm 0.1 \text{ and } \sigma_{\text{eff}}(E//Np) = 4.8 \pm 0.5 \text{ pm}^2 \).
As the strongest absorption in Nd:KGW corresponds to the polarization state E//Nm, we have performed temperature-dependent measurements for the Ng-cut crystal only. Unfortunately, for the $^{4}I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^{4}F_{5/2}$ transition at low temperatures, even for the lowest concentration available (3 at.%) the measurements were limited by the very strong absorbance of the 1 mm-thick crystal. As such the measurements for this transition were only conducted for the 300 - 450 K range, Fig 3-13. For E//Nm, at the maximum elevated temperature tested (450K), the $\sigma_{\text{eff}}(E//Nm)$ peak decreased by a factor of 1.8 with respect to its room-temperature value, while the FWHM bandwidth increased to 2.7 nm. For the in-band-pumping $^{4}I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^{4}F_{3/2}$ transition however, the limitation of strong absorption could be mitigated by fitting the base of the saturated peaks with individual Lorentzian functions corresponding to each of the Stark-Stark level transitions for low temperature, as can be expected for Raman broadened transitions [30]. The fit was applied to the data taken at low temperature (<120 K) where the absorbance got saturated, where the $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$ is above 15 pm$^2$ in our cases, where the dynamic range of the measurement system reached its limit for this crystal. Both polarization states, E//Nm and E//Np, were characterized in this way. The neighbouring absorption peak next to the main peak, where the crystal’s absorbance at 885nm was strongest, is at least 8 nm away, therefore a good Lorentzian fit could be made without disturbance by adjacent transitions. However small deviation of change was influenced significantly by detection limit value, 15 pm$^2$ in this case. The fitted peak was carefully chosen but the level of confidence was higher for determining the peak value. We scaled the level of confidence to 10 % for the crystal. This allowed us to estimate the absorption spectra for this
band over the whole 77 – 450 K range investigated, as shown in Fig 3-14. The spectrum is dominated by the peak centred at 883.8 nm, with the LNT $\sigma_{\text{eff}}(E//Nm)$ estimated to be $62 \pm 6.2 \text{ pm}^2$ (FWHM = 0.3 nm), while at 450 K, $\sigma_{\text{eff}}(E//Nm)$ is reduced to $4.7 \pm 0.07 \text{ pm}^2$ (FWHM = 3.2 nm) for $E//Nm$. $E//Np$ at 77 K was measured at 883 nm peak and estimated to be $20 \pm 2 \text{ pm}^2$.

**Figure 3-13** $^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{5/2}$ absorption cross section for Nd:KGW, with (a) $E//Nm$ and (b) $E//Np$, over the temperature range of 300K to 450K

**Figure 3-14** $^4I_{9/2} \rightarrow ^4F_{3/2}$ absorption cross section for Nd:KGW, with (a) $E//Nm$ and (b) $E//Np$ of Nd:KGW, over the temperature range of 77 K to 450K.

**Fluoride (YLF)**

The absorption cross section of Nd:YLF changes quite dramatically going from RT to LNT as shown in Fig 3-15. As previously reported with the uniaxial crystals, both $\sigma$-pol and $\pi$-pol, transitions from the ground to $^4F_{5/2}$ and $^4F_{3/2}$ were measured. At RT, the strongest absorption peak is...
11.8 ± 0.15 pm² at 791.9 nm for π-pol light, with a bandwidth of 1.4 nm FWHM. Conversely, for σ-pol light, the strongest peak is only 2.4 pm² centred at 797nm and with a FWHM bandwidth of 1.8 nm. At LNT the 792 nm peak amplitude increases by a factor of 5.8, with an associated decrease in bandwidth to 0.3 nm. In Fig 3-15(b), the strongest peak is at 862.5nm for π-pol with the maximum of 5.0 ± 0.1 pm². In contrast, the σ-pol spectrum contains two weak (~0.6 pm²) peaks, at 862.5 nm and 866.6 nm, associated with absorption from the lowest ground-state Stark level to the two Stark levels of 4F3/2. Cooling to LNT the strongest π-pol absorption peak is blue shifted by 0.6 nm and increased in magnitude 8-fold, while for the main σ-pol peak there was a 13-fold increase in magnitude, while the bandwidth appears to only have reduced by a factor of 2.

Figure 3-15 Absorption cross section for Nd:YLF and the polarization states E//a and E//c and the transitions (a) 4I9/2 → 4F5/2, 2H9/2, and (b) 4I9/2 → 4F3/2, over the temperature range of 77 K to 296K.
3.3.2 Emission cross section measurement results

Firstly, to calculate the emission cross section for the crystals of interest, the fluorescence lifetime, refractive index, and branching ratios to each of the potential energy levels below the metastable state, needed to be determined. With these values the effective emission cross section could be determined using the Füchtbauer-Ladenburg method described in Chapter 2.

Garnet (Nd:YAG and Nd:GSAG)

Nd:YAG

Fluorescence lifetime/ Refractive index/ Branch ratio

The fluorescence lifetime was determined by monitoring the temporal response for the emission fluorescence, originating from R1 and R2 Stark levels of the $^4F_{3/2}$ manifold and terminating in the lower manifold, during and after a ~2 ms long excitation pulse. The dependence of the fluorescence lifetime as a function of temperature was also measured for the temperature range of LNT - RT. To within error margins it was confirmed that the lifetime for the samples investigated was independent of their temperature. As such further measurements during the supra-ambient experiments were not made. As can be seen from Table 3-3, for the respective samples there was a distinct change in lifetime due to the concentration density of neodymium.

The following emission data were made on 1 at% doped sample, running two identical test to ensure the detection error. The obtained value for 1<sup>st</sup> run was given a mean value of 242 $\mu$s with 1.6 respective standard deviation (STD) then a mean value of 234.6 $\mu$s with 1.9 STD for 2<sup>nd</sup> run. Two data set shows no noticeable trend via temperature changes. Hence we used 240 $\mu$s in the F-L calculations, a value near average of those obtained (238.5 $\mu$s) given that within the STD, 4.4 $\mu$s.

Table 3-3 Measured $\tau_f$ of 1at.% doped Nd:YAG over temperature 77K - 300K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>Measured $\tau_f$ ($\mu$s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1&lt;sup&gt;st&lt;/sup&gt; Run</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>239.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>235</td>
<td>243.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>242.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>242.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are several reports for the refractive index for YAG, therefore the Sellmeier dispersion formula reported in [31] was used across the wavelength band studied. The equation typically written as,

\[ n^2(\lambda) = A + \frac{B\lambda^2}{\lambda^2 - C} + \frac{D\lambda^2}{\lambda^2 - E} \]  \hspace{1cm} 3-1

With the coefficients given for A, B, C, D, E, where \( n \) is the refractive index and \( \lambda \) is the wavelength.

The Sellmeier’s coefficients for a YAG crystal are shown below table:

**Table 3-4 Sellmeier’s coefficient for YAG crystal [32]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2.282</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3.27644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>282.734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine the branching ratios in function of temperature, the full fluorescence spectra were recorded at several discrete temperatures between RT and LNT, and the relative spectral densities for each intra-manifold transition were normalised by the sum of them all, with the results given in Table 3-5. As the emission was collected from the side-facet of the crystal instead of longitudinal configuration, the mean-path-length for the fluorescence before escaping the crystal was very short, on the order of a few hundred microns, as such reabsorption of light emitted from a transition to the ground state could be considered to be negligible. This method is expected to provide a more accurate determination of the branching ratios and improve the assessment of all the emission cross section values. The respective manifold branching ratios for elevated temperatures from 300 K to 450 K were also considered but fell within an error range of ± 3% with respect to the RT values and with no noticeable trends. Again a transition to \( 4I_{15/2} \) has been neglected here as its branch ratio is smaller than 1 %

**Table 3-5 Nd:YAG branching ratios for temperature between 77K and 300K**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4F_{3/2}</th>
<th>300K</th>
<th>273K</th>
<th>235K</th>
<th>200K</th>
<th>170K</th>
<th>130K</th>
<th>100K</th>
<th>77K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4I_{9/2}</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>30.6</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4I_{11/2}</td>
<td></td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>59.7</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4I_{13/2}</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>11.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
F-L calculations

After the collection of the fluorescence spectra, the effective emission cross section, \( \sigma_{\text{SE}} \) was calculated for the three main emission bands from the \( ^4\!F_{3/2} \) manifold. The main transition of interest was \( \text{R1} \rightarrow \text{Z5} \) at a wavelength of 946 nm, due to reasons outlined in Chapter 1. As illustrated in Fig 3-16(a) the magnitude of the 946 nm emission peak was observed to increase from \( 2.9 \pm 0.04 \text{ pm}^2 \) at 450 K to \( 8.4 \pm 0.1 \text{ pm}^2 \) at 77 K, a significant increase in the potential gain at this wavelength. It is noteworthy that this is approximately a two-fold reduction in the saturation fluence for this transition going to LNT from RT, which is an important factor for considering energy scaling. Moreover, due to the relatively large ground state splitting for Nd:YAG, the thermal population of the Z5 Stark level \( (852 \text{ cm}^{-1}) \), which is 0.7 \% of the available Nd-ions at room temperature, reduces by several orders of magnitude at LNT, thus eliminating reabsorption loss for this transition. There are two other noticeable emission peaks below 900 nm, Fig 3-16(a), the first at 885 nm \( (\text{R1} \rightarrow \text{Z2}) \) and second, 891 nm \( (\text{R1} \rightarrow \text{Z3}) \), which both showed a significant increase in emission cross section at LNT, i.e. \( 9.5 \pm 0.11 \text{ pm}^2 \) and \( 8.6 \pm 0.11 \text{ pm}^2 \), respectively. These lines could be of significant interest for low quantum defect operation with pumping at 869 nm, despite the modest thermal population of 7.9 \% and 2.1 \%, respectively. The quantum defect is 1.8 \% and 2.5 \%, respectively, and significantly smaller than the 5.8 \% of Yb:YAG when pumping its zero phonon line at 969 nm [33].

For the dominant transition in the 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) band from \( ^4\!F_{3/2} \) to \( ^4\!I_{11/2} \), the key point to note in Fig 3-16(b) is that the 1061 nm emission cross section becomes the strongest line at cryogenic temperatures, in fact below a temperature of 230 K [34], increasing by 3.5 times \( (21 \pm 0.25 \text{ pm}^2 \rightarrow 78 \pm 0.9 \text{ pm}^2) \) going from RT to LNT. Cho et al exploit this fact and reported dual wavelength operation of Nd:YAG at cryogenic temperatures [34]. Such a strong potential-gain will be a major driver in the design for cryogenically-cooled Nd:YAG lasers in terms of mitigation of parasitic ASE or laser action. Note that the measured emission cross section at 450 K for 1061 nm is \( 12 \pm 0.14 \text{ pm}^2 \), which is half of that at 1064 nm at \( 24.5 \pm 0.28 \text{ pm}^2 \). As is well known [8], the main RT Nd:YAG emission wavelength of 1064 nm is actually composed of two overlapping lines, \( \text{R2} \rightarrow \text{Y3} \) and \( \text{R1} \rightarrow \text{Y2} \). Accurate determination of these two spectra lines required making a Lorentzian fit for each of the transitions. Given that the RT FWHM of the overlapped 1064 nm spectral feature is 5 cm\(^{-1}\), other lines had to be exploited to determine the energy of the respective Stark levels. To do this the energy level of \( \text{R1} \) and \( \text{R2} \) in \( ^4\!F_{3/2} \) were determined via the position of the emission at 869 nm \( (\text{Z1} \rightarrow \text{R2}) \) and 875 nm \( (\text{Z1} \rightarrow \text{R1}) \), while the energy levels \( \text{Y2} \) and \( \text{Y3} \) were determined measuring the line centres of the emission at 1054 nm \( (\text{R2} \rightarrow \text{Y2}) \) and 1074 nm \( (\text{R1} \rightarrow \text{Y3}) \). From these we derived the peak of the two overlapping Stark-level transitions at 1064 nm to be 9397.7 cm\(^{-1}\) (R2 -
Y3) and 9394.6 cm\(^{-1}\) (R1 \(\rightarrow\) Y2), for which the energy difference is \(~3\) cm\(^{-1}\). The amplitudes of the fitted \(\sigma_{SE}\) peaks at 1064.1 nm (R2 \(\rightarrow\) Y3) was 26.8 \(\pm\) 0.3 pm\(^2\), and at 1064.4 nm (R1 \(\rightarrow\) Y2) was 11.3 \(\pm\) 0.14 pm\(^2\). Krupke \textit{et al} \[35\] reported the R2 \(\rightarrow\) Y3 emission cross section at RT to be 28 pm\(^2\), in good agreement to what was obtained here. A consequence of the dual-line nature of the 1064 nm transition is that they separate at lower temperatures, in addition the stronger of the two lines starts from the upper Stark level of the \(^{4}F_{5/2}\) manifold and its Boltzmann occupation factor reduces with decreasing temperature, whereas the 1061 nm transition is derived from emission between the R1 \(\rightarrow\) Y1 Stark levels and thus has an increasing population. It’s also notable that for temperatures below \(~160\) K, the Boltzmann population ratio of R1 and R2 is < 0.5.
Figure 3-16 Emission cross section for Nd:YAG and transitions from \( ^4F_{3/2} \) to (a) \( ^4I_{9/2} \), (b) \( ^4I_{11/2} \), and (c) \( ^4I_{13/2} \), over the temperature range of 77 K to 450 K.

**Nd:GSAG**

Fluorescence Lifetime/ Refractive index/ Branch ratio

The fluorescence lifetime \( (\tau_f) \) was only measured at RT for this crystal. The lifetime of the metastable state \( (^4F_{3/2}) \) was measured 220 \( \mu \)s. The measured \( \tau_f \) was within reported value, 222 \( \mu \)s [36]. The following F-L equation was made on this fixed value. We also applied fixed value of refractive index as Sellmeier’s coefficient for the crystal was not reported at best of knowledge.

The branching ratio of Nd:GSAG was determined in function of temperature. The recorded spectra are presented in Table 3-6. The emission was collected from the side-facet of the crystal to neglect any reabsorption as described in Nd:YAG section. The respective manifold branching fell within an error range of ± 3% with respect to the RT values. 130 K was measured beyond the error margin, ~7 % more fluorescence was measured for the transitions to \( ^4I_{9/2} \) and less to \( ^4I_{11/2} \) transition. However since there was no noticeable trend the data at 130 K is an experimental defect. Again a transition to \( ^4I_{15/2} \) has been neglected here as its branch ratio is smaller than 1 %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( ^4F_{3/2} )</th>
<th>300K</th>
<th>273K</th>
<th>235K</th>
<th>200K</th>
<th>160K</th>
<th>130K</th>
<th>100K</th>
<th>77K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( ^4I_{9/2} )</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ^4I_{11/2} )</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>61.3</td>
<td>59.5</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>61.4</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( ^4I_{13/2} )</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A quaternary garnet, neodymium-doped GSAG displays similar spectroscopic properties to its ternary cousin Nd:YAG. However, the effective emission cross section for the longest wavelength of the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition for Nd:GSAG at 942 nm is significantly weaker, ranging in magnitude from $2.5 \pm 0.05 \text{ pm}^2$ to $5.1 \pm 0.1 \text{ pm}^2$ over the temperature range of 300 K to 77 K.

Another key difference is that the transitions between the manifolds $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{13/2}$ become the dominant cross section values when the crystal temperature is lower than 105 K. The maximum peak is at 1380 nm with a magnitude $\sigma_{SE} = 32 \pm 0.4 \text{ pm}^2$, when the crystal is at 77 K. The 1380 nm emission cross section increased 3.5 times over the measured temperature RT to LNT.

The strongest 1-micronmeter emission peak at 1065 nm had $\sigma_{SE} = 22.5 \pm 0.3 \text{ pm}^2$, at LNT. Whereas the 1067 nm line is comparable to the 1064 nm line of Nd:YAG, comprising two transitions R2 $\rightarrow$ Y3 and R1 $\rightarrow$ Y2, which overlap at 300 K but separated at lower temperatures.

![Figure 3-17 Emission cross section for Nd:GSAG and transitions from $^4F_{3/2}$ to $^4I_{9/2}$, $^4I_{11/2}$, and $^4I_{13/2}$, over the temperature range of 77 K to 300 K.](image-url)

Tungstate (Nd:KGW)

Fluorescence lifetime/ Refractive index/ Branch ratio

A similar family to the vandates, the tungstates have strong cross section values, but are more complex crystals due to their biaxial nature. Nd$^{3+}$ fluorescence lifetimes were measured from the $^4F_{3/2}$ manifold in the KGW host, with a value of $115 \pm 5 \mu$s. As previously observed with Nd:YAG
the lifetime of this state, was nearly independent of the temperature in the 77-450 K range. Furthermore, this value agrees with the one reported in [37] at room temperature, 117 µs, even though the intrinsic radiative lifetime for the $^4F_{3/2}$ manifold is reported as being 111 µs [37]. We conclude that there is a strong likelihood of radiation trapping that is lengthening the observed lifetime [38], nonetheless it appears the fluorescence quantum efficiency for this manifold is close to unity.

The refractive index of this crystal was determined by three axes as given by Pujol et al [39] Pujol described the refractive index variation by applying infrared-corrected Sellmeier’s equation:

$$n(\lambda) = A + \frac{B}{1 - \left(\frac{C}{\lambda}\right)^2} + D\lambda^2$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3-2)}

Table 3-7 lists the Sellmeier’s coefficient fits for 350 nm to 1600 nm, the fit matches well which was given by Graf [3] at 1.06 µm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C/nm</th>
<th>D/nm$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ng</td>
<td>1.3867</td>
<td>0.6573</td>
<td>170.02</td>
<td>0.2931 X 10$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>1.5437</td>
<td>0.4541</td>
<td>188.91</td>
<td>2.1567 X 10$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Np</td>
<td>1.5344</td>
<td>0.4360</td>
<td>186.18</td>
<td>2.0999 X 10$^{-9}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The branch ratio of each principle axes were determined in function of temperature as discussed prior Nd:YAG section. The full fluorescence spectra were collected at few discrete temperatures between RT and LNT, then were analysed via each manifold transition as given in Table 3-8. The respective manifold branching ratios shows no noticeable trends and fell within an error range of ± 4% with respect to mean value. However the tolerance is larger than that we obtained from Nd:YAG, which implies the sensitiveness of crystal geometry against temperature changes, decreasing the level of confidence compare to isotropic crystal hence we increased the error margin of $\sigma_{SE}$ to 2 %. Again the transition to $^4I_{15/2}$ has been neglected.
Table 3-8 Nd:KGW branching ratios for temperature between 77 K and 300 K with respect to principle axes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4F&lt;sub&gt;3/2&lt;/sub&gt;</th>
<th>77K</th>
<th>95K</th>
<th>123K</th>
<th>162K</th>
<th>195K</th>
<th>235K</th>
<th>270K</th>
<th>300K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4I&lt;sub&gt;9/2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Ng</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Np</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>36.9</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4I&lt;sub&gt;11/2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Ng</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>51.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Np</td>
<td>53.8</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>55.9</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>54.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4I&lt;sub&gt;13/2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>Ng</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Np</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nm</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F-L Calculation

$\sigma_{SE}$ cross-section spectra for Nd:KGW corresponding to the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$, $^4I_{11/2}$ and $^4I_{9/2}$ transitions, measured at 300 K, are shown in Fig 3-18 for polarizations E // Np, Nm, and Ng. The highest $\sigma_{SE}$ values are observed for E//Nm as previously reported [37], with the maximum peak at 1067.3 nm with $\sigma_{SE}(E/Nm) = 21.4 \pm 0.4 \text{ pm}^2$. For E//Np at 1069.0 nm the peak is half the value, $\sigma_{SE}(E/Np) = 9.5 \pm 0.2 \text{ pm}^2$. Additionally, for E//Np, a second intense peak is observed at 1056.0 nm, which could be favourable for dual-wavelength laser operation.

Studies of the temperature-dependence of the emission cross-section spectra were made for the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$, $^4I_{11/2}$ and $^4I_{13/2}$ transitions, and for the polarizations, E // Nm and E//Np, which is of interest for various laser applications. These measurements were undertaken using the 3 at.% Ng-cut crystal and the branching ratios $\beta(JJ')$ as given in Table 3-8 and emission intensity scaling factors of Eq.2-29 were assumed constant across this temperature range. The results are presented in Fig 3-19 and Fig 3-20 and Appendix A. When the temperature is raised from 77 K to 450 K, the maximum $\sigma_{SE} (\text{pm}^2)$ decreases from 61 to 16.8 $\text{ pm}^2$ at 1067.3 nm. The width of the most intense emission peak corresponding to the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$ transition does not change significantly with increasing temperature, whilst at low temperatures it is split into two components centred at 1067.3 and 1069.2 nm corresponding to transitions to the two lowest $^4I_{11/2}$ Stark levels.
Chapter 3

Figure 3-18 Emission cross section for Nd:KGW and transitions from $^4F_{3/2}$ to $^4I_{9/2}$, $^4I_{11/2}$, and $^4I_{13/2}$, at 300 K.

For the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition, strong absorption around the zero-phonon line alters the shape of the measured fluorescence spectrum, which directly impacts the determination of the $\sigma_{SE}$ cross section spectra through F-L equation. To obtain a clearer picture of the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ $\sigma_{SE}$ spectrum, the RM method was utilized with the excellent absorption spectra shown in Fig 3-14. Following this approach, we obtain maxima at 883.8 nm of $\sigma_{SE}(E//Nm) = 13.8 \pm 0.3$ pm$^2$, $\sigma_{SE}(E//Np) = 7.5 \pm 0.15$ pm$^2$, and $\sigma_{SE}(E//Ng) = 3.0$ pm$^2$. When the crystal was cooled to LNT, the zero emission line, 873.5 nm, reaches $66 \pm 1.5$ pm$^2$ this is higher than the main $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$ transition, 1067.3 nm.

Figure 3-19 $E//N_m$ emission cross section for Nd:KGW and transitions from $^4F_{3/2}$ to $^4I_{9/2}$, $^4I_{11/2}$, and $^4I_{13/2}$, over the temperature range of 77 K to 450 K.
Figure 3-20 E//Nₐ emission cross section for Nd:KGW and transitions from \(^{4}F_{3/2}\) to \(^{4}I_{9/2}\), \(^{4}I_{11/2}\), and \(^{4}I_{13/2}\), over the temperature range of 77 K to 450 K.

For the \(^{4}F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^{4}I_{13/2}\) transition, the \(\sigma_{SE}\) cross-sections for the polarizations E//Nm and E//Ng are quite similar, 6.4 ± 0.15 pm\(^2\) and 5.7 ± 0.15 pm\(^2\) at 1351.3 nm, respectively. The values of \(\sigma_{SE}\) determined in the present study at room temperature are consistent with the emission spectra presented by Moncorge et al [40]. \(\sigma_{SE}\) for E//Nm measured at LNT at this transition increased 3-fold at 1351.6 nm, reaching 19.6 ± 0.3 pm\(^2\).

**Fluoride (Nd:YLF)**

Fluorescence lifetime/ Refractive index/ Branch ratio

The fluorescence decay time for 0.5 at.% Nd\(^{3+}\) doped YLF from the \(^{4}F_{3/2}\) state was measured to be 485 ± 5 µs at RT. The lifetime was measured at 502 ± 5 µs at 77 K. Fig 3-21 shows the fluorescence lifetime as a function of temperature. The lifetime measured at RT is well matched to the reported data [41, 42]. Unlike other Garnet or tungstate crystals, Nd:YLF clearly showed a change of \(\tau_f\) over temperature.

Figure 3-21 The measured \(\tau_f\) of Nd:YLF for temperature range of 77 K to 300 K
The reported Sellmeier’s coefficient was used to access the refractive index of both crystal axes [43]. The equation 3-1 was applied across the wavelength band and coefficients are given in Table 3-9.

**Table 3-9 Sellmeier’s coefficient for Nd:YLF [43]**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>c-axis value (π-pol)</th>
<th>a-axis value (σ-pol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.31021</td>
<td>1.38757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0.84903</td>
<td>0.70757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0876</td>
<td>0.00931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.53607</td>
<td>0.18849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>134.9566</td>
<td>50.99741</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The branch ratio of each principle axes were determined in function of temperature as discussed prior Nd:YAG and Nd:KGW section. The full fluorescence spectra were collected then analysed via each manifold transition as given in Table 3-10. The respective manifold branching ratios shows no noticeable trends and fell within an error range of ± 3 % with respect to mean value. Again the transition to $^4_{15/2}$ has been neglected.

**Table 3-10 Nd:YLF branching ratio for temperature range LNT to RT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$^4F_{3/2}$</th>
<th>300K</th>
<th>273K</th>
<th>230K</th>
<th>197K</th>
<th>160K</th>
<th>120K</th>
<th>100K</th>
<th>77K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^4I_{9/2}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ-pol</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>30.3</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>30.7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π-pol</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>36.6</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^4I_{11/2}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ-pol</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>54.1</td>
<td>59.1</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π-pol</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>55.3</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>55.7</td>
<td>53.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^4I_{13/2}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>σ-pol</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>π-pol</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>12.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F-L Calculations

$\sigma_{SE}$ were calculated for the three main emission bands from metastable state, $^4F_{3/2}$ as illustrated in Fig 3-22(a, b, c) for temperature range of 77 K to 300 K with respect to crystal axis. The
measurement were undertaken using the 0.5 at.% dopant and the branching ratio and \( \tau_f \) as given. The magnitude of dominant transition was observed to increase to 65 \( \pm \) 1 pm\(^2\) (\( \pi \)-pol) and 121 \( \pm \) 2 pm\(^2\) (\( \sigma \)-pol), respectively. It is noticeable in the figure that the peak is switched from 1047 nm (\( \pi \)-pol) to 1053 nm (\( \sigma \)-pol) when crystal has cooled below 130 K. Cho et al exploit this fact and reported cryogenic cooled Nd:YLF operation [44]. The peak for \( \sigma \)-pol (1053 nm) is blue shifted \( \sim \)0.25 nm and \( \pi \)-pol (1047 nm) is also blue shifted by \( \sim \)0.7 nm when the crystal has reached LNT.
(c) Figure 3-22 Emission cross section for transitions (a) $^4I_{9/2}$, (b) $^4I_{11/2}$ and (c) $^4I_{13/2}$, for Nd:YLF over the temperature range of 77 K – 300 K.

In determining the emission cross section for the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition, it was necessary to utilize the RM method due to strong absorption around the zero-phonon-line. With the RM approach we obtain a maximum $\sigma_{SE}$ at 867 nm ($\sigma$-pol) of 0.9 pm$^2$, and 862 nm ($\pi$-pol) of 5.1 ± 0.1 pm$^2$ in RT. When the crystal was cooled to LNT, the zero emission line reaches ~7 pm$^2$ ($\sigma$-pol) but the highest $\sigma_{SE}$ at LNT is 11 ± 0.2 pm$^2$ at 862 nm ($\pi$-pol). Fluorescence at those two cross sections were strongly reabsorbed, leaving no fluorescence collectable at those two peaks. For the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{13/2}$ transition, both polarization states have narrowing bands and increasing peak value, by a factor of 12-times at 1325 nm (14.4 ± 0.2 pm$^2$, $\sigma$-pol) and 7-times at 1318 nm (11.1 ± 0.2 pm$^2$, $\pi$-pol) when it reaches LNT.

Figure 3-23 Enlarged plot for the emission cross section at 880nm, 908nm and 1325nm, over the temperature range of 77 K – 300 K.
Nd:YLF is a good candidate building a cryogenic cooled orthogonally polarized wavelength of dominant gain at 1053 nm. The maximum $\sigma_{se}$ peak of $>120$ pm$^2$, which obtained at LNT, is the highest among Nd$^{3+}$ ions doped crystals, having good potential of building a high power laser system [45].

### 3.4 Discussion

Figure 3-9 shows the derived $\sigma_{se}$ spectra for Nd:YAG at various temperatures between RT and LNT, it illustrates that for many transitions the amplitude increases as the crystal gets colder whilst reducing the peaks' bandwidths in equal measure. Therefore, in considering cryogenic laser engineering with conventional diode lasers, the absorption rate is likely to decrease due to the typical few-nm bandwidths of these sources. However, one small deviation from this is observed at the lower temperatures, for the peak at 808 nm increased to a maximum of $\sigma_{se} = 18 \pm 0.2$ pm$^2$ around 120 K, then reduced to $16.9 \pm 0.2$ pm$^2$ at 77 K. This is attributed to the fact that this peak consists of two lines too, Z1 $\rightarrow$ S1 and Z3 $\rightarrow$ S4, and the fractional population in Z3 starts to diminish quickly below 170 K, while Z1 is gaining over the same temperature range. The combined affect is a nearly a 2-fold increase in the relative absorption coefficient for a narrowband (<$\sim$0.2 nm) pump at LNT with respect to RT (Fig 3-24). This traditional pump transition bandwidth (FWHM) decreases from $\sim$1 nm at RT to 0.3 nm at LNT, and the peak wavelength is blue-shifted by 0.2 nm over this range in line with most other transitions as reported by Kushida [22]. The effective absorption coefficients for 808nm and 869nm absorption band ($\alpha$) were determined with respect to conventional diodes (JOLD-30-CPXF-1L and JOLD-80-CPNN-1L) and a narrowband pump spectrum ($\sim$0.2 nm) e.g. Ti:Sapphire laser or VBG-locked laser diode. The FWHM was determined from actual spectral band of diode that has been measured.
The narrow and relatively high peak absorption at 869 nm is also attractive for cryogenic operation, where the longer in-band pump wavelength provides an advantage in terms of a lower quantum defect than obtained with 808 nm pumping. An important factor is the reduction of the thermal load in the crystal and thermo-optical distortions that are caused by the waste heat deposited into the crystal. Exploiting the properties of Volume Bragg Gratings to narrow the bandwidth of pump diode-laser, narrowband operation of these pump sources can be achieved whilst also locking the central wavelength to the absorption peak, which is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. Figure 3-24(b) shows the change in the effective absorption coefficient over temperature with respect to two pump sources centred at the 869 nm peak. As might be expected the narrowband pump absorption coefficient follows the trend in the transition strength, whereas for the broader bandwidth pump, absorption effectiveness for 808 nm pumping can increase at higher temperatures with respect to RT, but not for in-band pumping at 869 nm.

Exploiting the polynomial equation Eq.3-3, the temperature dependent cross section for either emission or absorption, can be described by:

$$\sigma_{e,a}(T) = \sigma_{e,a}(T_0)(e_0 + e_1 T + e_2 T^2 \ldots)$$

3-3

Where $e_0$, $e_1$ and $e_2$ are the Taylor expansion coefficients, $T_0$ is the reference temperature, and for $\sigma_{e,a}(T_0)$ is the cross section peak value at the reference temperature. Second order polynomials
were used to represent the experimental data covering most of the useful temperature range for laser operation.

The polynomial expansion, Eq.3-3, was used to derive following Table 3-11. Figure 3-25 plotted both fitted curve and experimental data. The approximated data fits very well, and can be used for spatially distributed derivation using notation \( \alpha(T) \), effective temperature dependent absorption coefficient. However, it requires pre-measured spectral data for the pump diode laser and absorption cross section for the temperature range of interest.

### Table 3-11 Polynomial fit for Nd:YAG and Nd:GSAG absorption at 808nm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Crystal</th>
<th>( \alpha(T_0) ) (cm(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( e_0 )</th>
<th>( e_1 )</th>
<th>( e_2 )</th>
<th>Applicable range (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>808nm</td>
<td>Nd:GSAG</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>0.08578</td>
<td>0.01357</td>
<td>-2.162E-5</td>
<td>77 – 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>808nm</td>
<td>Nd:YAG</td>
<td>0.728</td>
<td>-0.05953</td>
<td>0.01562</td>
<td>-1.494E-5</td>
<td>77 – 450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)

(b)

Figure 3-25 Numerical fit of normalized absorption of conventional 808nm diode laser change over Temperature (a) Nd:GSAG, (b) Nd:YAG

As stated in section 3.3.2 the emission cross section spectra around 1.06 \( \mu \)m is comprised of several Stark-Stark level transitions, this was modelled in more detail to gain a better understanding of the dynamics of the 1064 nm line in function of temperature. The analysis was performed by multiple peak fitting with the software Origin (Original Lab Inc. [44]). The position of individual lines was pre-determined by starting with reported the energy levels of each manifold at RT [1]. First, to comply the ZPL absorption peak from Z1 to R1 and R2. the energy transition from the ground energy level, 0 cm\(^{-1}\), to R1 and R2 enables to track the actual energy level. The energy level changes over temperature was defined by tracking the peak absorption changes from Z1 to R1 and R2. We than tracked the single peak changes for energy transitions to Y1 - Y6 of \( ^4I_{11/2} \)...
from R1 and R2 of $^4F_{3/2}$. Each emission peak was defined experimentally, with pre-defined energy state of R1 and R2, the energy state of Y1-Y6 were found as the $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ is the actual transitions between two energy states. Figure 3-26 shows the deconvolution of the emission spectrum for 1064 nm at RT. Out of 12 transitions between $^4F_{3/2}$ to $^4I_{11/2}$, which consist of 2 energy levels from $^4F_{3/2}$ to 6 energy levels from $^4I_{11/2}$ manifolds, two emission peaks overlapped together. The two peaks (R1 $\rightarrow$ Y2 and R2 $\rightarrow$ Y3) were fitted according to the $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$.

![Image of emission spectrum](image)

**Figure 3-26** Example of the combined lines at 1064 nm for RT, Nd:YAG.

In Appendix A, Table A-1 & A-2 we provide table of the change of $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$, $\lambda_{\text{FWHM}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{SE}}$ with respect to each transition over LNT to RT. Figure 3-27 illustrates the temperature dependence for the peak of several key transitions, i.e. $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ for 938, 946, 1061, 1064.2, 1064.4 nm, in addition to the magnitude of the stimulated emission cross section, $\sigma_{\text{peak}}$, and the bandwidth of these respective lines $\Delta \lambda_{\text{FWHM}}$. The thermal shifts in the peak positions agree with those reported by Kushida [22].

![Image of temperature dependence](image)
The peak amplitude of the $\sigma_{\text{se}}$ is a key parameter for laser designs, for example, defining the potential gain and threshold condition. As such if a simple function can be used to describe the evolution of the peak $\sigma_{\text{eff}}$ as a function of temperature, it will improve the accuracy of modelling of the laser system. The change of $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ temperature dependence for the peak of several key transitions, i.e. for 938, 946, 1061, 1064.2, 1064.4 nm is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig 3-28.

Figure 3-28 Change of Chosen R – Y $\lambda_{\text{peak}}$ for temperature change of 77 K to 300 K
Figure 3-29 shows the ratio of the strongest $R \rightarrow Z$ cross section line over the strongest $R \rightarrow Y$ line from temperature LNT to RT. Despite the 2-fold increase of $\sigma_{se}$ of 946 nm transition, the ratio actually increased as temperature reaches LNT.

Figure 3-29 Ratio of the strongest $R \rightarrow Z$ over the strongest $R \rightarrow Y$ line for temperature range 77 K – 300 K

Figure 3-30 duplicated the energy level for Nd:YAG at RT, where it has been drawn in Chapter 2, then compared its energy level changes when it reached LNT. The peak shift for line of interest, particularly Z5, and R1, R2 shows the relative rate of change in the Stark level position.

Figure 3-30 Measure of energy level (cm$^{-1}$) change of R1,2 and Z5 and shift of spectra peak for 300 K and 77 K

Taking the measured values of the peak $\sigma_c$,$\text{eff}$, for the main transitions, covering a temperature range of 77 K to 450 K for 946 nm and 1061 nm, and 300 K to 450 K for 1064 nm (being the combination of the overlapping lines R2 - Y3 and R1 - Y2, which start to separate below ~270 K). Polynomial fit was made for emission cross section. $T_o$ for 946 nm and 1061 nm is set to 77 K, and
300 K for 1064 nm. Table 3-12 summarizes the fitting parameters within the respective measurement range. Figure 3-31 indicates the approximated fits and the measured $\sigma_{SE}$ peaks with error bars, which are found to be within an error range (± 5 %). The measured $\sigma_{SE}$ peaks were normalized at RT. Origin modelled the residual plot to assess the quality of statistical assumptions [46]. We have not found any trend in the residual curve and were within ± 4 % dependency.

Figure 3-31 Numerical fit for intensity change over temperature 77 K to 450 K.
(a) 946 nm fit, (b) 1061 nm fit, (c) 1064 nm fit
Table 3-12 Polynomial fit for 946nm, 1061nm and 1064nm of Nd:YAG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Transitions</th>
<th>( \sigma_{se}(T_o) )</th>
<th>( e_0 )</th>
<th>( e_1 )</th>
<th>( e_2 )</th>
<th>Applicable range (K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>946 nm</td>
<td>R1 – Z5</td>
<td>8.48</td>
<td>2.55623</td>
<td>-0.0074</td>
<td>7.41774e-6</td>
<td>77 – 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1061 nm</td>
<td>R1 - Y1</td>
<td>78.08</td>
<td>5.18215</td>
<td>-0.02096</td>
<td>2.39524e-5</td>
<td>77 - 450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1064 nm</td>
<td>R2 - Y3 &amp; R1 - Y2</td>
<td>32.5</td>
<td>1.57634</td>
<td>-0.00214</td>
<td>7.06326e-7</td>
<td>300 - 450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The rate of peak changes, of which were drawn in blue solid curve, clearly shows the high temperature dependency of peaks at low temperature. However once crystal reaches or near room temperature the 1064 nm peak changes are very stable and drifts linearly at low rate, proves Nd:YAG as robust crystal. From Fig 3-31(a) it is determined that the rate of change in the peak value for \( \sigma_{se} \) at 946 nm is \( \sim 0.3 \% \text{ K}^{-1} \), within the range of 77 K to 300 K, then the rate of change starts to decrease gradually until reaching \( \sim 0.1 \% \text{ K}^{-1} \) by 450 K. For 1061 nm the rate increase from 0.45 \% \text{ K}^{-1} to 0.63 \% \text{ K}^{-1} at room temperature then decrease significantly to 0 \% \text{ K}^{-1} at 450 K. The rate of changed of the emission cross section at low temperatures is stronger for emission lines from R1. However, for 1064 nm, the rate change is relatively constant from 300 K to 450 K, at near 0.2 \% \text{ K}^{-1}. Sato and Taira [5] reported a similar numerical fit, showing a very stable rate of change 0.26 \% \text{ K}^{-1} for the temperature range of 288 K to 523 K.

### 3.5 Summary

In conclusion, we have investigated the spectroscopic properties of various Nd-doped crystals. A detailed study of the ground state absorption for the two main absorption bands of interest, around 808 nm and 870 nm, for near-IR lasers based upon \( ^4F_{3/2} \) emission, was realised by probing the samples absorbance with LED sources whilst changing the temperature of crystals. The data taken over a range of temperatures, from 77 K to 450 K, helped map out the dependence of the absorption coefficient of several Nd-doped crystals, which could be applied to narrow or “broadband” pump sources. At LNT the peak absorption of Nd:YAG at both 808 nm and 869 nm increased with respect to that observed at RT. Similarly, other Nd-doped crystals also showed
improved absorption coefficients at lower temperatures, albeit limited to using a narrow band pump source.

The emission cross section for the 946nm transition of Nd:YAG also increased by just over a factor of two, from RT to LNT, and second order polynomial functions has been derived to approximate the temperature dependent cross sections of this and other transitions of interest for NdYAG crystal. Using this polynomial expression, the temperature dependent gain could be modelled with greater accuracy and potentially improved numerical simulations of the performance of these systems, not only for different operating temperatures, but also to include the graded effective gain associated with the inherent thermal gradients within the laser crystals.

The study of the changes in the absorption coefficients with respect to temperature is vital for understanding and mapping out the potential laser efficiency under cryogenically-cooled operation, or under any arbitrary temperature within the measurement ranges. It is clearly evident that for cryogenic operation of a Nd:YAG laser, the pump source must have a bandwidth of <0.3 nm for efficient matching to the peak widths, and be tuned to the appropriate peak wavelength at the temperature of interest, as discussed by Cho et al [47]. As conventional diode lasers have a 2~4 nm bandwidth, special measures are required to improve the spectral brightness of these sources, locked to the appropriate wavelength for efficient absorption as crystal gets cold. A key technology that enables this are VBG’s and their use will be discussed in Chapter 5, showing improved absorption characteristics over the bare diode laser array.
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Chapter 4:

Energy transfer upconversion measurements for Nd doped gain materials

4.1 Introduction

Energy transfer is the phenomenon of transferring excited energy among laser active ions. The interaction of dipole-dipole resonant is closely related to the spacing between two ions, and vanishes with increasing distance in between. One ion which receives the stored energy of the other and is subsequently excited to a higher energy state ($^4G_{5/2}$, $^4G_{7/2}$, or $^2G_{9/2}$), while the other one is returned to a lower state ($^4I_{15/2}$, $^4I_{13/2}$, or $^4I_{11/2}$) respectively [1]. The strength of ETU processes can have a detrimental effect on laser performance as an additional source of heat, increased cavity losses, and by reducing the population inversion thus weaker laser gain. The reduction of population of metastable level at $^4F_{3/2}$ of Nd:YAG causes an increase in the laser threshold since population density is clamped by ETU loss [2]. The non-radiative transfer between energy level transition is inefficient increasing the thermal load in the gain medium, contributing to the thermal effect. The influence of ETU can be quite significant for the design and optimization of a laser system, especially for low gain lasers that typically require relatively high population inversion to overcome cavity loss. The effect of ETU is governed by several factors that include active-ion doping concentration, crystal structure and intra-ion spacing, and the spectroscopic properties of the medium, which can be neatly described by a macroscopic parameter, the upconversion coefficient ($W_{\text{ETU}}$). In the previous chapter, we presented the temperature dependence of the Nd$^{3+}$ spectroscopic properties in various host materials, especially for YAG, which has been the main material of choice when it comes to the following cryogenically cooled laser experiments. The temperature dependency of absorption and emission spectroscopy, especially absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 808 nm changes 4-folds for 77 K to 450 K, which may suggest $W_{\text{ETU}}$ is also a temperature dependent spectroscopic parameter. The temperature dependency of other RE doped crystal was also reported [3, 4].

The process of ETU, discussed in section 2.3.3, is known to contribute to additional heating of the gain material and increasing the threshold power. The determination of the ETU parameter is
considered quite challenging, due to its quadratic dependence upon the population in the upper laser level, thus sensitivity to the pump excitation distribution in the gain medium. In following chapter, we investigated the ETU coefficient measurement with a sensitive Z-scan technique. The Z-scan compares measured transmission as a function of incident pump irradiance. The data is compared with simulation based upon a two level spatially and temporally dependent rate equation, which has been discussed in Chapter 2.

Whilst there are many papers studying the influence of ETU on the quasi-four-level laser performance [1, 5], both experimental and in simulation, the magnitude of the ETU coefficient for Nd:YAG has been reported significant range of values from $5 \times 10^{-17}$ to $3 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^3$/s [6, 8], as such its actual impact on performance can be difficult to ascertain with certainty. In this chapter, the methodology for Z-scan setup and ETU measurement is described. Following the temperature dependence from RT up to 450 K of metastable energy level and also the concentration dependence of the ETU coefficient in Nd:YAG is investigated. The data is compared with simulation based upon a two-level rate equation. Different types of Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystals were also investigated using the Z-scan method. The report discusses the effect on laser performance both for CW oscillators and for high inversion systems such as Q-switched oscillators.

4.2 Methodology: ETU measurement via the Z-scan method

A schematic diagram of the Z-scan experimental setup is shown in Fig 4-1. The output beam of a continuous wave Ti:Sapphire laser was expanded 4 times with a telescope system ($L_1$, $f = 75$ and $L_2$, $f = 300$) and modulated by a mechanical chopper. The pulse duration of ~2.5 ms is sufficient to reach steady state without inducing a significant temperature rise during the pulse, while the duty cycle of 10 % is small enough to ensure the heat generated, considering our few hundred mW average power, diffuses away from the region of interest before the next pulse arrives. A focusing lens ($L_3$) of $f = 200$ mm was mounted to an electronically-controlled translation stage to change the beam size in the laser crystal, which provides precise control of the irradiance in the sample. The transmitted beam was collected and collimated by a second lens ($L_4$), mounted on the same translation stage, then split with an uncoated glass wedge, with ~92 % passing directly to a power meter and one surface reflection (~4 %) directed to a silicon photodiode (PD$_1$). Spontaneous emission was collected with a concave mirror ($L_6$, ROC = -100) and a focusing lens ($L_5$, $f = 75$), was monitored by an InGaAs photodiode (PD$_2$). A digital oscilloscope was used to record the amplitude of transmitted signal and measure the fluorescence lifetime. We can also neglect the scattering loss because of the excellent optical quality.
Using a beam profiler placed at the position of the sample, the laser beam size at many positions along the Z-axis relative to the beam waist was measured by scanning the focusing lens position as was done with the actual sample. The beam quality of the pump laser beam was calculated to be $M^2 \approx 1.17$ in both directions, and had waist radii of $w_x = 20.7 \pm 0.2 \, \mu m$ and $w_y = 19.7 \pm 0.2 \, \mu m$ after the focusing lens, $L_3$. The Rayleigh range for the beam was comparable to the crystal sample length and provided near constant beam size through the sample. Therefore the confocal parameter for this beam was slightly longer than the crystal length, which is close to the limit when considering the change in beam size throughout the sample and may introduce a slight asymmetry in the transmission response depending upon whether the pump beam is converging or diverging through the crystal. The pump irradiance incident on the crystal is defined by a Gaussian distribution and the model assumes an effective beam area ($A_{eff}$) obtained from the average beam radius over the crystal length calculated using Gaussian beam propagation theory, i.e.

$$ A_{eff} = \pi \int_0^l \omega(z)^2 \, dz $$

Two insets in Fig 4-2, illustrate the actual beam radii versus the calculated effective beam radius derived from Eq 4-1 using Gaussian beam propagation theory. At focus the “on axis” available pump irradiance reached 50 kWcm$^{-2}$, nearly four times higher than the saturation irradiance, when the wavelength was tuned to the absorption peak of Nd:YAG around 808.7 nm.
4.3 Results

As we use Z-scan technique to determine the upconversion parameter, as the technique requires an accurate measure of pump irradiance and an accurate spectroscopy data was measured prior performing the measurement. Pump rate which has been derived in Eq. 2.40–2.42 in detail, requires accurate absorption coefficient of sample crystal and physical properties of sample crystal, such as ion concentration, sample dimensions, Fresnel reflection etc. The following reported \( W_{\text{ETU}} \) value has measured its parameters prior performing Z-scan experiment.

4.3.1 Nd:YAG Test result

The Nd:YAG crystal transmission at 808nm at RT with respect to the focus position is presented in Fig 4-3. The figure shows the peak where the incident pump irradiance is highest. The figure also shows the simulated maximum crystal transmission without considering ETU, that is \( W_{\text{ETU}} = 0 \). The simulation (red dash curve) that doesn’t count in the ETU coefficient, overestimated the transmission by \(~50\%\) as pump irradiance reaches its maximum value. Considering three decay channels (fluorescence, ETU, cross relaxation) as described in section 2.3.3, at the highest pump irradiance the modelled peak transmission in match with the measured for ETU coefficient of \( 5.1 \pm 1 \times 10^{17} \text{ cm}^3/\text{s} \), for our 0.95 at\% Nd:YAG at room temperature. This is in good agreement with the value reported by Guy et al [7] and significantly lower than that reported by others [6, 8].

In simulation we found the maximum transmission is quite sensitive to the ETU coefficient value, however the simulation and the experimentally measured value show excellent agreement over the whole Z-scan range, which provides a high level of confidence in the accuracy of the measurement.
Figure 4-3 Transmission of 0.95 at% Nd:YAG crystal at RT, when varying the Z-position of the focusing lens system, about the focal point at zero

Figure 4-4 Transmitted power temporal waveforms of (a) different incident pump irradiance and (b) measured temporal transmission of Nd:YAG at maximum pump irradiance

Temporal waveforms of the transmitted pump pulse were also recorded to compliment this analysis with and without the crystal. We could determine the temporal dependence by comparing two pulses, the bleaching effect for different pump irradiance level at different locations. Figure 4-4(a) presents several different pump irradiance conditions, corresponding to different Z-positions along the scan. The modelled waveform matches very well in steady-state which supports the observation in Fig 4-3. However, for the highest pump irradiance has slight difference between observation and simulation in the leading edge of waveform where Fig 4-4(b) shows the rate of bleaching in experiment is faster than the simulated curve at the beginning of the incident pump pulse. Later experiment was carried with shorter crystals (~1 mm) that matched better than longer crystal (3.25, 5 mm). The rate of bleaching is slower for longer crystals,
primarily driven by the larger effective beam area and thus lower “maximum” irradiance level due to their longer length. Nonetheless, the data fits very well in steady-state for both cases.

4.3.2 ETU dependency on temperature in Nd:YAG

The experiment from section 4.3.1 was extended to determine the ETU coefficient dependence on temperature from room temperature up to 450 K. This information could help to improve spatially-dependent modelling of Nd:YAG lasers, where the heat deposited during the pump cycle giving rise to a temperature gradient within the gain medium, will have an additional contribution due to ETU dependent upon the local temperature. This effect could be quite significant for the performance of the weaker lasing transitions, and an additional component to thermal aberrations and induced losses within the gain medium.

Utilising the high resolution measurements of the 808 nm absorption cross section presented in the previous chapter, the saturation irradiance was determined as a function temperature. Thus the measured Z-scan transmission data could be compared at different temperatures to extract the temperature dependence of the ETU coefficient.

![Figure 4-5 Nd:YAG crystal transmission at 808 nm vs Z-scan position relative to the focus at different temperature, 300 K – 450 K](image)

The crystal was heated in a resistive oven to higher temperatures. The heater was made of Cu block and a high power resistor which was under control of an automated power supply, the temperature was read via thermocouple installed inside the block and tuned. Figure 4-5 shows the both experimental pump-power transmission observed and simulated results at several different temperatures from 300 K to 450 K. The absorption coefficient reduces at higher
temperatures as discussed in the previous chapter, which increases the small-signal pump transmission as the crystal temperature rises. Some instability in transmission at high temperature was most probably due to air turbulence and localized cooling of crystal. The simulation results are in good agreement with experimental data when varying the only free parameter ETU coefficient. Table 4-1 shows the estimated ETU coefficient over temperature include error range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature (K)</th>
<th>300</th>
<th>330</th>
<th>360</th>
<th>390</th>
<th>420</th>
<th>450</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$W_{ETU}$ ($10^{-17} \text{cm}^3/\text{s}$)</td>
<td>5.1±1.0</td>
<td>4.0±0.8</td>
<td>3.5±0.7</td>
<td>3.2±0.6</td>
<td>2.5±0.5</td>
<td>2±0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.3 ETU dependency of Nd concentration in Nd:YAG

It is well known that the magnitude of the ETU coefficient is dependent on the concentration of the rare earth ion, but the actualy dependence for Nd:YAG is not well covered in the literature yet. In this work, we investigate the concentration dependence of ETU coefficient in Nd:YAG. The measured transmission via Z-scan technique is compared with simulation data.

Four Nd:YAG samples with different neodymium concentrations were tested, their parameters shown in Table 4-2. The fluorescence lifetime of the 0.95 at.% Nd:YAG crystal was measured, in the small-signal regime with the measuring its dominant 1µm fluorescence, found to be 235 ± 5 µs as is typical for this concentration [9, 10]. At higher pump irradiance values this fluorescence lifetime reduced, down to 220 ± 5 µs at the maximum irradiance available (~50 kW/cm²), which proves the trend of a reducing lifetime of the meta-stable state with an increasing population level. This trend was observed for all the samples, consistent with an irradiance dependent de-excitation process, such as ETU.

We determined the respective $W_{CR}$ coefficient for each sample from their fluorescence lifetime, measured under weak excitation, as per Eq.2-39 in section 2.3.3, assuming that the intrinsic lifetime of Nd³⁺ in YAG is 260 µs [11] and that CR is the only decay mechanism apart from spontaneous emission under these conditions. The resulting values are given in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2 The parameters of Nd:YAG samples investigated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doping Concentration (at.%)</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ion density (x10^26 ions/cm³)</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>1.311</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length (mm)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>3.25^*</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>5.1^*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescence lifetime with weak excitation (µs)</td>
<td>232±5</td>
<td>235±5</td>
<td>250±5</td>
<td>252±5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCR (x10^-18 cm³/s)</td>
<td>3.06±0.60</td>
<td>2.96±0.65</td>
<td>1.85±1.00</td>
<td>2.94±1.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WETU (x10^-17 cm³/s)</td>
<td>7.5±1.0</td>
<td>5.5±1.0</td>
<td>3.5±0.7</td>
<td>2.7±0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^* These crystals had anti-reflection (AR) dielectric coatings on the input and output facets

Figure 4-6 shows two of the temporal waveforms for Z-scan experimental data at (low and high irradiance values) and the corresponding simulation results, for the different doping concentrations tested. The doping concentration of each sample was determined by comparing the small signal absorption and calibrating with our previously determined absorption cross-section.

Figure 4-6 Measured (symbol) and simulated (solid line) temporal waveform of the transmitted power at (a) low pump irradiance, and (b) the maximum pump irradiance for different doping concentration of Nd:YAG.

Figure 4-6 shows two of the temporal waveforms for Z-scan experimental data at (low and high irradiance values) and the corresponding simulation results, for the different doping concentrations tested. The doping concentration of each sample was determined by comparing the small signal absorption and calibrating with our previously determined absorption cross-section.
section. As discussed in the previous section 4.3.1, the rate of bleaching is well-matched for the shorter crystals (∼1 mm), as opposed to the longer crystals. This implies a lower effective irradiance due to larger effective beam area in the longer sample lengths. The Z-scan pump beam transmission through each of the samples is shown in Fig 4-7. The good fit between simulation and experimental data across the whole range of irradiance levels generated through the Z-scan gives confidence in the ETU coefficient values obtained. By fitting the model to the experimental data, with the ETU coefficient taken as the only free variable, we found that the magnitude of the ETU coefficient increased from $2.7 \pm 0.7 \times 10^{-17} \text{cm}^3/\text{s}$ for 0.31 at.% doped Nd:YAG to $7.5 \pm 1.0 \times 10^{-17} \text{cm}^3/\text{s}$ for a 1.07 at.% dopant concentration. For the 1.07 at.% doped crystal, a longer crystal was also tested to compare it with a shorter crystal to ensure that there were no crystal length dependencies in the measurement, for both lengths of crystal we obtained the same ETU coefficient within our error range. These error margins are dominated by the sensitivity of the experimental setup.

For some of the samples we observed a 5% variation in the pump transmission for transverse movements of the crystal at the beam waist position. The tightest focused beam size, which was defined ∼40 µm at the highest irradiance, was clearly moved along X and Y axis during the Z-scan and not occupying the single area at the peak irradiance scan. The variation of scan area was lead to be cause a variation of transmission at its peak irradiance. It is not clear what caused the variation of the transmission along the X or Y axes variation but suggest either of crystal surface quality, including AR coatings or by a non-uniform distribution of Nd$^{3+}$ ions in crystal. This will have an adverse effect on our measurement accuracy since the model relies on the assumption that there is homogeneous distribution of active ions or superior surface quality. The reported ETU coefficient in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 was measured for a 3.25 mm long 0.95 at.% doped Nd:YAG crystal.
Nd:YAG crystal, which is the same sample that has been reported in this section. As is evident, the value reported in first temperature dependency experiments does not match from the following concentration dependency experiments; however, both values are within our error range, so the respective values are valid.

### 4.3.4 ETU coefficient measurements for other Nd\(^{3+}\) doped crystals

This section reports further investigations on measuring the ETU in various Nd\(^{3+}\) doped crystals. 4 different crystal families, consist of garnet, fluoride, tungstate and vanadate was investigated using various dopant concentration and crystal thickness upon availability. Absorption peak spectra and its cross section was defined prior experiment (Chapter 3). The ETU coefficients were all measured using the setup described in section 4.2 but the wavelength peak was adjusted to match the absorption peak of each crystal. Table 4-3 presents the key spectroscopic properties for the investigated crystals. Nd\(^{3+}\) doped crystal except Nd:YAG assumed the measured fluorescence lifetime as the intrinsic lifetime, neglecting cross relaxation since further investigation is beyond the scope for the report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Host for Nd(^{3+}) ions and Axes</th>
<th>Dopant concentration (at.%)</th>
<th>Ion density (x10(^{20}) /cm(^3))</th>
<th>Length (mm)</th>
<th>Fluorescence Lifetime ((\mu)s)</th>
<th>Absorption Peak (\lambda) (nm)</th>
<th>(\sigma_{\text{eff}}) (pm(^2))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YAG</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>232±5</td>
<td>808.7</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>235±5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.311</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>250±5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.477</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>252±5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YLF (E//a)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>520±10</td>
<td>797</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YVO4 (E//a)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.625</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98±2</td>
<td>808.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>90±2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GdVO4 (E//a)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.605</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>107±2</td>
<td>808.5</td>
<td>11.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>98±2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KGW (E//Np)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>112±2</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>112±2</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>119±2</td>
<td></td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nd:YLF

Nd:YLF has been one of most widely used laser medium for laser applications. The main 1 μm transition of crystal has advanced properties for its large stimulated emission cross section, a longer lifetime compare to other Nd³⁺ doped crystals and its natural birefringence. However the crystal was reported the reduced storage lifetime and decreased laser efficiency for its operation under high excitation density [12-14].

The fit for Nd:YLF is not as good as that obtained for Nd:YAG in this result, nonetheless the value is in agreement with the trend seen by comparing Jacinto’s and Pollnau’s measurements [15, 16]. It is possible that some processes are occurring that our simple model is not capable of capturing, such as depletion quenching rate from the metastable, ⁴F₃/₂ level or significant energy migration within the localized substantial overlap of cross sections. There is no doubt however, that the peak transmission of the pump beam through the sample when the crystal is at focus is significantly lower than would be expected if no nonlinear lifetime quenching of the ⁴F₃/₂ level or excited state absorption were occurring. The determined WₑTU coefficient value is nominally 3 times higher than that of Nd:YAG with a comparable doping concentration.

Figure 4-8 Transmission of a 1.1 mm thick 0.5 at% Nd:YLF crystal vs sample position relative to the focus. Measured for the pump-polarisation aligned with the crystal’s a-axis.

Nd:YVO₄

Nd:YVO₄ crystal has the most efficient absorption at 808nm which achieves high pump absorption efficiency from the pumping diode laser. The crystal, which has a natural birefringent, is usually chosen for end-pumped system adapting smaller crystals as a gain medium. Two crystals each have 0.5 at.% and 1.0 at.% doped crystal were scanned on both two polarization axes. The
simulated fit for Nd:YVO4 is not well matched with the model, 0.5 at% a-axis curve fits better than 1 at.% a-axis however the 0.5 at.% curve also shows similar trend as seen with YLF result. The presented result consisted a-axis only since the high absorption at c-axis is highly saturated. The high absorption at strong c-axis adds unwanted thermal deposition and stimulated fluorescence which doesn’t allow the simple two level rate equation valid. This also applies to other crystals that have very strong absorption features, however, the model has a reasonable match to experiment for a lower absorption cross section feature, such as using the weaker peaks of the s-polarisation in this case, which meant that the $W_{ETU}$ coefficient could be retrieved. Consistent with the strong spectroscopy cross section values, the $W_{ETU}$ coefficient of Nd:YVO4 is very large, almost two orders of magnitude higher than for Nd:YAG for comparable ion densities.

![Figure 4-9 Transmission of 0.5 at% and 1.0 at% Nd:YVO4 crystals vs sample position relative to the focus. Measured for the pump-polarisation aligned with the crystal’s a-axis.](image)

**Nd:GdVO4**

Nd:GdVO4 is another vanadate family and one of most efficient crystal for diode pumped configurations. Its spectroscopic properties are similar to Nd:YVO4 but has superior thermomechanical properties. Again two crystals have different doping concentration was measured using Z-scan set-up for both polarization axes. The fit for 0.5 at.% a-axis is well matched to simulated curve within error range but not really well fitted for a-axis 1 at.% doped crystal. Again, c-axis was highly saturated due to high absorption in crystal and not presented. Vanadate families (YVO4 and GdVO4) show almost two orders of magnitude larger than Nd:YAG.
Double tungstate crystal has exceptionally intense and broad spectroscopy band with strong polarization anisotropy. Gd matches very well with number of RE ions which allows very high doping concentration without significant luminescence quenching. Doping up to 10% is possible with Nd$^{3+}$ ion since the size matches, comparing the ionic radii for 1.053 Å of Gd$^{3+}$ to 1.109 Å of Nd$^{3+}$, particularly well. The crystal is under re-evaluation since its orientation was determined by cutting along one of principal axes (Ng-cut). For the measurement, two different crystals having a
dopant concentration of 3 at.% (E//Ng cut) and 4 at.% (E//Nm cut) were tested, with two polarization axes, E//Np and E//Ng were measured. Again high absorption axis, E//Nm was excluded as we observed a non-saturating dependence of pump pulse. The predicted ETU for E//Np at 3 at.% and 4 at.% is $2.52 \times 10^{-17}$ cm$^3$/s and $1.89 \times 10^{-17}$ cm$^3$/s, respectively. 4 at.% crystal is E//Nm cut crystal thus assess E//Ng measure, which yields $3.0 \times 10^{-17}$ cm$^3$/s. The confidence of measured data is ± 50 % as the response was not fitting the simulation curve precisely. This discrepancy is attributed to additional energy decay pathways such as excited state absorption and possible energy migration associated with absorption and emission spectra overlap at its metastable energy level, which contribute to more complicated energy dynamics then our simple model caters for.

Figure 4-12 $W_{ETU}$ coefficient as a function of (a) Nd$^{3+}$ ion density for crystal and (b) atomic dopant concentration

Figure 4-12 presents a summary of the ETU coefficient for different crystals. The graphs denote the doping concentration in atomic weight and in ions density (ions/cm$^3$). Ion density allows for a better comparison of relative ETU coefficients for the respective host materials and therefore the possibility to compare the relative transfer rates for each under realistic operating conditions.
4.4 Discussion

Elevated temperature and concentration dependency of ETU for Nd:YAG

The two plots in Fig 4-13 show the ETU dependence on temperature for 1 at.% doped Nd:YAG and at RT the Nd³⁺ concentration dependence for doping levels ranging from 0.3 at.% to 1.1 at.% in YAG. The magnitude of the ETU coefficient varies according to the equation from RT up to the investigated temperature, 450 K.

\[
W_{ETU} = 13.3 - 0.037T + 0.000024T^2
\]

Over the concentration range investigated, the ETU coefficient is found to follow a linear dependence on doping concentration (DC). The dependence equation was fixed to pass through the origin to allow for the probability of energy transfer processes tending to zero as the inter-ionic distance tends to infinity. The linear fit of the experimentally determined ETU coefficient is:

\[
W_{ETU} = 6.52\text{DC (at%)}
\]

up to the investigated concentration of 1.07 at.%. Guy et al reported a quadratic relation of upconversion to varying doping concentration of Nd:YAG [7], whereas Lima et al using the Z-scan technique reported linear dependency of upconversion for Nd doped glasses [17]. We claim no phenomenological significance from our experimentally measured linear dependence but to within experimental uncertainty this is the simplest function capable of fitting our results.
ETU effect on CW laser performance

The dominant effect of ETU in a CW laser is an increase in pump-power threshold, as the excited-state density required in upper laser-level, must contend with the loss of ions not associated with stimulated emission. Bjurshagen and Koch [1] reported the effect of ETU for laser threshold and spatial distribution, which varies the population inversion density, and the amount of ETU will vary quite significantly for smaller mode waist ratio. The average population inversion is clamped at the threshold level and the effect of ETU can be measured on threshold power hence ETU loss is clamped for mode overlap of 1.2. Kim et al [5] provided an analytic expression for the laser threshold, $P_{th}$ for end pumped CW lasers. The part outside the square bracket is a standard expression for laser threshold for quasi-four level laser, in presence of reabsorption. While the part in square bracket is a modification to account for the ETU effect.

$$P_{th} \approx \frac{hv \rho \tau \omega_0^2}{2(f_1 + f_2) \sigma \eta_l \eta_{LP}} (L_T + 2f_1 \sigma \eta_{LP} N l_r) \left[ 1 + \frac{W_{ETU} \tau \alpha_p}{4(f_1 + f_2) \sigma \eta_{LP}} (L_T + 2\eta_{LP} f_1 \sigma N l_r) \right]$$

In order to apply this equation to estimate the effect of ETU on laser threshold, we assumed followings:

a. Crystal length is three absorption lengths so near complete pump absorption occurs.
b. Pump focusing is arranged such that it’s confocal parameter is equal to the crystal length
c. Pump diode is a typical 100 $\mu$m, 0.22 NA fibre-coupled and has 3.5 nm FWHM, a specification of Dilas fibre coupled diode [18]
d. Mode overlap $\sim$1.2 [19], with a Gaussian laser mode and top-hat pump beam
e. Internal cavity loss is assumed 1.0 %

It should be noted that due to the fast multi-phonon non-radiative decay from the energy levels populated by ETU, to the $^4F_{3/2}$ and $^4I_{9/2}$ levels, additional pump-power required to reach laser threshold is deposited as heat in the gain medium, and, that occurs predominantly at the pump input face where the inversion density is greatest.
Figure 4-14 The effect of ETU on laser threshold for (a) 1064nm and (b) 946nm Nd:YAG CW lasers. Simulation without considering $W_{ETU}$ is drawn line and with considering $W_{ETU}$ is spotted for 4 different doping concentration.

A theoretical study of the expected laser threshold was made for Nd:YAG, corresponding to different dopant concentrations and cavity output coupling. ETU shows no significant effect on the laser threshold for the 1064nm transition, primarily due to the relatively low population inversions required to reach the necessary gain levels. Calculated pump radii were set to 510 µm, 360 µm, 280 µm and 265 µm for 0.3, 0.6, 1.0 and 1.1 at.% doped crystals with lengths of 42.4 mm, 21.2 mm, 12.7 mm, and 11.6 mm, respectively. Pump absorption coefficients were calculated using the room temperature case of the Eq.2.15, with given absorption cross section studied in Chapter 3. However for 946 nm, where the emission cross section is nearly 7 times smaller than for 1064 nm, and also suffers weak reabsorption loss, has a noticeably higher laser threshold. Furthermore the effects of ETU becomes significant above an output coupler transmission of ~15 %, particularly for the higher doping concentrations, i.e. 0.95 at.% and 1.1 at.%. This implies that an additional heat load due to ETU at the input face is unavoidable for high dopant concentration and high output coupling.
A comparable analysis with Nd:YVO4, with its very strong absorption characteristics allowing short crystals with polarized pump beams. Consequently it was assumed that crystals of length 3.0 mm and 1.5 mm could be employed for 0.5 at.% and 1.0 at% doped crystals, respectively, implying 41 µm and 29 µm pump-beam radii for the pump beam parameters chosen. Figure 4-15 shows the high inversion density and high ETU coefficient of Nd:YVO4 leads to a large increase in the laser threshold for output coupler transmission in excess of 10 %.

**ETU effect on pulsed laser performance**

In contrast for pulsed systems (and high-gain small-signal amplifiers) we follow a different methodology. In this case, for simplicity, we assume a uniformly inverted gain medium, a good approximation of a well-designed flashlamp pumped system or diode-laser side-pumped system as is often favoured for high energy, low-repetition-rate Q-switched systems. To allow for a sensible comparison between different gain media we have plotted the effective lifetime vs gain per unit length and compared them on the same graph. Effective life times are calculated using an analytical solution to the Bernoulli equation, here we neglect the cross-relaxation component and assume that the lifetime of the \( ^4F_{3/2} \) level is the measured fluorescence lifetime of the crystal.

Guyot *et al* [6] expressed the effective lifetime, \( \tau_e \), depends on the product \( N_i(0)W\tau \),

\[
\frac{\tau_e}{\tau} = \ln \left[ 1 + \frac{(e^{-1})}{1 + N_i(0)W\tau} \right] \quad 4-5
\]

Figure 4-16 shows the gain vs inversion density for the tested crystals, for dominant 1 µm transition terminating in the \( ^4I_{15/2} \) level, and the weaker transition terminating in the \( ^4I_{9/2} \) ground
state. For the 1 μm case, Nd:YVO4 excels in achieving the highest gain per unit length. However, for the case of quasi-four-level transition reabsorption losses require a certain inversion-density to reach transparency. This coupled to the lower emission cross section for this transition results in ETU playing a significant role, as shown in Fig 4-17. The figure shows effective lifetime vs inversion density, derived from Eq.4-5. Nd:YLF, suffers the most the effect of ETU, where it’s effective lifetime is almost halve by the time it reaches 2 dBcm⁻¹ gain. For the quasi-four-level transition of Nd:GdVO4, there is an advantage over Nd:YVO4, since the gain is generally higher, while still maintaining the lifetime. However vanadates still require higher inversion density compare to Nd:YAG, which is a significant drawback. Nd:YAG require the least inversion density to reach transparency and still maintain both its gain and fluorescence lifetime higher than other crystals.

(a) (b)

Figure 4-16 Gain per unit length in function of Nd inversion density for different crystals for (a) \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2} \) transition and (b) \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2} \) transition

Figure 4-17 The effective lifetime for Nd-doped crystals as a function of their population inversion density, including the effects of ETU.
4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have reported a detailed study of measurement of the ETU coefficient of Nd:YAG along with several other Nd-doped crystals. In addition, the effects of dopant concentration and temperature dependence for Nd:YAG crystals were examined. It was shown that the Z-scan technique offers a simple and sensitive measurement of the ETU coefficient, simply by monitoring the transmission of a pump-beam at various irradiance levels, obtained via the varying incident beam size. Using a simple two level rate equation model to fit the experimental data, a good correlation was obtained, giving confidence in the derived ETU coefficients. Comparison of popular Nd-doped laser crystals placed the relative strength of the ETU coefficient into perspective, Fig 4-12, showing that Nd:YAG has a relatively good position in terms of this parameter.

A theoretical study of the effect of ETU on the lower-gain quasi-four-level transition of Nd:YAG, showed that it was significantly more detrimental than for the dominant 1-micron transition. The predicted laser threshold was analysed considering the effect of including the measured ETU coefficient in the CW regime. ETU had minimal effects for the dominant 4-level transitions, however, it was quite significant for quasi-four-level transitions and systems with high population inversion such as Q-switch operation or amplifier systems. With comparing the effect of ETU to Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystals which has been investigated, Nd:YAG was the least susceptible to the impact of ETU for quasi-four-level transition lasing threshold and gain and fluorescence lifetime for the system with high population inversion and proves the superior characteristics.
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Part II

Cryogenic Lasers
Chapter 5:

End-pumped cryogenic Nd doped lasers

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we report the demonstration of end-pumped lasers with cryogenically-cooled neodymium-doped gain media, in particular two garnet crystals, Nd:YAG and Nd:GSAG. The transition of interest is that between the metastable $^4F_{3/2}$ and the ground-state $^4I_{9/2}$ energy levels, with the strongest emission lines being at 946 nm for Nd:YAG and 942 nm for Nd:GSAG. Under room temperature operation the performance of these quasi-four-level lasers is limited by their relatively low-gains and finite population in the terminal laser level, i.e. reabsorption losses, both of which get worse with increasing temperatures (as discussed in Chapter 3), in addition to the potential additional heat loading produced via Energy Transfer Upconversion (as discussed in Chapter 4). It is clear that the spectroscopic and thermo-optic advantages expected for cryogenic-cooling of the gain media should enable distinct improvements in laser performance for these systems.

Cryogenically-cooled Yb$^{3+}$-doped crystal-lasers have been developing rapidly over the past 15 years, with a 455 W-average-power end-pumped system reported by T.Y. Fan et al [1]. Yb-doped gain media are essentially free of concentration quenching, excited-state absorption (ESA), and upconversion processes, since the Yb$^{3+}$ 4f electronic shell has only one vacancy and therefore only two associated energy levels, namely $^2F_{5/2}$ and $^2F_{7/2}$. Consequently, it is particularly attractive in terms of energy scaling due to its longer energy storage lifetime than neodymium. However, the emission wavelength between the two energy-levels of Yb$^{3+}$ is limited to the 1 micron region, for example the Yb:YAG laser normally operates with a wavelength of 1029 nm, for which with the terminal laser Stark-level positioned at 612 cm$^{-1}$ and at RT contain 5.5 % of the total available ions. Under normal RT operation the Yb-laser efficiency is strongly dependent upon the unsaturable reabsorption losses and relative distribution of the pump and laser fields in the crystal [2, 3]. In contrast, when the Yb-doped crystal is cryogenically-cooled there is a trade-off between reducing the reabsorption loss and maintaining an efficient pump-absorption, despite narrowing spectral lines, versus the benefits of the improving thermo-optical properties with reducing temperatures to around 80 K [1, 4, 5].
The 946 nm transition of Nd:YAG, when directly pumped to the metastable level, e.g. at 869 nm, is a comparable energy configuration to Yb$^{3+}$, with only two manifolds coupling the pump and emission channels. Moreover, it has a QD of only 8%, comparing favourably with 9 % for 940 nm pumped Yb:YAG laser. In addition, the stronger ground state Stark splitting for Nd$^{3+}$ with respect to Yb$^{3+}$, leads to nearly classical four-level characteristics with near zero reabsorption loss below ~120 K in a YAG host. As such, this sub-micron emission wavelength for the Nd-transition, under cryogenic conditions, has the potential to achieve high-efficiency and high-power performance.

In the following sections of this chapter we first present the two main diode-laser pump source configurations used for the following cryo-cooled laser operation. Then we report the first demonstration of a multi-watt diode-laser-end-pumped cryo-cooled Nd:YAG laser system, with the two different pump configurations. During the initial characterization the cryo-cooled 946 nm laser was operated in a Quasi CW (QCW) regime to avoid significant thermal loading of the crystal, so that we could concentrate on spectroscopic enhancements associated with cooling the crystal.

942 nm Nd:GSAG laser operation is also reported for the temperature range from RT to LNT. Cavity stability and thermal modelling is discussed for the respective lasers, before concluding the chapter.

5.2 Diode-laser pump configurations

Two diode-laser pump sources were exploited for the end-pumped laser systems, the first a commercial fibre-coupled diode-laser and the second in-house developed Volume Bragg Grating (VBG) locked single diode-bar array.

Fibre coupled diode-laser pump

The first pump system consists of a fibre-coupled diode laser (Jenoptik, JOLD-30-CPXF-1L) and two lenses to produce an image of the fibre core in the crystal. The fibre diameter of the pump diode module is 400 µm, with a numerical aperture (NA) of 0.22. Measurement of the beam quality for this source found the $M^2 \sim 170$. The diode laser was mounted on aluminium heat-sink to remove the heat and control the temperature. The peak lasing wavelength of the diode is around 808 nm at 47°C for a 4 % duty cycle with a period of 50 ms and when driven with 40 A of current the output power is 1 W. The diode driver was triggered by function generator for QCW operation with a 2 ms pulse duration, which is longer than fluorescence lifetime of Nd$^{3+}$ to ensure that the system was in steady state. Using an afocal telescope arrangement with lenses of focal lengths of $f_1 = 65$ mm and $f_2 = 100$ mm, the smallest pump beam diameter in the crystal is 600 µm, corresponding to an average beam radius of ~390 µm throughout the crystal length, $l$. The
calculated averaged pump-beam is determined by a weighted Beer-Lambert law accounting for an inverse absorption coefficient much shorter than the crystal length [6].

**VBG-locked diode-array-laser pump**

A second pump source was constructed for in-band pumping, comprising a 870 nm bar-type diode laser from Jenoptik (JOLD-80-CPNN-1L). The diode has 19 emitters and was lensed in-house with Fast-Axis and Slow-Axis Collimators (FAC & SAC), with a maximum 70W output power available, using a 70 A driver (Lambda GEN20-76). The $M^2$ parameters for this source were measured to be 1.8 for the fast axis, and, 300 for slow axis. However after blocking the side residue beams and additional power loss from collimating lenses and VBG, 60 W of pump power was obtained.

In addition a VBG (Optigrate – model RBG-868.2-25) was mounted on a kinematic mount in close proximity to the SAC, to lock the diode-laser wavelength to the absorption peak, as illustrated in Fig 5-1. With the VBG locking, the absorption coefficient was improved to ~3 cm$^{-1}$ for a 1 at.% Nd:YAG cooled to LNT, which is equivalent to the typical 808 nm diode-laser absorption coefficient at RT. Without the VBG, at the maximum drive-current the central pump-diode wavelength was 870.4 nm with a FWHM spectral width of 2.2 nm. As shown in the Chapter 3 the absorption efficiency changed with cooling the crystal to LNT, for the diode laser operating at 70 A and a 10 mm long 1 at.% Nd:YAG crystal the measured absorption efficiency dropped from 75 % to 43 %, for the raw spectra. However, with the VBG to lock the pump wavelength, resulting in a spectrum that was centred at 868.4 nm with a bandwidth of ~0.3 nm FWHM, the absorption increased to 90 % due to the 3-fold increase in the peak absorption coefficient. Even though the absorption peak of Nd:YAG at LNT is at 868.54 nm, a ~0.15 nm offset. Figure 5-1 shows the pump diode spectra when it operated at 70 A, emitting 70 W, the picture clearly shows the effect of using VBG.
The principle of diode laser emission stabilization requires an external device that feeds a narrow-band emission back into the optical cavity [7]. Recently this approach has been adapted the use of a photorefractive-glass, in which a periodic planes of refractive index steps are created within the volume of glass [8]. The periodic variation provides wavelength selective feedback, i.e. a Bragg reflector. Internal feedback devices, known as distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) or distributed feedback (DFB) can also be made as part of the diode itself via an etching process. Although, the VBG stabilization is known for better temperature stability compared with DFB/DBR structures [9, 10]. Primarily because the VBG is an external device that is physically decoupled from the semiconductor diode. The external layout allows independent temperature control to tune the peak wavelength, while for internal devices the grating dimensions are strongly dependent on the diode power. This is because the bulk glass has a lower thermal expansion coefficient and the volume grating is less susceptible to thermal distortion of the medium. Figure 5-2(a) illustrates the change in \( \lambda_{\text{PEAK}} \) for the VBG-locked diode-laser depending on the pump power, going from 1 W to 70 W. It shows a peak shift of 0.11 nm (2 pm/W), due to the pump absorption in the uncooled glass. In the next plot, Fig 5-2(b), the peak shift was observed at a constant pump power of 70 W, while heating up the VBG with a temperature controlled resistive element attached to the mounting plate. For a 60 K temperature rise we observed a 180 pm increase in the \( \lambda_{\text{PEAK}} \) value, that is a \( \sim 3 \) pm/K temperature dependence. From the observed wavelength shift with the VBG with increasing pump power, the small absorption creates a thermal gradient and expansion of the grating period, we predict that the associated temperature rise was \( \sim 40 \) K at the maximum pump power. Due to the narrow band nature of the 868.54 nm absorption-peak for LNT-cooled-Nd:YAG, this slight shift in \( \lambda_{\text{PEAK}} \) can be significant and needs to be accounted when defining the specifications for the VBG.

![Figure 5-2 Measurements of the diode-laser spectrum for changes in (a) diode current and (b) temperature of VBG](image)

Figure 5-2 Measurements of the diode-laser spectrum for changes in (a) diode current and (b) temperature of VBG.
As peak wavelength is fixed by the internal grating of device, different VBGs were required to conduct the experiment in RT. This is particularly important as experiments were carried in both RT and LNT. Two different VBG oriented at absorption peak for RT and LNT was prepared. UV cured glue was used to fix the VBG on an aluminium mount. 365 nm LED light source was tested to minimize the UV exposure to the VBG device which is known as UV photo-sensitive glass. The UV exposure may shift the peak and/or broaden the locked wavelength because of the absorption rate changes [11]. With UV gun, the rate of change is increased to 2.6 pm/W which is 0.6 pm/W higher than using a 365 nm LED as a curing source. It is essential to decouple the locking device against thermal deposition from the diode laser that the device absorbs less and to improve temperature stability. Further VBG installation and experiment was conducted using a 365 nm LED light source to cure UV glue.

In order to focus the pump beam tightly into crystal, half of emitters were excluded using a sharp sided HR mirror set in front of diode. The passing light was passed through two cylindrical lens (f_x = 37.5 mm and f_y = 300 mm), spaced by ~330 mm, expanded the beam. The collimated beam was then focused using a f = 100 mm (Ø 40) spherical lens. The final beam quality of the focused pump light was estimated to be M_x^2 ~ 150 by M_y^2 ~ 1.8, with the beam waist of w_x ~ 330 μm and w_y ~ 200 μm. A maximum power of 15 W was available, after a ½ waveplate and broadband cube polarizer were used as a variable attenuator, allowing the diode to be operated at it’s highest power and longest peak wavelength when VBG locked.

5.3 Nd:YAG laser operation

Two separate end-pumped Nd:YAG laser configurations were investigated, 1) a Brewster-angled and 2) an AR-coated crystal (the latter actually designed for side-pumped operation). Neither were optimal for an end-pumping experiment, rather configuration 1) was a proof of principle experiment that highlighted the spectroscopic benefits of the cryo-cooled concept and provided the first multi-Watt 946 nm Nd:YAG laser demonstration. In contrast, configuration 2) was investigated to understand the benefits of in-band pumping, and also as a means of investigating unexpected losses associated with the side-pumping experiment that will be discussed in Chapter 6.

5.3.1 Brewster cut slab setup

The experimental set-up shown in Fig 5-3 used a 10 x 10 x 25 mm^3 (W x H x L), 1 at.% Nd:YAG crystal. By mounting the crystal on a copper cold-finger bolted to the bottom of the liquid-nitrogen dewar, isolated from the ambient room temperature by a evacuated housing, as detailed
in Chapter 3 for the subambient absorption measurements, it could be arranged to be at Brewster cut with a large clear aperture.

Figure 5-3 shows a schematic of the cavity and the first pumping configuration. The cavity was built with two plane mirrors and one curved mirror in a V-fold cavity. The crystal was located at the centre of the vacuum chamber, and when arranged at the Brewster facet had an effective length of 11.3 mm. The plane mirror, M₁, was a pump-in-coupling mirror, highly reflective at 946 nm and highly transmissive at 808 nm. The turning mirror, which was tilted by 25° in the plane of the Brewster face, had a radius of curvature (ROC) of 300 mm, and high reflectance (HR) coating for 946 nm. Mirror M₃ was a series of plane output-couplers at various reflectivities from 85 %R to 98.5 %R at 946 nm. The cavity optics (M₁~M₃) were coated to have a high transmittance (HT) at 1064 nm, to avoid gain competition and parasitic lasing with the dominant \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2} \) transition. For the configuration trialled the cavity mode size was strongly dependent upon thermal lensing. To ensure that the effective thermal lens formed in crystal was, on average, weak, for the various operating temperatures we investigated, the pump was operated in a QCW mode, even though this effect would be dramatically weaker at the coldest temperatures [12]. There was an additional ~2 % loss associated with the cryostat windows and the Brewster cut gain medium, giving a total round trip cavity loss of ~4 %.

The total average power incident on the crystal was only 1 W, but the absorbed peak pump-power was 25 W, which enables us to simulate reabsorption loss and in some cases a significant thermal lens could form as if it were CW operation. Nonetheless the threshold pump-power was measured via a Si photodiode, and an optical spectrum analyzer was used to check the lasing spectrum to ensure operation at 946 nm. Output power was measured using a Gentec thermopile power meter (Gentec, UP19K).
5.3.2 AR coated slab setup

Figure 5-4 illustrates the second experimental setup, using an AR coated Nd:YAG ZIGZAG slab turned side-on to enable it to be configured for end-pumping. Although designed and produced for the side-pumped ZIGZAG configuration, to be discussed in Chapter 6, this configuration was built to test the laser crystal efficiency and to determine if there were losses associated with the AR coating when the crystal was cooled to LNT. A 1 at.% Nd$^{3+}$ doped crystal its flat and parallel faces were 4 x 10 x 5 mm$^3$ (H x W x L). Each “side-face” of the crystal had been AR coated to suppress parasitics and ASE for the high-gain 1 μm transition. A similar V-fold cavity, as per Fig 5-3, was formed using two plane mirrors and one curved mirror. However, in this setup the curved mirror used had an ROC of 150 mm, chosen to improve mode-matching with the second in-band pumping configuration used for this experiment. A protective mirror was inserted in the pump path to reflect any 1 μm parasitic laser beams impinging on the pump-diode, which could cause catastrophic damage.

![Figure 5-4 Schematic of pump system for AR coated Nd:YAG crystal, plan view and side view](image)

5.3.3 Results

5.3.3.1 Brewster cut: QCW operation

In the configuration 1) shown in Fig 5-3, the 946 nm laser performance was investigated for various temperatures from RT down to LNT. Figure 5-5 clearly illustrates the significant spectroscopic advantages for this transition by going to cryogenic temperatures, independent of thermo-optical effects. At 20 Hz, with 2 ms pulses, the maximum available average (peak) pump power was 1 W (25 W). Despite the increase in peak absorption cross section at 808 nm the actual pump-absorption efficiency for the fibre-coupled diode laser reduced due to the narrowing line
width, going from 84 % at RT to 48 % at LNT as illustrate in Fig 5-5 for the incident 0.8 W (20 W) pump power.

![Graph showing Peak Absorbed Power vs Output Power for different crystal temperatures](image)

**Figure 5-5 QCW laser operation of Nd:YAG 946 nm, for 77 K – 296 K**

At RT laser threshold was reached at around the maximum available absorbed power, i.e. 700 mW, however at LNT it was only 114 mW leading to a slope efficiency of 63 %. Despite having the highest slope at LNT, the maximum QCW output power was obtained with a crystal temperature at 176 K, 190 mW (4.75 W peak) falling to 170 mW (4.25 W peak) at LNT, for the same incident pump power. Table 5.1 summarizes the laser performance achieved at different crystal temperatures with respect to absorbed pump power. Beam quality was monitored using the method described in section 2.5, and at the maximum power gave $M_x^2 \sim 1.15$, $M_y^2 \sim 1.25$, with $D_4$ beam widths, $w_x = 376 \mu$m and $w_y = 390 \mu$m, at the output coupler.

While the 946 nm transition at RT is quasi-four-level with a degeneracy factor, which was introduced in chapter 1, i.e. $\gamma = 1.012$ compared to $\gamma = 1$ for a true four level system and $\gamma = 2$ for a true three-level system [13], the relatively long crystal length employed here had a comparatively large reabsorption loss. Using the B notation of Risk [2], being the ratio of the reabsorption to fixed cavity losses, we see (Table 5-1) that it ranged from 1.3 at RT to essentially zero at LNT. An increasing slope efficiency for the QCW laser with decreasing crystal temperature is a result of a combination of a modest value for $S \sim 10$ (a normalized parameter proportional to the intra-cavity laser power [2]) at the maximum output power, and the gradually decreasing $B$ value, as demonstrated by the $dS/dF$ curves of reference [2]. The reducing threshold condition with lower temperatures is a combination of a diminishing Boltzmann occupation factor in Z5 with an increasing population in R1 and increasing emission cross section between these Stark levels.
Furthermore it is worth noting that despite the crystal length at LNT, $\gamma = 1 + 1.3 \times 10^{-7}$, which confirms that the laser is working as a four level system.

| Table 5-1 QCW laser results of 946nm Brewster-angled Nd:YAG laser system |
|-----------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Cu mount temp (K)           | QCW (2 ms pulse 4 % duty cycle) |
| 77                         | 176                         | 206 | 239 | 296 |
| $P_{th}$ (mW)               | 114                         | 191 | 253 | 344 | 700 |
| $\eta_t$ (%)                | 63                          | 42  | 40.7| 31.5| -   |
| $B$ [2]                     | $3 \times 10^{-5}$          | 0.135| 0.39| 0.85| 1.3 |
| $f_{25}$                    | $1 \times 10^{-7}$          | $6 \times 10^{-4}$ | $1.5 \times 10^{-3}$ | $3 \times 10^{-3}$ | $7.4 \times 10^{-3}$ |
| $f_{R1}$                    | 0.83                        | 0.66 | 0.64 | 0.62 | 0.59 |
| $\sigma_e (Z_5 \leftrightarrow R_1)$ (pm$^2$) | 10.9                        | 9.7 | 9.3 | 8.7 | 6.6 |

5.3.3.2 Brewster cut: CW operation

With the laser crystal cooled to LNT, operation of Nd:YAG slab was investigated in CW mode. We observed a maximum output power of 3.8 W for 12.8 W of absorbed pump power (25 W from fibre facet) leading to a slope efficiency of 47 %, Fig 5-6. We expected thermo-optical advantages [5] and a cavity design should be stable with a thermally induced focal lens around 100 mm. However we observed strong modal instability whilst trying to measure $M^2$ in “real-time” setup, making it impossible to record the value. Using the approach of Hello et al [14], it is evident that the ~2 W thermal load at LNT can only produce a thermal lens focal length as short as 1 m, assuming the thermo-optic properties of 2 at.% Yb:YAG [15] (as this is the same host medium with a similar impurity level, size of Nd$^{3+}$ is twice that of Yb$^{3+}$), but which can be >50 % stronger in the x with respect to y-axis, depending upon the thermal interface impedance ($R_{th}$). Moreover if $R_{th}$ between heat source and LN was high (>100 Kcm$^2$W$^{-1}$) it is possible for the crystal temperature to rise by >50 K with a subsequent increase in the $B$ factor and reduction in slope efficiency. However, this should not lead to the rapid modal switching we observed. One other source for cavity instability may have been the crystal mounting configuration along with the asymmetric
crystal shape and cooling path, exacerbated by the Brewster facets, introducing astigmatic aberrations and perturbations favouring higher order modes. The Cu block that has been mounted up the crystal was bolted to cold finger of LN dewar, that had no interface material between two Cu surfaces. Uneven thermal contact between the Cu-Cu components, and Cu to crystal, could lead to the temperature distribution, in the region of the slab varying and creating temperature beating effects with establishing effects for the cavity mode [16]. Further improvements in the crystal geometry and the thermal interface with the cryogen will significantly improve the power scaling potential of this transition.

![Graph showing output power vs absorbed power](image)

**Figure 5-6** Brewster cut Nd:YAG CW operation at 77K

### 5.3.3.3 AR coated Slab CW operation

In the configuration 2) shown in Fig 5-4, CW 946 nm laser performance was investigated at LNT. In the first instance a simple two mirror cavity was tested, however, parasitic lasing at 1061 nm overpowered the 946 nm emission. Instead with a V-fold cavity ensuring good mode matching between pump field and laser mode, but also by introducing substantially more loss using a HR 946 nm/HT at 1 μm mirror. The pump absorption was measured to be 72 % of the incident pump power and with a 90 %R output-coupler mirror we obtained an output of 5.5 W for 13.6 W of absorbed pump light, corresponding to a 47 % slope efficiency as shown in Fig 5-7. The laser spectrum was measured using an OSA to ensure the laser operation was only at 946 nm. Both laser output power and pump power was measured using a Gentec water-cooled power meter (UP55M).

The lasing threshold was found to be around 1.7 W, and while the power and pointing stability was found to be good, the beam quality was not measured this time. Based on the laser threshold results, a Findlay-Clay calculation was made to determine the cavity losses, as shown in Fig 5-8,
which indicated that there were 5.5 % round-trip losses for this cavity. The loss from the two vacuum windows, were measured to be only 0.1 % per dielectric coating, therefore contributing about 1 % per round trip. The AR coating on the crystal was also originally shown to have very low loss at the laser wavelength, a further fraction of a percent round trip. Finally the total heat load at the lasing threshold was very low, with much less than 1 W was absorbed pump power, therefore it would appear unlikely that significant aberrations could have contributed to the overall losses. It was found later that there had been some damage on the crystal’s surfaces, which may have come from contamination during the initial setup of the new cavities. Damage zones were found to be worse outside of the pumped area, but may have still interacted with the oscillating light. We will discuss further in the next chapter, but the true loss mechanism is currently unknown and the configuration needs further testing under the situation of high-vacuum and cryogenic operation.

Figure 5-7 CW performance for the AR-coated Nd:YAG end-pump configuration

Figure 5-8 Findlay-clay loss measurement for the AR coated Nd:YAG crystal
946nm transition becomes four-level transition at 77 K as the reabsorption loss is 0. The ratio of gain coefficient of dominant energy transition, 1061 nm ($g_{1061}$) and 946 nm ($g_{946}$) is given by

$$\frac{g_{1061}}{g_{946}} \propto \frac{\sigma_{1061}^{se}}{\sigma_{946}^{se}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-6)

Where $\sigma_{1061}^{se}$ and $\sigma_{946}^{se}$ are the effective emission cross section at the named wavelength. The measured spectroscopic data is listed in Chapter 3 and Appendix A, 78 pm$^2$ and 8.4 pm$^2$ respectively. The ratio of two gain is ~9.3. Since the signal gain paths overlapped completely the strong gain competition is inevitable. The threshold ratio can be compared with measured cavity loss, $L$ which is 5.5 % for 946 nm cavity, Two reflective mirrors have high reflectivity for 946 nm and 5 % reflection for 1061 nm. OC was found 10 % for 946 nm and 30 % for 1061 nm. 1061 nm had extra losses due to the AR coating from two windows which will add ~0.5 % losses per round trip. The laser threshold in Eq.2-63 can be simplified as following;

$$P_{th}^{946} = \frac{A}{\sigma_{se,946}} (T_{1,946} + L_{946})$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-7)

$$P_{th}^{1061} = \frac{A}{\sigma_{se,1061}} \left( T_{1,1061} + T_{2,1061} + T_{3,1061} \right) + L_{1061}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5-8)

Where $A = \text{rest of } P_{th} \text{ terms}$

Where $\sigma_{se,946}$ and $\sigma_{se,1061}$ are the effective emission cross sections for 946 nm and 1061 nm, respectively, and $L_{946}$ is measured 5.5 % and $L_{1061}$ is assumed to be 6 % as AR coatings for windows will add extra losses. $T_{x,xxx}$ are the transmittance of each cavity mirrors, T1, T2 and T3 as output coupler, respectively. The ratio of two transitions thresholds is ~ 1.8, as shown in Fig 5-9. The reflectivity of cavity mirrors was low enough to prevent feed back loop for the dominant 1061 nm transition. The cavity suppressed the dominant transition and no ASE was observed during the 946 nm oscillation. In our case, two mirror cavity failed to suppress 1061 nm and 946 nm was vanished.

Figure 5-9 shows that threshold power is very sensitive for 946 nm and 30 % lower when loss reached 1 %, which implies nominal AR coating reflectance. Gain compression in this case is expected to be higher as the ratio of two transition is near 2.5. Dominant 1 μm transition is less effected by losses from crystal coatings as cavity suppression is already very high. Hence if the crystal loss is increased over 15 % our 3-mirror cavity would not suppress 1061 nm oscillation.
The overall performance of the AR coated end-pump system shows better result compare to Brewster-angled end-pump system. The AR coated system has lower lasing threshold and improved slope efficiency compare to Brewster cut slab, also observes improved mode stability. The slab was cu mounted on its two faces via thick indium foil (200 μm), That implies a proper thermal contact has removed dynamic thermal fluctuation However laser efficiency is still limited due to high losses implied during vacuum operation.

By introducing better thermal contact, applying thermal greases between Cu to Cu contact and uniform pressure between Cu to crystal via thicker indium the modal stability improved significantly. Laser efficiency is still limited despite the dramatic heat dissipation along the heat load.

5.4 Nd:GSAG QCW operation

For Nd:GSAG the strongest emission line wavelength for the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2}$ transition is at 942 nm, which was potentially a candidate for $H_2O$-vapour DIAL LIDAR [17, 18], and if frequency doubled is suitable for several applications in display, optical data storage, submarine communications and biomedical fluorescence spectroscopy [19, 20]. We report the realisation of a cryogenically-cooled Nd:GSAG laser system and discuss the problems encountered with this material and in its rod-geometry.

5.4.1 Experimental set-up

The experimental setup for Nd:GSAG is very similar to Fig 5-3, where the crystal rod used was doped with 1 at.% Nd$^{3+}$, had a 3mm diameter and was 7 mm long, with the two end faces AR
coated for the laser wavelength. The crystal was wrapped in indium foil and fixed to a Cu mount. The rod has notable differences with respect to the Nd:YAG experiment, as the heat dissipation and stress distribution for this crystal was radial.

The fibre coupled pump diode detailed in section 5.2 was configured to produce a 600μm diameter beam in the crystal. The average pump beam size along the crystal length was estimated to be 332 μm, assuming the smallest spot location at the mid-point of crystal. The diode spectra was measured then tuned for QCW operation (with the same conditions employed for the Nd:YAG laser, i.e. 2ms envelope, 4% duty cycle for 20Hz), heating the diode up to 47°C to tune the central wavelength to the absorption peak around 808nm.

Cavity is very similar to the schematic of Figure 5-3, however 2nd curved mirror was replaced to new R -200 mm curved mirror, all mirrors were coated for HR at 9xx nm and HT for 1 μm to suppress the higher gain for the latter. Several OC mirrors were tested, with their reflectivity ranging from 85 % to 98.5 % at 942 nm. The average power incident upon the crystal was only 1W, with a peak power of 25 W. Long pulses enabled us to simulate steady state conditions for the reabsorption loss and thermal lensing during a pulse, as it would be in CW operation. The crystal was tested from RT to LNT via temperature tuning of crystal. The fundamental cavity mode diameter in the Nd:GSAG crystal was calculated by the ABCD matrix method, with a beam waist of around 550 μm. Over the crystal length the average beam diameter is ~660 μm, which gives an overlap factor $a = w_p/w_l \approx 1.21$ [2]. The laser wavelength was confirmed using an OSA, showing that only 942 nm output was present. Output power was measured using a Gentec (UP19K), lasing threshold was observed using a large-area Si-photodiode.

### 5.4.2 Result and discussion

The output power was measured using various reflectivity output couplers: 87.3 %, 91.2 %, 93.7 % and 97.3 %. Table 5-2 summarizes the results of the laser performance for each at RT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Roc (%)</th>
<th>P (mW)</th>
<th>$P_{th}$ (mW)</th>
<th>$M^2_x$</th>
<th>$M^2_y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.7</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.2</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>690</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Round trip cavity losses was estimated to be 2 %, major degradation was from poor coating quality on GSAG supplied with. The coating reflectance was tested prior laser built up using a 946 nm Nd:YAG guide laser which was built in-house for AR reflectance measurement. The beam reflectance from 1st coated surface was measured 0.4 % and 0.7 % for mixed reflected beam from 1st and 2nd surfaces. The reflected beam from the crystal surface was first observed by using CCD camera and the power was measured by using a quantum detector. Round trip loss from crystal coating loss is 1.4 %, other 0.6 % loss is caused from M₁ and M₂, scattering or absorption. The beam quality of both axes were near 1.2 at its maximum power.

![Figure 5-10 Nd:GSAG QCW performance at RT, for various OC reflectivity](image)

The crystal was encapsulated by a high-vacuum chamber to isolate the crystal from the ambient environment when cooling to cryogenic temperatures. Each surface of the two chamber windows was designed to have a transmission of 99.7~99.9 %T, adding an extra 1.2 % loss in a cavity round trip was expected with the RT experiments. For the best performing configuration at RT, with the 97 %R OC, the output power dropped to 150 and 110 mW after adding the 1st and 2nd chamber windows, respectively. The actual added extra loss was estimated ~3.5 % in round trip instead of 1.2%. That corresponds poor optical coating quality for our windows, estimating around 99.5~99.6 %T per coating. The total loss adds up by 8 additional AR surfaces in round trip. In addition, 5 % of the pump beam was reflected by the 1st window, with corresponding reduction in absorbed power. Notwithstanding, upon cooling of the crystal the output power reached 190 mW when the crystal temperature reached 170 K, then started to decay back to 150 mW at 77 K, due to a reducing absorption efficiency. Figure 5-11 shows the change of both output power, which is shown on the left y-axis, and $\frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{abs}}}$, shown on the right y-axis according to the temperature of the crystal. As shown Fig 5-11, output power was changing for all the temperature, the output power has increased as the temperature of crystal reached 220 K then started to decrease. The
absorption efficiency of the incident pump light was calculated according to the measured absorption cross section and measured pump spectra. The calculated absorption efficiency changed from 71% at RT to 43% at LNT. The optical to optical efficiency improved significantly at cryogenic temperature, despite the output power starting to decrease below 170 K.

Figure 5-11 Nd:GSAG QCW output power and Pout/Pabs changes for 77K – 300K

Another important aspect for this setup was the mechanical stress induced by the different thermal contraction rates between the Cu-mount and the crystal. Depolarization loss (polarization extinction ratio) was measured using a linearly-polarized He-Ne probe laser beam passing through the crystal, and a cube polarizer as an analyzer after the crystal. Since the thermal expansion coefficient of Cu is 16.5 x 10^{-6} K^{-1} and Nd:GSAG, thought to be less than Nd:YAG (6.9 x 10^{-6} K^{-1} at RT), it is expected that the strain in the compressed crystal would result in birefringence. Even though the crystal was wrapped with indium-foil, the induced depolarization via mechanical stress is evident as shown in Fig 5-12. The polarization extinction ratio decreased by almost 10 times at LNT compared with RT.

Figure 5-12 Measured depolarization as a function of the Nd:GSAG rod temperature
The set-up was tested in CW mode operating at LNT, with a maximum output power measured to be \(~3.5\ W\). However, the pump-in-coupling coating, the side absorbing pump light, of crystal was damaged shortly after reaching the maximum pump power available. A beam profile of a He-Ne probe laser showed the damaged spot when imaged on a CCD camera, Fig 5-13(a). Similarly, a microscope image of damaged area, Fig 5-13(b), clearly showed up areas of concern. The damage spots sizes were approximately \(80\ \mu m\ (X\text{-axis}) \times 50\ \mu m\ (Y\text{-axis})\). The damage picture and symptom are a typical of dielectric coatings damage caused by over damage-threshold power levels [21]. Although, the peak intensity of both pump and laser light, was \(~3.5\ W\ kW/cm^2\), lower than the specified damage threshold. The gap between the crystal and Cu is filled by thin indium foil (\(~50\ \mu m\ thick\)) to improve the thermal contact and to provide a yielding interface. Nonetheless the dielectric coating on the crystal at cryogenic temperature degraded or showed signs of delamination, as observed previously [22]. This may cause the change of transmittance of coating and lower the damage threshold in the case of running at cryogenic temperatures [23].

![Figure 5-13](image)

Figure 5-13 Images of coating damage taken for (a) a beam profile of a passing He-Ne laser beam through the crystal and (b) a microscope.

5.4.3 Temperature profile gradient effects On thermal effects in solid state lasers: the case of Nd-doped materials

The discussion in Chapter 2, which discussed presented the dependence of that thermal lensing in the gain media, generally shows the increasing in the dioptic power for end-pumped systems. The thermal lens focal length changes via the improved thermal conductivity, \(k\) of gain media in cryogenic temperature. The temperature dependence of thermo-mechanical parameter of crystals are reported in number of journals [15, 24, 25], garnet crystal is shown in Fig 5-14, increased thermal conductivities and reduced thermal expansion and thermo-optic coefficients as temperature decreased.
Figure 5-14 YAG thermal conductivity from 30K to 500K, data [25] and fit [26] as a function of temperature, image from [26]

The temperature profile of 1.0 at% doped Nd:YAG at LNT is plotted in Fig 5-15. The result is numerically iterated as discussed in Chapter 2. We applied effective absorption coefficient fit which was obtained in Chapter 3 and applied a least-squares analytical fit, that generated by Brown [26]. The parameters used for the Nd:YAG laser experiment, were applied to the model, using identical pump power, pump beam, and a crystal geometry. We also used ideal pump source having a nominal fibre coupled diode spectral width and ideally overlapped with laser mode.

Figure 5-15 Temperature distribution along y-z plane for end-pumped Nd:YAG laser crystal rod, at 77K
The model defines based on the assumption that mechanical pressure has unchanged throughout the crystal rod. The model can be seen that cryogenic cooling leads to better heat dissipation along crystal, providing simultaneous radial heat dissipation. Our model accounts boundary temperature of crystal, that is not equal to cooling block due to improper contact or surface conductance, $H$. Measuring the actual $H$ coefficient is very difficult, Carslaw and Jaeger [16] presented major heat transfer hold off is due to the thin oxide layer in between crystal and mount. Here we assumed $1 \text{ Wcm}^{-2}\text{K}^{-1}$ for the boundary temperature prediction. Chenais et al [27] derived the temperature of crystal rod edge with respect to pump light and crystal radius, and expressed in Eq.2-9 in section 2.2. However current crystal mount is under high physical compression while cooling down, which has no reliance on the numerical model.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter we have undertaken a study of end-pumped cryogenically-cooled laser systems using Nd:YAG and Nd:GSAG gain media. Assessing the spectroscopic properties of the pump absorption band, in addition to the laser performance enhancement devoid of thermal effects, was achieved by operating the laser in a low duty-cycle QCW regime. We observed a better than 6-fold reduction in absorbed threshold power and a 2-fold increase in the maximum slope efficiency, to 63% at LNT. The comparison of two different gain geometries suggests the heat distribution within gain facet and its path is a vital design factor.

The potential laser performance for 9xx nm $\text{Nd}^{3+}$ transition is dramatically improved with respect to that obtainable at room temperature, where the laser would only just reach threshold, while for CW operation at LNT we obtained $3.8 \text{ W}$ output power for $12.8 \text{ W}$ of absorbed pump leading to a slope efficiency of 47%.

AR coatings at cryogenic temperatures appear to be weaker, suggesting there is a high vacuum or cryogenic temperature related effect that degrades coating damage threshold. The thermal stress between two interfaces, coating degradation under intense cooling, and contamination under the high vacuum conditions, are the possible reasons for the lower observed damage threshold. Two coating damage events were observed for two different crystal designs and setups.

The mechanical stress induced by two materials, Cu and crystal added extra depolarization losses. In LNT our crystal has 10 folds increased compare to RT. A slab was bonded on one side has less depolarization losses when it reached LNT. However it failed to dissipate large amount of heat when it pumped CW, which implies dynamic changes of thermal and mechanical variations across the gain crystal. Both mechanical and thermo-optical stresses are far more complex than the
numerical model presented in Chapter 2. The various issues discussed in this chapter clearly highlights engineering requirements for pursuing the cryogenic laser operating in high vacuum chamber. In the following chapter we address new pumping geometry to avoid such a dynamic behaviour.
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Chapter 6:

Cryogenic side-pumped Zig-Zag laser

6.1 Introduction

The end-pumped cryogenic system described in previous chapter was power-limited via optical damage to the dielectric coatings and modal instability. This chapter presents a side-pumped zig-zag (ZZ) Nd:YAG slab design and its implementation in a cryogenically-cooled laser system. Section 6.2 introduces the ZZ slab design and discusses the theoretical modelling that describes the efficiency of the laser. The model accounts for the pump extraction efficiency for an internally reflected signal path in the gain media and also the temperature distribution along the pump face. A side-pumping configuration allows for a simple bar-type diode-laser pump arrangement using geometric optics in free space, and where the gain crystal can accommodate high pump-power providing a smooth absorbed-power distribution. Section 6.3 introduces the laser resonator design. Section 6.4 introduces the experimental setup employed for our ZZ slab, giving a discussion on the geometric optical pump systems to achieve efficient pump light delivery. In the following section, we report the performance of the prototype ZZ slab laser system, which was operated at room temperature emitting 1.064 \( \mu \)m, then tested with the ZZ slab cooled to cryogenic temperatures, for both the 1.061 \( \mu \)m and 0.946 \( \mu \)m transitions. Finally in Section 6.6 we conclude with a discussion on the issues encountered and further power scaling prospects.

6.2 ZigZag slab

6.2.1 ZZ slab introduction

Nowadays, selection of wide range of diode lasers is available which enable to pump the gain medium in one direction. The design of TEM00 mode laser became much simpler by using diode laser as a pump source as well. As discussed in previous chapter, conventional end-pumped system limits TEM00 mode due to thermo-optical distortion induced by heat deposited. Side-pumped slab crystal has capable to use its multiple facets for cooling, pumping and resonating. Slab designs also have advantage in power scaling over cylindrical rod. Two key advantages are high cooling surface-area to pump-volume ratio and its one-dimensional temperature gradient. These features have shown a better heat dissipation capability [1]. A number of slab geometry
and pump schemes have been suggested to various solid-state lasers [2-4]. The approached designs take advantage of efficient heat removal through the large cooling faces creating one-dimensional heat flow. Early works [5-9] introduced facial pumped, zigzag resonating geometry for using lamp as a pump source, demonstrating improvements in laser performance. For using a flashlamp as a pumping source approaching uniform distribution over facial area were held back its concept, this was because of its engineering difficulties and low efficiency which were typically 1% electrical to optical efficiency.

Soon after diode-lasers become practical to use, that brought up more efficient laser design and approaches for slab lasers and refined repeatedly as the technology has developed [10-12]. The side-pumped active medium offer rectangular diode-bar fit-in geometry which allows simple diode-coupling optics. Side-pumped, face-cooled ZZ slab is a well-known solution that drastically reduces the thermally induced birefringence and lensing [1]. Laser mode passing between internal faces by total internal reflection (TIR) under ZZ geometry. The laser mode correct the thermal distortion by averaging it on each TIRs. The geometry also increases the extraction of pump from the edge of pump facets where the pump density is highest. However the field of strong pump absorbing surface induced rather stronger lensing along in the transverse direction, also the power extraction is limited due to strong astigmatism developing along two cooling faces.

Richards et al [13] reported coplanar-pumped folded slab (CPFS) design that can extract out most of pump absorbed near pump facets. The pump field is collimated in the mode plane to maximize the overlap which improves the extraction efficiency. His design used pathing 11 TIRs along ZZ bounces and both entrance and exit faces are Brewster’s angle cut. The dimension of the slab was chosen to match the size of pump field and laser mode providing length of Brewster face as a mode size. The mode travels the pump field twice on each single pass hence improves the effective gain volume four times against conventional rod.

### 6.2.2 Slab Design

The ZZ slab lasers have been revised in previous section 6.2.1. In this section we discuss the ZZ slab design that can fulfil the requirement for Q-F-L laser source operating in cryogenic temperature. Despite the ZZ geometry has been used to scale solid-state laser. It is difficult to use the ZZ slab for Q-F-L or three-level lasers, due to reabsorption of the stimulated emission and requirements for high pump brightness overlapping the cavity mode in the gain material. As discussed in Chapter 1, the reabsorption loss associated with the Q-F-L 946 nm transition of Nd:YAG, from the lower manifold becomes negligible below 120 K. Therefore, a cryogenically-cooled side-pumped Nd:YAG ZZ slab enables high pumping-powers in a modest volume of the
gain medium, which offers a significantly longer path through the excited region for the cavity mode, favouring the still relatively low-gain 946 nm transition. A one-dimensional heat flow through the large top and bottom surfaces also reduces the effects of thermal lensing and depolarization losses, which are a well-known limitation to power scaling [14].

The reflection of the signal beam off the polished side wall, exploiting total internal reflection (TIR), provides a good overlap of the resonating signal beam at an oblique angle to pump field. One significant drawback of many ZZ designs is the potential pump extraction efficiency; this is limited by overlap of the fundamental mode and sheet-like pump field at the side.

Figure 6-1 shows the schematic top view of the ZZ slab design. The approach of Richards was to “fold” a classic ZZ slab in half, to maximise the numbers of passes through a thin gain sheet produced with a proximity coupled FAC diode-laser, making for a compact and simple laser. Due to the critical angle in YAG being 33.4°, the bounce angles for the side and end walls where chosen to be 40° and 50° respectively, to ensure TIR at each interface. Two bounces from each side wall and a single bounce at the end wall provides 5 bounces in total in a single pass through the slab. The entrance and exit facets of the slab are cut at Brewster’s angle to provide a high degree of polarization selectivity per cavity round trip. We allowed 0.2 mm chamfer at the end wall edges to produce an aperture inside crystal, providing an element of cavity mode control for the right cavity conditions. The dimensions of the crystal were chosen to ensure a good pump absorption
for side-pumping and reasonable match the cavity mode size, filling the Brewster’s cut facets, which enables a near circular output to be achieved for a \( D_{4\sigma} \sim 900 \mu \text{m} \) beam size in the 4 mm thickness dimension of the slab and weak astigmatic thermal lensing. Finally following the formalism set out by Ostermeyer et al. the crystal cut axis was chosen to minimize the depolarization effects during pumping [15].

Table 6-1 Specifications selected for ordering the Nd:YAG ZZ slab

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material:</th>
<th>Laser grade Nd:YAG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(i.e. must have minimal other impurities)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nd concentration:</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1 at.%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length:</td>
<td>11.98 mm ± 0.2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width:</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness:</td>
<td>4.0 ± 0.1 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faces to be polished</td>
<td>5 faces, two 8.39 mm x 4.0 mm faces and two 3.59 mm x 4.0 mm faces and 5.0 mm x 4.0 mm face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear aperture on polished faces</td>
<td>&gt;95%; special attention should be taken with the 3.59 mm x 4.0 mm faces.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;90% for two 8.39 mm x 4.0 mm faces and 5.0 mm x 4.0 mm face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut angle</td>
<td>11.2° ± 0.1°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polished faces surface finish (width x thickness):</td>
<td>10/5 scr/dig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polished faces surface flatness:</td>
<td>(\lambda/8) at 633 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side faces parallelism:</td>
<td>&lt;30 arc sec*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatings:</td>
<td>AR (&lt;0.5%R) 810±20 nm for 0 to 25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR (&lt;0.5%R) 870±20 nm for 0 to 25°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AR (&lt;0.5%R) 1060±20 nm for 0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coatings damage threshold:</td>
<td>&gt; 10 J/cm² and 500 MW/cm² 10 ns pulses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface finish for other 3 faces:</td>
<td>fine grind for the 11.98 mm x 5.0 mm faces and for the 4.29 mm x 4.0 mm face</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface flatness (width x length):</td>
<td>&lt;5 microns PV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The top and bottom faces of the ZZ slab were conduction cooled, with 200 μm thick indium foil (purity - 99.9 %) acting at the interface between crystal and the Cu mount. Both side facets were AR coated for wavelengths from 800 nm to 1.1 μm, firstly to reduce pump losses and second to prevent the strong 1 μm ASE leading to gain-depletion, or parasitic lasing paths along pump sides, reducing the performance for the 946 nm output. It should be noted that the AR coating does not affect the TIR condition of the cavity mode inside the ZZ slab. The second pumping configuration detailed in the previous Chapter comprised a 870 nm 70 W diode-bar, with it’s wavelength locked using a VBG, matched for narrow absorption band of Z1→R2 transition. One benefit of the 870 nm pump wavelength is that it lowers the heat generation within crystal due to its lower quantum defect, compared to the conventional 808 nm pump wavelength. Due to the shift in the peak wavelength of the pump transition as a function of crystal temperature. Two VBGs with different central reflection wavelengths were used to attempt to maximize pump absorption at RT and LNT.

6.2.3 Pump Extraction Efficiency

The slab design, its width, height, and angle for TIR were chosen to maximize the overlap between pump and laser field. Primarily this was to ensure efficient optical to optical conversion between pump and laser signal and good energy storage that is easily extracted from the laser material. To determine the expected overlap efficiency we will start by assuming that the pump beam has a Gaussian distributed in the two axes defined by the junction of the diode-laser, which can be given as,

\[ I(x, y, z) = \frac{2P_p}{\pi w_x w_y} e^{-(x^2/w_x^2) - 2 \left(\frac{x^2}{w_x^2}\right)^{S1} - 2 \left(\frac{y^2}{w_y^2}\right)^{S2}} \]

Where \( P_p \) is incident pump power and pumping region is given by \( w_x \) and \( w_y \), \( \alpha \) is absorption coefficient, \( z \) is pumping direction. \( S1 \) and \( S2 \) provides Gaussian profile information, 1 as normal Gaussian and 2 or 3 for super Gaussian. Assuming there is 60 W of pump light with a \( D_{4\sigma x} \) beam width of 7.8 mm and a \( D_{4\sigma y} \) beam height of 0.9 mm, the pump intensity distribution coupled into the slab is shown in Fig 6-2(a). In this example, 80 % of the pump is being absorbed over the width of the slab.

A normalized Gaussian cavity mode, which has a 400 μm beam radius just as it is about to enter the Brewster cut faces of the slab, for which the beam is nearly filling the entire aperture, is shown in Fig 6-2(b). Neglecting interference effects from stimulated light travelling in opposite directions, the normalized signal irradiance is doubled when two ZZ beams overlap, for which we
can observe 5 TIR nodes (dark regions Fig 6-2(b)) at the crystal’s boundaries as predicted. However, there are two central areas where there is little overlap, in addition to the higher-inversion regions at the pump face where the propagating stimulated light has relatively low power, i.e. in the wings of the Gaussian. These areas between well saturated nodes will reduce the extraction efficiency and are potential seeding points for parasitic lasing paths.

Following the analytical steady-state population inversion detailed in Eq.2-22, for a given pump and signal irradiance, the simplified equation to derive the inversion population fraction is:

\[
n_2(x, y, z) = \frac{\sigma_p I_p(x, y, z) / \hbar \nu_p}{\sigma_p I_p(x, y, z) / \hbar \nu_p + \sigma_s I_s(x, y, z) / \hbar \nu_s + \tau_f}
\]

Here \( I_p(x, y, z) \) and \( I_s(x, y, z) \) are the spatially depended pump and signal intensities, \( \sigma_p \) and \( \sigma_s \) are the cross sections for pump and emission, \( n_2(x, y, z) \) is spatially depended population excited out of total population, \( n_0 \).
Figure 6-2 (a) Modelled pump irradiance for a side pumped slab, (b) fractional inversion density, \( n_2/n_0 \)

The empty ‘unabsorbed’ anti-node locates between two nodes at \( Z = 5 \text{ mm}, X = 4 \text{ mm} \), giving extinction ratio of ~20 times higher than that at the node. This suggests there could be a significant possibility of generation of higher-order cavity modes or parasitic-lasing in the area between the saturated nodes where there are overlapping beams. As such for cryogenic cooler Nd:YAG operating at 946 nm, there could be strong ASE at 1 \( \mu \text{m} \), proving challenging to suppress depletion of the gain and lowering the extraction efficiency of the laser, where there is not sufficient saturation of this inversion in the wings of the fundamental cavity mode. These untapped regions stand out in fluorescence imaging of a ZZ slab, looking down at the top of a side pumped slab whilst capturing the 1 micron emission, as shown in Fig 6-3. In Fig 6-3(a) the measured fluorescence denoted population inversion defined by fluorescence of the pumped ZZ slab, before laser cavity was aligned. When the ZZ cavity was aligned, the captured fluorescence changes dramatically, Fig 6-3(b), showing clearly comparable images to that predicted in Fig 6-2(b), i.e. a qualitative measure of the fractional population inversion. Small gradient was observed on Fig 6-3(a), which seemed the camera was saturated or not sensitive enough for showing distribution as seen on Fig 6-2(a).
Figure 6-3 Measurement of 1 μm fluorescence from the top of a side-pumped ZZ slab, with the fluorescence captured (a) without and (b) with the laser cavity was aligned.

The actual measured dimensions of one of the slabs made for this work is shown in Fig 6-4. Small deviations from the target values, mostly within specified tolerances, led to a reduced aperture through the respective polished Brewster faces, themselves 0.1° out of from their ideal orientation. In effect the Brewster windows and rear face of slab (with respect to the input/output faces) act as apertures within the cavity, in the x-axis, and as such their relative positions with respect to the optic axis is critical for achieving low loss. For optimal conditions the beam path will be that which is passing through these apertures with the least loss, in the case of the actual slab received, the signal path was asymmetric in the plane, leaving unoccupied area on shorter side (8.4 mm) compared with the larger side (8.7 mm). The position of the antinodes are not mirrored in the actual fluorescence about the centre of the slab. It was observed that the output power was 15 % lower when aligning the cavity to have antinodes at mirrored positions.
along the longer faces. Therefore the optimised signal path for the studied slab had to be asymmetric to fulfil minimise losses through the internal apertures, i.e. the Brewster face and chamfers on the rear face. Further cavity alignment was made while measuring residue signal beams, as such it was found that there were extra losses at the Brewster windows associated with the cavity modes’ slight deviation from Brewster’s cut incidence and therefore a non-zero reflectance for the p-polarization state.

Figure 6-4 The measured dimension of ZZ slab crystal

6.2.4 Temperature distribution

Side pumping of slabs can allow one directional heat flow towards the cooling surfaces, with the thermal distribution dependent on the materials thermal conductivity and boundary conditions, i.e. thermal resistance of the contact with the cold finger. Eggleston et al [1] reported the thermal distribution within slabs, and Hello et al [16] reported both analytic and numerical solutions to the heat transport equation dependence on the choice of the boundary conditions, i.e. face, side, or top-bottom cooling. The gain medium for a cryogenically-cooled system is usually configured to be in vacuum to avoid condensation and convective heating, as such we can assume zero thermal radiation from the open-sides of our slab and that all heat is transferred through facets in contact with the metal fixtures. The heat flux under temperature time dependence, is given by Eq.2-2.

\[ \nabla^2 T(x, y, z) = -\frac{Q}{k_e(T)} \] 6-3
Two graphs in Figure 6-5 plot the 2D temperature profiles in the width by height directions for the ZZ slab detailed above, at 300 K and 77 K. The model assumes 60 W of pump-power and the second pump configuration detailed in section 5.2, i.e. the VBG-locked pump at 869.4 nm, with a beam radius in the height axis of 450 μm and absorption rate determined by rate equations, using the spectroscopic data of Chapter 3, therefore simulating the setup that will be discussed later as used in the laser experiments. The model only has defined uniform heat distribution along the side pumped facets, however the model shows good comparison of heat dissipation for two temperature regime.

![Temperature profile of side-pumped slab estimated at (a)300K and (b) 77K](image)

The thermal distribution is compared for the two temperatures of interest, assume same irradiance pump field is provided. The absorption coefficient was defined prior to fit in two
temperatures for using wavelength locked pump diode. The absorption coefficient is \( \sim 30\% \) higher when crystal is at LNT. The results show the peak temperature rise is almost 19 K at RT, but only 2.5 K at LNT, clearly demonstrating favourable properties in the cryogenic regime, as the thermal gradients define the physical distortion and thermo-optical properties of the material. In both cases a stronger thermal lens is formed in the Y-axis of the slab, with the oblique angle of incidence of the optical axis for the cavity mode plus the TIR from the side faces averaging out thermo-optic effects in the other two axes. Therefore there is a stronger cylindrical lens in the y-axis compared to the orthogonal axis with respect to y- and the optic-axis of the propagating beam. Several techniques can be introduced to avoid this, i.e. cavity design to accommodate the thermal lens effect [17-19]. Another route for managing the thermal lensing available to the ZZ slab design, is to extend the side length of the slab, i.e. number of nodes, therefore providing the potential to maintain the pump power density with more pump light along the increased side-wall dimension. Mudge et al [20] have tested 9 nodes on one side, in a double-side pumped CPFS with over 34 mm sides (total length was 36.8 mm) producing 18.5 W single mode and 32 W multimode 1 \( \mu \)m emission for 100 W of pump power.

We designed CPFS to satisfy cavity perspective following Richards has reported [13]. The slab has 5 TIR bounces, 4 at side faces and a single bounce at the end face, each has angle of incidence of 40° and 50°, respectively. The length of slab is 12 mm, providing total 32 mm long ZZ paths along crystal. The width is 5 mm, which is 2 absorption length with using wavelength locked in-band pump diode, later practical absorption was increased to 90 % during experiment. Both side faces were AR coated to prevent 1 \( \mu \)m ASE and to optimize pump transitions. Mode size is physically limited by the end-face chamfer (for horizontal axis of mode) and the pump volume (for vertical axis of mode), respectively. Later this chapter we discuss the cavity design and associated laser experiment.

### 6.2.5 ZZ slab – conclusion

This section reviewed a number of design considerations for using the ZZ slab, including tolerance and thermal management issues. While the ZZ slab clearly offers advantageous thermo-optical properties that can overcome some of the issues of end-pumped systems in terms of simplicity of the pumping configuration and advantages in both mechanical stress and thermal gradients within crystal, there is still an open question whether the efficiency can be improved to make the approach interesting for power-scaling.
6.3 Cavity modelling

In this section we present two cavity, linear cavity and Z-cavity that has been used for CPFS laser operation as shown in Fig 6-6. Linear cavity is first introduced in room temperature 1064 nm emission. The cavity length was very short to oscillate laser in stability region when crystal is pumped from side facets. Z-cavity introduced a stable cavity design that can produce a diffraction-limited laser mode with near-symmetrical beam parameters at the output coupling mirror. The optimum cavity-mode radius at the slab entrance, to extract the pump field efficiently but not being clamped at Brewster faces or rear-face chamfers, should be <500 μm (1/e²) as the X-axis effective width of the Brewster faces is ~1.5 mm in the ideal case and less when real tolerances are accounted. Similarly, for the Y-axis the optimum is ~450 μm, corresponding to the pump beam’s height. The folded single-pass path length in the crystal is 32 mm long and the pump field is located at the middle of the crystal.

Figure 6-6(b) shows a Z-cavity design consisting of 4 mirrors and a crystal. The model accounts thermal lens on Y-axis as shown in Fig 6-8. The distance between the crystal to the flat HR-end-mirror (M₁) is 50 mm (D₁), and two tilted curved mirrors R₂=500 mm (M₂) and R₃=200 mm (M₃) form a telescope, positioned 250 mm (D₂) and 425 mm (D₂+D₃) from the crystal, respectively. The position (D₄) and output coupler reflectance were varied, and the tilt of the turning mirrors was set to 20° to minimize astigmatism. A plot, Fig 6-7, from the model shows the beam radii for the two orthogonal axes within the cavity. The radii between end mirror and first curved mirror matched the designated fundamental mode.

![Schematic diagram of the investigated, (a) linear cavity, and (b) Z-cavity.](image-url)
The resonator was designed so that it could compensate for a thermal lens in the Y-axis, up to 2500 mm to a flat plane. Figure 6-8 plotted the effect of thermal lens in using plane mirror OC (Fig 6-7) and effect of beam radii change over thermal lens changes within ZZ slab. In room temperature the core is ~20 K higher than that at the boundary of slab, which will form strong thermal lens in cavity as described in section 6.5.2. However the thermal gradient is negligible or very low when crystal is at LNT. A Z-cavity with Plane-mirror OC was tested in RT before testing at LNT. Figure 6-9 plot the change of beam waist at crystal by moving D₄, distance between M₃ and OC. As D₄ gets closer to M₃, the beam waist increases where it gets filtered by intra-cavity aperture (4.6 mm).
6.4 Experimental setups

A series of experiments were conducted using the ZZ slab that have been discussed in the previous section. Using the second pump source detailed in Section 5.2, i.e. the VBG-locked diode-bar laser, the pumping lay-out is very similar to that explained in Chapter 5. However, the full diode-bar width was used as the output was designed to match the side width of the ZZ slab using a final $f = 300$ mm spherical focussing lens, Fig 6-11. As such the pump beam was focused in the crystal to an area of $7.8 \times 900 \mu m$. To maintain a constant wavelength by operating the diode-laser at one current and fixed to the optimum temperature, a variable attenuator was built through the combination of a $\frac{1}{2}$ waveplate and a polarizer, which enabled the incident power to be varied. For protection of the diode-laser a $1 \mu m$ wavelength blocking filter was installed between the diode-bar and focusing lens. Access windows for the vacuum chamber were AR coated, as were the side faces of crystal, each measured to be on the order of 0.1 % reflectance at the pump wavelength.

First experiment which was conducted in RT has set a ZZ slab sandwiched between water cooled Cu mount. Simple linear cavity was first tested for dominant $1064$ nm at RT then Z-Resonator was tested. $946$nm transition was later tested at cryogenic condition using Z-cavity. Single node was tested in cryogenic operation to improve the extraction efficiency.

Crystal is $4$ mm high and Indium foils are $200 \mu m$ thick. The mounting depth was $\sim 4.1$ mm high. The CPFS slab was affixed to the cryo dewar cold finger as shown in Fig 6-10. The mount was designed to minimize the mechanical stress along crystal. The spacing between Cu body to its lid was $4.1$ mm, with two Indium foils accounting $400 \mu m$, $4$ mm high crystal has $0.6$ mm space in RT
accounting for Cu constraint while it reaches LNT. Constant pressure was applied using a torque-controlled wrench setting the 35 cN/m applied to both two bolts onto Cu lid. Polarized He-Ne was measured with crystal before clamping the bolts, this was to measure the depolarization loss due to mechanical stress. Mechanical stress will introduce birefringence since the crystal is isotropic, which presents as a loss for a polarized cavity mode. In setting up our slab, a HeNe laser beam was used as a probe passing through the slab while the transmitted power was monitored, until a preset torque was applied to the clamping mount. The measured value was kept constant for cooling the crystal down to LNT.

![Figure 6-10](image.png)

**Figure 6-10 Mechanical overview of Cu body and top lid. The ‘body’ was attached to Cu finger**

The setup was later changed by replacing the focusing lens with a f, = 100 mm cylindrical lens to focus the pump beam to a width of 3.5 mm, Fig 6-12. This was to test the extraction efficiency by concentrating the pump light where the signal path nodes were at the side faces and therefore avoid pumping into the anti-nodes.

![Figure 6-11](image.png)

**Figure 6-11 Schematic of pump system set-up for pumping two nodes, Plan view**
A 1064 nm linearly polarised probe laser was built prior to operating the ZZ slab laser, to test the transmittance through the ZZ slab along its optical path as per a single pass through the cavity, i.e. via the two Brewster’s cut faces and 5 internal bounces, (four of which were TIR from an AR coated side face, as previously discussed). A transmittance of ~99.9 % was measured with this probe laser, with a minor reflection observed from the first Brewster window, thought to be a result of residual s-polarization in the probe beam.

Efficient laser operation with the ZZ slab is highly dependent on the cavity alignment with respect to the pump field. To achieve a near-loss-free round-trip, the cavity mode has to be precisely positioned with respect to the intra-cavity apertures of the ZZ slab faces and in the plane of the pump. It is important to establish two conditions; an optimal beam size passing through the crystal and optimal angle of incident at the Brewster faces. Employing the Z-cavity with two tilted curved mirrors provides enough flexibility to enable these conditions.

6.5 Results

6.5.1 Room temperature performance: 1μm transition

Linear and Z-cavities

To test the performance of the ZZ slab, two resonators, a linear cavity and a Z-cavity as shown in Fig 6-6, were first trialled at RT for the standard 1064 nm lasing transition. As such it was not necessary to include the vacuum housing and its windows around the crystal. The linear cavity used a 500 mm ROC concave mirror and a flat output coupler (87 %R), spaced 6 mm and 10 mm from the crystal, respectively. For this arrangement the cold-cavity mode size (radius) in the crystal is 200 μm. Figure 6-13(a) shows the linear cavity output power when it was QCW pumped (2 % duty cycle).
For the Z-cavity a flat mirror was used as an end-mirror positioned 80 mm away from crystal, with a concave 500 mm ROC mirror, then another 200 mm ROC mirror, and finally a plane output coupler, each at spaced by a distance of 250 mm, 175 mm and 60 mm, respectively. As seen from Fig 6-7, in this arrangement the cold-cavity mode size in the crystal is approximately 0.4 mm. Figure 6-13 (b) is a plot of the QCW laser output for the Z-cavity cavity using the 81 %R output coupler. The laser experiment at RT was conducted without window port which requires for using vacuum chamber. The windows were AR coated and only used when crystal was cooled to LNT.

![Graph](image.png)

Figure 6-13 QCW 1064 nm laser performance for the (a) linear cavity and, (b) Z-cavity, at 300 K

There was improved slope efficiency for the Z-cavity with respect to the linear cavity, due to the larger beam size in the crystal, and therefore it is expected that it can extract more of the pump power with lower losses compared to the potential higher-order-modes. Threshold was lower for the linear cavity, due to the lower output coupling and the smaller beam size in the crystal. For both cases the resonator stays stable for the available pump power, as the thermal load was deliberately kept small by operating at a low duty cycle.

At RT the linear cavity, detailed above, was then tested in a CW pumping regime. Testing various output couplers, the maximum power was reached for 81%R. It can be clearly seen that the output power started to roll over when the absorbed power reached ~30 W, as shown in Fig 6-14.

Indirectly measuring the near field image at the OC, via a 2X magnification telescope using 250 mm and 500 mm spherical lenses, and $M^2$ through the combination of the near and far field beam profiles, as described in the section 2.5, enabled the characterisation of the thermal lens induced under CW pumping. $M^2$ and the beam waist size at the plane output coupler, were measured with respect to absorbed pump power as shown in Fig 6-15(a). As expected, the thermal load in the crystal induces a worsening beam quality in the Y-axis, while in the X-axis it is...
a weaker effect, typical for a side-pumped ZZ slab configuration. Taking the measured beam quality and $W_{nf}$, a 2 times magnified image of the spot size at the OC, the embedded diffraction-limited beam size at the output coupler, $W_o$, is calculated by the imaging relations of the intermediate telescope between the laser and $M^2$ measurement setup. It is noted that the fundamental cavity mode is relatively stable for both axes, although there is still a monotonic decrease in beam size with increasing power and induced effective-thermal-lens strength in the respective axes. Exploiting the cavity modelling and measured beam quality and waist size at the OC, an estimation of the thermal-lens dioptric power as a function of the absorbed pump power is calculated, shown in Fig 6-15(b). The Y-axis curve is linear until 25 W, after which there is a sudden change above a thermal lens power of 5 m$^{-1}$, with an associated change in the beam quality in the Y-axis. The X-axis was stayed less effected via pump power, but it became highly multi-moded as $w/w_o$ is $\sim 0.44$.

![Figure 6-14 CW laser performance with various output coupler](image1)

![Figure 6-15 (a)Measure of beam waist at output coupler and beam quality for pump light and (b) estimated dioptric power for pump absorbed](image2)
A Findlay-Clay analysis [21] for the linear cavity configuration was undertaken in order to
determine the intra-cavity losses, shown in Fig 6-16. Since this simple cavity comprising of one HR
end mirror, various reflectivity of output couplers, the residual round-trip loss of 1.1 % is expected
to be predominantly associated with loss associated with the ZZ slab. There are few associated
losses caused from, as depicted in Fig 6-4, asymmetric Brewster cut forced optic axis go slightly off
the optimum to get through ZZ slab without physical distortion or aberration induced through the
internal aperture, where chamfer has involved in. This is the case when the beam size of probe
laser is well collimated and show marginal losses.

![Figure 6-16 Findlay-Clay analysis for CW RT linear cavity](image)

To characterise the Z-cavity in the QCW pumping regime, the same near-field and $M^2$
measurement method was used, for which we obtained the results shown in Fig 6-17(a). $M^2_y$ for
the Z-cavity is relatively constant at around 1.4, while the OC was moved 40-70 mm away from
mirror $M_3$. In contrast, for the X- axis, the beam quality was strongly dependent upon the position
of the OC. As the OC moves closer to mirror $M_3$, $M^2_x$ is $\sim$ 1.4, and well overlapped with $M^2_y$ for
distances shorter than 47 mm ($D_4$). However, the beam quality increased gradually as $D_4$ was
pushed to 70 mm, where it almost reached a value of 5. It is to be noted that $W_{0x}$ increased
almost 2-fold at this distance as well. This is because the signal mode passing through the
Brewster faces became smaller (450 $\mu$m at 50 mm ($D_4$) $\rightarrow$ 320 $\mu$m at 70 mm ($D_4$)) as shown in
Figure 6-9, reducing the losses for the higher modes allowing them to oscillate. It is to be noted
that embedded Gaussian $W_{0y}$ increased almost 2-fold at this distance as $D_4$ increase from 40 to
70mm. This is because mode resonate in y-axis is well matched to pump field, i.e. optimizing
$w_l/w_p$. For $W_{0x}$, the embedded Gaussian beam radius got increased when $D_4$ is reduced due to
over filling the Brewster face. When $D_4$ moved beyond 55 mm, both radii are reduced as
embedded Gaussian mode reduced. In which case, the X-axis allows higher mode to oscillate via
Brewster face. On the other hand, output power is increased as $D_4$ moved away from $M_3$ due to
higher order modes filling in horizontal pump field, also $P_{th}$ lowered via smaller mode size. The position of $D_4$ is designed to fill in the pump field in Y-axis for optimizing the overlap with pump field and also to match the intra-slab aperture for its X-axis. The approach shows that for $D_4$ in the range of 50-55 mm there is a good optimum in the overlap providing good beam quality, in the current case for when the thermal load is negligible. Figure 6-17(b) plots the change in maximum power and threshold with respect to change of $D_4$. Thresholds are observed to increase as signal mode gets bigger in the gain media when $D_4$ gets closer to $M_3$, while the output power starts to drop below $D_4 = 55$ mm.

![Figure 6-17](image)

(a) Measured beam waist dimensions for the major/minor axes at the output coupler ($M_4$), and associated beam quality, as a function of $D_4$, and; (b) the change in maximum output and threshold powers as a function of $D_4$.

6.5.2 Cryogenically-cooled Nd:YAG: 1μm performance

Z-cavity two-nodes pumping

An initial pump configuration was setup to pump the ZZ slab with a beam area of 7.8 mm X 900 μm as described in section 6.2.2, and illustrated in Fig 6-2 and Fig 6-3. The configuration of the cryogenic UHP vacuum setup is described in Chapter 3 and 5, within which the ZZ slab was affixed to the cryo-dewar cold finger, as depicted in fig 6-10. Two AR coated Suprasil 300* [22] windows provide optical access to the crystal in the vacuum chamber, the coating optimized to be <0.1 % R at 946nm, however, at 1.06 μm the theoretical AR coating reflectance (loss) was about 0.4~0.5 %R per surface, i.e. for 8 passes per cavity round-trip a total loss of 3.2~4.0 %. The laser performance for the Z-cavity is shown in Fig 6-18, for several output couplers. Another potential loss mechanism for Nd:YAG, an isotropic gain media, is a stress induced depolarization and associated losses at the Brewster faces of the ZZ slab, as discussed in

*SUPRASIL300 is a synthetic fused quartz graded with low OH contents. <1dB/km for 946nm and 1064nm
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the previous chapter. Induced birefringence for a polarised HeNe probe laser was measured while cooling the crystal at rate of ~1 K/min (i.e. it took 220 minutes to reach LNT from RT), and found to be negligible for the passive crystal.

![Figure 6-18 Measurement of the LNT (a) 1061 nm laser performance for various OC mirrors, and (b) the round trip cavity loss using Findlay-clay analysis](image)

In this configuration, the dominant emission is switched to 1061 nm instead of 1064 nm due to change of gain at LNT. Figure 6-18 illustrates the strong gain at 1061 nm has lowered the threshold compare to RT peak pump power. The peak laser threshold at RT with given cavity was 7.5 W (OC 70%R), which is 5 W higher than operating in cryogenic temperature. However the loss measured is 6.4 %, as plotted in Fig 6-18(b). The output power obtained with 3 different OC reflectance is plotted in Fig 6-18(a). The maximum delivered output power is 11.9 W (OC 70 %R) when 36 W is absorbed. The slope efficiency only has improved 7 % compare to QCW Z-cavity in RT and recorded lowered efficiency compare to linear cavity in RT. We found the position of anti-nodes were not in the middle of pump field (4 mm on Y-axis), as depicted in fig 6-2 and that leaves larger unextracted pump field in gain medium. This is due to asymmetric crystal cut as shown in Fig 6-4. The optimal mode path is limited via Brewster faces, that are asymmetric, internal ‘aperture’ and pump extraction. We have observed the position of anti-node has shifted 0.3 mm. The measurement was conducted using a camera that has installed behind ZZ slab, using a filter that can reflect unabsorbed pump light (870 nm HR). The output power was dropped more than 15 % when the alignment was made to set the anti-node position at the centre.

**Z-cavity one node pumping**

In an attempt to improve the overlap of the pump with the TIR node of the cavity mode, we replaced the 300 mm spherical lens, shown in Fig 6-11, with two cylindrical lenses, a schematic of the new configuration is shown in Fig 6-12. The pump beam size in the Y-axis was unchanged
because the spherical lens was replaced by an \( f_y = 300 \) mm cylindrical lens, however in the x-axis the beam width was reduced to 2.5 mm in the ZZ slab using a \( f_x = 100 \) mm cylindrical lens. Such a beam width was chosen for shrinking the overlap between a single TIR node and pump field in Y-axis. In addition, the \( f_y \) lens was mounted on a goniometer so that the pump field in crystal could be rotated slightly to optimize the overlap of the line-focus to the plane of the bouncing laser signal.

At the time that this laser experiment was conducted, i.e. replacing the 300 mm spherical lens, using two cylindrical lenses to fill in one node, the 2-node Z-cavity laser had dropped in slope efficiency to 30 %. We will discuss what had caused the loss in laser performance in the later discussion section. Nonetheless, pumping the single TIR node with the two cylindrical lenses, improved the output power slope efficiency to 35 %. Fig 6-19 also illustrates the further improvement achieved by using a goniometer to align the pump field to the plane of the bouncing cavity mode, with the efficiency increasing further from 35 % to 42 %. In total a 40 % improvement for pumping the two TIR Nodes (without the optimisation of the line focus to the cavity mode).

![Figure 6-19 Laser performance with a 70 %R OC, and testing single TIR node pumping and goniometer line focussing alignment set-up](image)

6.5.3 Cryogenic 946 nm operation

**Two-node and one node pumping**

In this final results section we report the operation of the cryogenically cooled Nd:YAG ZZ slab laser operating on the 946nm transition. Starting with the same Z-cavity design detailed in the previous section, the 1 \( \mu \)m mirrors were replaced with specialised dichroic HR mirrors in order to
resonate the desired 946 nm, while suppressing the high-gain emission at 1 μm. The chamber windows were the same Suprasil 300 AR coated for 946 nm.

Two pump configurations, described in the previous 1μm experimental section were trialled here with 946nm laser. Figure 6-20(a) shows the performance for the 946 nm laser with a 2 node pumping arrangement, before the goniometer was employed, and using various output coupler mirrors. Operation solely at 946 nm was confirmed via an OSA, however, in the case of cavity misalignment the output could suddenly switch to a highly multimode 1μm laser. This implies that the cavity suppression at 1 μm was marginal, which was determined to be due to a peak of ~20% in the reflectance spectrum of the turning mirrors at 1061 nm. Fortunately, with further tilting of the turning mirrors to ~20°, the 1061 nm reflectance could be tuned to a thorough of ~10 % for each turning mirrors. Therefore, the slightly larger fold-angle enhanced the loss at the dominant transition, but also improved the correction of the astigmatism coming from the Brewster cut slab. In the first configuration a maximum output power of 4.0 W was achieved with a slope efficiency of 22 %, using a 90 %R output coupler.

A better result was obtained using a single node pump configuration (Fig 6-12), with the final cylindrical lens mounted on a goniometer for optimising the pump plane with the cavity optic axis. As shown in Fig 6-20(b), using the optimum OC from the previous experiment, the slope efficiency improved to 30 % and a maximum power of 6.3 W was obtained. This was still significantly lower than expected however, and it was realised that the losses in the cavity were not as low as anticipated.
The cavity loss was re-measured via the Findlay-Clay method again, and it was discovered that the 0.67% loss of the first configuration had increased to 3.5% during the respective experiments. It was also found that there was significant 1 μm emission from side facet of CPFS, that may have also been extracting some of the available gain. To investigate the source of the additional losses, the vacuum chamber was re-opened and it was revealed that the AR coatings were damaged on the sides of the crystal. Two types of damage were identified, residue spots and coating deformation, assumed to be either contamination of the faces that when exposed to the high field intensities at the TIR nodes lead to damage sites.

A new second crystal was the installed and tested in the limited time available for being able to do experimental work. Both side-pumped and end pump configurations were investigated. Again the 2nd ZZ slab also experienced power degradation when operated under cryogenic conditions. This was later found to be optical damage and contamination of the side surfaces. Further experimental work was not possible with both crystals damaged, and the resolution of this issue is to be a topic of future work in the group.

The damage threshold of dielectric coatings is usually an order of magnitude lower compared to the crystal substrate [23]. Coating laser induced damage threshold values are usually measured and specified in a clean and controlled environment, which unfortunately appears to have been compromised in the vacuum chamber around the two ZZ slabs tested. Upon inspection of the damaged surfaces with a white light interferometer (Model: ZeScope by Zemtrics), it was identified that the AR coating damage/defects were of different forms, as shown in Fig 6-21 and Fig 6-22, for the 1st and 2nd crystals, respectively. The figures shows particles deposited in the lower left corner in Fig 6-21, while the other shows the morphology of a damaged region on the surface of the 2nd crystal. There is a chance that the damages were caused by chamber contamination, either from vacuum grease (used between the cold finger and the upper mount of the crystal mounting block) creeping to the clean surfaces. Or it may also be due to the fallout from burning a hole in the superinsulation (a multi-laminate of nylon and aluminium foil) lining inside the vacuum head, possibly occurring with the 1 μm cryogenic experiments and stray reflections from the Brewster faces during alignment. Similarly, it may have been a result of depolarisation of the laser beam passing through the slab, associated with thermally induced stresses in the crystal, and where the s-polarisation is then rejected by each Brewster face to be reflected off towards the wall where the burn was observed.
6.5.4 Discussion and future work

In summary, although the output power of the 946 nm cryogenic ZZ slab laser was limited to 6.3 W, there is clearly room for improvement through ensuring that the crystal is not contaminated or damaged. New investigations will have to be undertaken to identify the root cause of the AR coating damage, whether it is a) associated with it being in high-vacuum and defects forming through leaching out of oxygen from the film; b) contamination from some organic source from within the vacuum head; c) stress induced in the films associated with the differential thermal expansion of the crystal and dielectric film; or, d) a mechanism as yet to be determined.

Thermo-mechanically induced depolarisation loss is unchanged while the slab was cooled to LNT as described in section 6.4. However due to large deviation between Cu and YAG crystal at LNT
and high Cu constraint, while it got cold forced cold pressure welded (CPW) the YAG onto Cu via indium foil. Mechanical stress depends on the temperature of material and the heat deposited. Future experimental exercises would require measuring the depolarization losses with emission polarization. The Polarization extinction ratio (PER) can be measured with output power, as only 30 % s-pol is reflected from Brewster faces pump light.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter we presented the design and implementation of a side-pumped ZZ slab laser using an in-band wavelength-locked diode-laser pump source. Starting at RT with a linear cavity configuration we were able to determine the thermal lensing behaviour of the slab under CW pumping and 1064 nm operation, leading to a maximum dioptic power of 5 m⁻¹ in the Y-axis, and 1 m⁻¹ in the X-axis. In QCW operation at 1 µm and RT, the efficiency of the slab laser was studied in the absence of thermal loading, where it was determined that special care for the crystal tolerances would be paramount for future designs, and optimisation of the line focus to the lowest loss optical axis of the ZZ slab produced the best performance. Using a Z-cavity to ensure the best extraction efficiency, 1 µm laser operation was tested at LNT, which was then followed by 946 nm operation. A maximum output power of 11 W for 42 % optical-optical efficiency was achieved at 1061 nm under cryogenic operation, despite non-optimal intra-cavity windows and a ~6.5% round trip loss. Unfortunately the performance of the cryogenically cooled 946 nm Nd:YAG laser, delivered only 6.3 W for a ~20 % optical to optical efficiency, which was limited by damage constraints on the ZZ slab. Optical coating damage thresholds and coating characteristics under cryogenic operation still need to be verified. The AR coatings require optimization for both cryogenic temperature and high vacuum environment. With optimised system configurations operation of the 946 nm transition at cryogenic temperatures, where it is has an essentially 4-level energetic process and comparable quantum defect to Yb:YAG, we are confident that further power scaling will be possible.
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Chapter 7:

Conclusions and future prospects

7.1 Summary of thesis

This thesis has reported research work towards cryogenic lasers in pursuit of power scaling Nd doped quasi-four-level transition and characterising its spectroscopic properties. First two introductory chapters have discussed context and motivation of the project and theoretical foundations. In Part I: Spectroscopy of Nd Doped Crystals, we reported absorption and emission cross section changes with respect to temperature of crystal. The measurement for various Nd doped crystals were taken experimentally. Upconversion parameters were also measured applying a Z-scan technique. Part II: Cryogenic Lasers, we introduced both end-pump and side-pump configuration to establish efficient \( ^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{9/2} \) laser transition using a cryogenic cooling technique. This chapter summarise the key results and progresses of this thesis.

First part of this thesis reported the measure of spectroscopy of Nd\(^{3+}\) ion doped crystals at wide range of temperatures. In Chapter3, Nd doped YAG, GSAG, YLF and KGW were measured for its absorption and emission spectroscopy. The collected data mapped the absorption rate changes for given diode laser spectra and change of gain with respect to temperature. The peak absorption of 808 nm at LNT increased almost 3 fold compare to RT but total absorption was decreased as absorption bandwidth got shortened by 30 %. The 870 nm absorption band, which pumps the ions in ground state \( ^4I_{9/2} \) directly to metastable \( ^4F_{3/2} \), is capable for approaching low QD. The reduction of QD is attractive for reducing the heat dissipation during energy conversion process in lasers. The absorption bandwidth is narrow that requires tightening the pump bandwidth. The gain for Q-F-L transition also increased 2-folds when Nd:YAG crystal reached 77 K. Numerical approximations were presented by using a simple polynomial fit for the wavelength of interest. The fitted numerical value is applicable for wide range of temperature with high accuracy. Drastic spectroscopic changes showed a strong reabsorption of fluorescence for the transition from ground manifold to metastable manifold through the significantly increased peak. The zero-ground absorption increased severely hence reabsorb the fluorescence, thus reciprocity method was utilized for this transition instead of F-L method. However higher order transitions among ground manifold matched well as well as beyond cryogenic temperatures.
In Chapter 4 a Z-scan technique was introduced. It was to determine ETU parameter for Nd doped crystals. ETU of Nd\textsuperscript{3+} ion doped YAG crystal was tested for its temperature dependence and also by its dopant concentration dependencies. We observed that the ETU coefficient is dependent to the doping concentration and temperature of crystal. The dependencies are reported by a function of dopant concentration, $6.5 \times 10^{-19}\text{cm}^{3}/\text{s/at.}\%$ and with function of temperature, $0.4 \%/\text{K}$\textsuperscript{1}. The ETU parameter of other Nd doped crystals such as KGGW, YLF, YVO\textsubscript{4}, and GdVO\textsubscript{4} were also tested applying a same technique. Laser performance was modelled where the ETU has been included as an adding non-radiative decay for excited ions in metastable level. The simulation showed that ETU has minimal effect when resonator operates in CW, generating for the dominant 4-level transition. However ETU becomes significant for Q-F-L transition and for the systems that requires high population inversion as it’s proportional to the population in metastable. YAG crystal confirmed its prevalence in the solid-state laser operation in both CW and highly inverted media such as high gain amplifier or Q-switched lasers.

Second part of this thesis we reported an investigation of cryogenic laser operation. Both end-pump and side-pump configuration approach was tested with crystals cooled to cryogenic temperature. Cryogenic Q-F-L laser capitalized lower lasing threshold and better slope efficiency. Moreover we discussed the spectroscopic considerations for the absorption band enhancement and higher gain of Q-F-L transition and the devoid of thermal effects within crystal.

We investigated an end-pumped laser system which used Nd:YAG Brewster face as assessing laser signal. With 946 nm oscillate with 4% duty cycle QCW, laser demonstrated 60% slope efficiency and 50% optical to optical efficiency with respect to the 808 nm absorbed pump. The beam quality factor, $M^{2}$ was near or less than 1.25 in both X and Y axis. The maximum CW power measured from this cryogenic end-pump system was limited at 3.8 W. The maximum power was limited by modal instability at higher pump power. Both crystal end was AR coated to minimize the cavity loss and to optimize pump light. Optical damages on its AR coatings were found during the experiment, and also had experienced depolarization loss raised 10-folds due to mechanical constrained during cooling progress. The slab was pumped by wavelength-locked 869 nm diode bar, aimed to minimize QD nearly 8%. Output power was limited by pump power establishing 5.5 W CW output power with 50% slope efficiency for this geometry. We demonstrated a cavity gain comparison between the dominant four-Level-transition to weaker Q-F-L-transition, the estimation is to compare the necessary resonator gain suppression at LNT. By introducing V-cavity and Z-cavity and with superior mirror coatings the Q-F-L has achieved lower laser threshold.

Associated heat load for end-pump & side-pump systems were simulated. The model used temperature dependent thermo-mechanical parameters and spectroscopy parameters because of
its temperature dependences at cryogenic temperature. The thermally induced lens changes the cavity parameter, hence alters cavity stability and mode size in the gain media. The dioptric power was traced for Zigzag laser in RT according to the pump power absorption. The real-time beam quality measurement was demonstrated, it observed the change of beam waist and beam quality in real time of which accounted modal changes within crystal.

Chapter 6 presented a series of laser experiment using a ZZ side-pump Nd:YAG crystal. The demonstration was conducted for both cryogenic and RT operations. The test was performed for dominant 1 μm transition and 946 nm transition. The 1 μm laser performance was restricted due to additional loss from windows. The optical system for pump diode was configured to fill in a single node and two nodes within side-pump facets. With two-node pumping configuration, there was an wasted area where pump was inefficiently extract out. The single-node pump configuration induced improvement of the extraction efficiency. With a single–node, well matched pump and signal mode have improved the laser performance, resulting a higher output power and better slope efficiency. No parasitic lasing was observed during laser operation but later presented when resonator was misaligned. The parasitic was spotted via the area where optical damages presented on AR coatings. The coating damages have decreased the gain suppression under highly excited gain. This is due to increase of 1 μm gain being allowed in Fabry-Perot resonator. VBG was added in our Nd:YAG laser system in order to lock the pump diode spectra and to maximize the total absorption when crystal is cold. The total absorption of conventional diode, which has ~3 nm FWHM, was only 45 % at LNT due to narrow absorption band of Z1 → R2 transition (868 nm). The VBG demonstrated 90 % of absorption by locking the pump spectra at 868.4nm with FWHM of 0.3 nm. The total absorption has increased to 90 % by heating the device to 70°C in order to shift the locking wavelength at 868.51 nm. The heat absorbed in VBG changes refractive index of device and hence changes the grating period. The quantum defect by using this pump spectra has dropped significantly for emitting Q-F-L transition. However, its matching sensitivity would become an issue when high pump power is launched, increasing thermal load to both VBG and laser crystal hence shift the spectral peak of both pump light and crystal absorption. Further power scaling was limited by the dielectric coating damages and the optical contamination within cryogenic vacuum system. We found optical damage for both rod and slab crystal. Two different damage types were discussed, a catastrophic damage and field of pit holes and redepositions around pump field. LIDT (laser induced damage threshold) of coating became lower at cryogenic temperature. This is due to change of thermo-mechanical stress between dielectric film and the crystal substrate. The stress between different thermal expansion during cooling and laser operating has lower film strength [1]. The stress can be reduced by choosing a coating material that matches thermal properties to the substrate or use a
single layer coating as Mikami has referred in [2]. With cryostat operated in high vacuum condition, the loss kept increasing and got worse over time of laser operation. Further investigations of the contamination and damages are being conducted by colleague.

In conclusion, overall presented work summarizes the current progress towards cryogenic high power quasi-four-level laser. The reported spectroscopy data proved the benefits of cryogenic operation and are very useful resources toward laser design. Despite the power scaling limitations due to round-trip losses caused by optical damages and contaminations, we have gained a better understanding of the cryogenic system and ultra-high-vacuum environment. Once the artifact is known and removed from cryogenic system we predict that it should be possible to improve the system efficiency and reach further power scaling.

7.2 Future works

7.2.1 Further Power scaling of quasi-four-level transition

We have discussed power scaling strategy of Q-F-L cryogenic laser in this thesis. Although both end-pump and side-pump configurations have been demonstrated, further power scaling requires better understanding of vacuum operation and thermo-characteristics of gain crystal when it reached cryogenic temperature. For the laser operation, the first step is to find new AR coatings that can provide high LIDT in LNT. AR coating on either configuration, where pump light or laser signal passes, is mandatory to accommodate high efficiency for this non-dominant gain. ZZ slab approach has presented relatively lower pump extraction efficiency. It is expected that side pump configuration experiences lower efficiency. However using the Brewster face as signal assess plane, it does not require AR coating for laser signal hence LIDT has minimal effect. Hence we recommend Brewster plane for further power scaling. Upon successful demonstration of single node pump, the extended version of ZZ slab should allow the multi nodes pump such as 4 nodes or 8 nodes per side.

ETU parameter of 1 at.% Nd:YAG was reported for temperature range of 300 K - 450 K. The result showed the parameter is proportional to temperature and have detrimental effect depend on pump ‘purity’. Upon successful demonstration of VBG, it should follow the effect of ETU against highly effective absorbance. We also discussed the effect of ETU towards laser performance of low gain CW lasers or systems requiring high population inversion. As we have not measured the ETU at cryogenic temperature ETU parameters were not included in actual laser model. Further ETU measurements via Z-scan for cryogenic temperature should give insight into transitions between energy levels at cryogenic temperature and provide more descriptive laser design. There
are plans for future experiment using automated Z-scan setups, leading time efficient data collection and minimize a man-make error.

In-band pump system, such as 869 nm of Nd:YAG absorption transition, allows smaller QD. Q-F-L transition pumped by 869 nm has less than 10 % of QD which is well equivalent to Yb^{3+} doped gain media. VBG was obtained as an external device to lock the pump wavelength. Due to narrow absorption band, shifting of 0.1 nm pump peak spectra dropped absorption by 10 % for Nd:YAG crystal. Other Nd^{3+} doped crystals have similar behaviour as the band is very narrow and closely depend on temperature. The VBG’s central peak should be carefully chosen prior to choose a laser crystal. The device also requires sensible peak wavelength tuning via temperature control for best absorption match. This is adequate method of tuning 0.1nm peak since VBG makers usually provide manufacturing tolerance [3].

End pumping configuration establishes highly efficient, low lasing threshold compare to side-pumping system. We suggest using a lower doping concentrated crystal as low as 0.3 at.% for end-pump configuration. Lower dopant promises lower thermal load at the pump facet hence weaker thermal lens is induced to the cavity, and upconversion transition has less effect to the system if there is any. End-pumping configuration also incorporated well for Q-switch operation near perfect beam quality. Q-switching of Q-F-L in RT is inefficient due to reabsorption losses however the population of lower energy level is near zero in LNT leaves negligible reabsorption losses. The cavity dumping is suggested for the Q-switch operation of cryogenic system. Cavity dumping uses optical modulating switch, such as Pockel’s cell (Electro-optic modulator) and extract out intense short pulse from resonator. It is suitable for wide range of repetition rate, from 1 Hz to 600 kHz regime [4]. The pulse duration is stable for this operation since the energy stored in crystal only circulates the resonator when modulator couples the cavity. The modulator quickly decouple the resonator hence the light that being circulated in resonator extracts out within a round-trip. The pulse duration is therefore stable as long as keeping the same coupling time, where modulation is allowed. Further investigation is expected measuring the thermos-optical parameters such as thermal conductivity. The thermo-optical parameters are known as impurity dependent and usually more conductive for lower concentration [5]. Using a lower dopant concentrated crystal builds a better heat dissipative media however it would give a more accurate information by measure and compare the thermo-optical parameters.

7.2.2 DUV cryogenic lasers

The most effective \(^4\)F_{3/2} \rightarrow \(^4\)I_{9/2} transition of Nd:YAG is 946 nm in both cryogenic or room temperature. We can achieve DUV (deep ultra violet) via the harmonic generation of 946 nm,
along with 266 nm quadrupling the fundamental wavelength, 1064 nm of Nd:YAG. Laser spectra under 266 nm was usually considered as field of Excimer laser. Excimer has been widely used in many field of applications, in industry and medical use. However it requires regular gas replacement, which assessing fluorine and chlorine, and periodic gas chamber refurbishment [6]. The vast approach in quasi-four-level transitions opens up new spectral window around ~900 nm and the ones below 266 nm. The raise of emission peaks at 885 nm and 892 nm in LNT allows not only a 236 nm (quadruple of 946 nm) but also 222 nm (quadruple of 885 nm or 892 nm) and are capable of replacing some existing excimer laser spectra such as KrF, 248 nm or KrCl, 222 nm. At the time of writing, we have been able to extend the study of cryogenic laser by our colleagues. The successor of the project will probably follow up the demonstration of DUV generation.

In the long term, the approach of cryogenic laser finds a variety of novel applications. The power scaling of novel wavelength where the gain was previously inaccessible or inefficient in room temperature, is available.
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Appendix A

Absorption and emission spectroscopy of laser crystals at various temperature

This appendix provides series of spectroscopic data associated with each crystal and the respective temperatures. The following figures show the absorption and emission cross section of chosen crystals. The crystal and dopants are listed as follow:

Nd:YAG 1at.%

Nd:GSAG 1at.%

Nd:YLF 0.5at.% (c-cut)

Nd:KGW 3at.% for E//Nm and E//Np (Ng cut) and 4at.% for E//Ng (Nm cut)

Nd:YVO4 0.5at.% (c-cut)

Nd:GdVO4 0.5at.% (c-cut)
A.1 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG

Figure A-1 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 77K

Figure A-2 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 109K
Figure A-3 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 129K

Figure A-4 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 157K
Figure A-5 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 186K

Figure A-6 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 211K
Figure A-7 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 244K

Figure A-7 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 273K
Figure A-8 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 296K

Figure A-9 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 330K
Figure A-10 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 360K

Figure A-11 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 390K
Figure A-12 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 420K

Figure A-13 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG at 450K
Figure A-14 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 77K

Figure A-15 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 100K
Figure A-16 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 137K

Figure A-17 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 175K
Figure A-18 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 214K

Figure A-19 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 262K
Figure A-20 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 296K

Figure A-21 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 330K
Figure A-22 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 360K

Figure A-23 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 390K
Figure A-24 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 420K

Figure A-25 Absorption cross section of Nd:YAG, 860-905nm, at 450K
A.2 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG

Figure A-26 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 77K

Figure A-27 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 98K
Figure A-28 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 137K

Figure A-29 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 173K
Figure A-30 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 210K

Figure A-31 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 246K
Figure A-32 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 273K

Figure A-33 Absorption cross section of Nd:GSAG at 293K
A.3 Absorption cross section of Vanadates

Figure A-34 Absorption cross section of Nd:YVO4, E//c at 300K

Figure A-35 Absorption cross section of Nd:YVO4, E//a at 300K
Figure A-36 Absorption cross section of Nd:GdVO₄, E//a at 300K

Figure A-37 Absorption cross section of Nd:GdVO₄, E//a at 300K
A.4 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF

Figure A-38 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 77K

Figure A-39 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 109K
Figure A-40 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 129K

Figure A-41 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 157K
Figure A-42 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 186K

Figure A-43 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 211K
Figure A-44 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 244K

Figure A-45 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 273K
Figure A-46 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a at 300K

Figure A-47 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 77K
Figure A-48 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 109K

Figure A-49 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 129K
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Figure A-50 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 157K

Figure A-51 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 186K
Figure A-52 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 211K

Figure A-53 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 244K
Figure A-54 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 273K

Figure A-55 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c at 296K
Figure A-56 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 77K

Figure A-57 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 100K
Figure A-58 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 125K

Figure A-59 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 180K
Figure A-60 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 208K

Figure A-61 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 242K
Figure A-62 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 273K

Figure A-63 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//a, 855-885nm at 296K
Figure A-64 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 77K

Figure A-65 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 100K
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Figure A-66 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 125K

Figure A-67 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 180K
Figure A-68 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 208K

Figure A-69 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 242K
Figure A-70 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 273K

Figure A-71 Absorption cross section of Nd:YLF, E//c, 855-885nm at 296K
A.5 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW

Figure A-72 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 300K

Figure A-73 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 330K
Figure A-74 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 360K

Figure A-75 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 390K
Figure A-76 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 420K

Figure A-77 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 450K
Figure A-78 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 300K

Figure A-79 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 330K
Figure A-80 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 360K

Figure A-81 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 390K
Figure A-82 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 420K

Figure A-83 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 450K
Figure A-84 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, $E//Nm$, 870-905nm at 77K

Figure A-85 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, $E//Nm$, 870-905nm at 125K
Figure A-86 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm, 870-905nm at 195K

Figure A-87 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm, 870-905nm at 273K
Figure A-88 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm, 870-905nm at 300K

Figure A-89 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm, 870-905nm at 360K
Figure A-90 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm, 870-905nm at 420K

Figure A-91 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm, 870-905nm at 450K
Figure A-92 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 77K

Figure A-93 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 125K
Figure A-94 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 200K

Figure A-95 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 273K
Figure A-96 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 300K

Figure A-97 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 360K
Figure A-98 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 420K

Figure A-99 Absorption cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np, 870-905nm at 450K
A.6 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG

Figure A-100 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}I_{9/2}$ at 77K

Figure A-101 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}I_{9/2}$ at 100K
Figure A-102 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 125K

Figure A-103 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 165K
Figure A-104 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}I_{9/2}$ at 200K

Figure A-105 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}I_{9/2}$ at 240K
Figure A-106 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 273K

Figure A-107 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 300K
Figure A-108 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 330K

Figure A-109 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 360K
Figure A-110 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 390K

Figure A-111 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 420K
Figure A-112 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{9/2}$ at 450K

Figure A-113 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 77K
Figure A-114 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 100K

Figure A-115 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 125K
Figure A-116 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 165K

Figure A-117 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 200K
Figure A-118 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 240K

Figure A-119 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 273K
Figure A-120 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}_{11/2}$ at 300K

Figure A-121 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}_{11/2}$ at 330K
Figure A-122 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 360K

Figure A-123 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{11/2}$ at 390K
Figure A-124 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4_1i_{1/2}$ at 420K

Figure A-125 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4_1i_{1/2}$ at 450K
Figure A-126 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 77K

Figure A-127 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 100K
Figure A-128 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4_{13/2}$ at 125K

Figure A-129 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4_{13/2}$ at 165K
Figure A-130 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 200K

Figure A-131 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 240K
Figure A-132 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}I_{13/2}$ at 273K

Figure A-133 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}I_{13/2}$ at 300K
Figure A-134 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 330K

Figure A-135 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 360K
Figure A-136 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 390K

Figure A-137 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^4I_{13/2}$ at 420K
Figure A-138 Emission cross section of Nd:YAG $^{4}\text{I}_{13/2}$ at 450K
Table A.1: The change of $\lambda_{\text{PEAK}}$, $\lambda_{\text{FWHM}}$, and $\sigma_{\text{SE}}$ for laser transitions, for 200 - 300K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>300K</th>
<th>273K</th>
<th>240K</th>
<th>200K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\lambda_{\text{PEAK}}$</td>
<td>$\lambda_{\text{FWHM}}$</td>
<td>$\sigma_{\text{SE}}$</td>
<td>$\lambda_{\text{PEAK}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Z4</td>
<td>900.09</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.98829</td>
<td>900.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Z5</td>
<td>938.45</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>938.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Z5</td>
<td>945.92</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>945.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y1</td>
<td>1052.11</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>1052.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y2</td>
<td>1055.01</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1054.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y1</td>
<td>1061.47</td>
<td>0.5099</td>
<td>20.81</td>
<td>1061.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y2</td>
<td>1064.08</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>26.87</td>
<td>1063.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y3</td>
<td>1064.44</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>11.27</td>
<td>1064.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y4</td>
<td>1068.17</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>1068.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y3</td>
<td>1073.88</td>
<td>0.5517</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td>1073.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y4</td>
<td>1077.98</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>1077.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y5</td>
<td>1105.51</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>1105.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y6</td>
<td>1112.12</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>1112.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y5</td>
<td>1116.07</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>1116.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y6</td>
<td>1122.58</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>1122.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Nd:YAG

Table A.2 The change of $\lambda_{\text{PEAK}}$, $\lambda_{\text{FWHM}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{SE}}$ for laser transitions, for 77K - 165K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>77K</th>
<th>109K</th>
<th>125K</th>
<th>165K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1-Z4</td>
<td>899.89</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>899.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Z5</td>
<td>938.6</td>
<td>0.677</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>938.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Z5</td>
<td>946.09</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>946.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y1</td>
<td>1051.7</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>16.58</td>
<td>1051.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y2</td>
<td>1054.7</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>1054.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y1</td>
<td>1061.05</td>
<td>0.2788</td>
<td>52.04</td>
<td>1060.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y2</td>
<td>1063.56</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>42.06</td>
<td>1063.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y3</td>
<td>1064.13</td>
<td>0.3099</td>
<td>27.49</td>
<td>1064.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y4</td>
<td>1067.69</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>6.64</td>
<td>1067.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y3</td>
<td>1073.35</td>
<td>0.288</td>
<td>38.85</td>
<td>1073.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y4</td>
<td>1077.48</td>
<td>0.606</td>
<td>12.75</td>
<td>1077.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y5</td>
<td>1105.58</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1105.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2-Y6</td>
<td>1112.14</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>1112.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y5</td>
<td>1116.08</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>6.02</td>
<td>1116.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1-Y6</td>
<td>1122.58</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>6.21</td>
<td>1122.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A.7  Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG

Figure A-139 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 77K

Figure A-140 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 105K
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Figure A-141 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 130K

Figure A-142 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 165K
Figure A-143 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 203K

Figure A-144 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 238K
Figure A-145 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 273K

Figure A-146 Emission cross section of Nd:GSAG at 300K
A.8 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF

Figure A-147 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, $E//a$ at 77K

Figure A-148 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, $E//a$ at 100K
Figure A-149 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{9/2}$, $E//a$ at 120K

Figure A-150 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{9/2}$, $E//a$ at 165K
Figure A-151 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, E//a at 195K

Figure A-152 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, E//a at 235K
Figure A-153 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF \( ^{4}I_{9/2}, E//a \) at 273K

Figure A-154 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF \( ^{4}I_{9/2}, E//a \) at 300K
Figure A-155 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, $E//a$ at 77K

Figure A-156 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, $E//a$ at 100K
Figure A-157 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, $E//a$ at 120K

Figure A-158 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, $E//a$ at 165K
Figure A-159 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//a at 195K

Figure A-160 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//a at 235K
Figure A-161 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//a at 273K

Figure A-162 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//a at 300K
Figure A-163 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, $E//a$ at 77K

Figure A-164 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, $E//a$ at 100K
Figure A-165 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, E//a at 120K

Figure A-166 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, E//a at 160K
Figure A-167 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}, E//a$ at 195K

Figure A-168 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}, E//a$ at 235K
Figure A-169 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, $E//a$ at 273K

Figure A-170 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, $E//a$ at 300K
Figure A-171 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{9/2}$, $E//c$ at 77K

Figure A-172 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{9/2}$, $E//c$ at 100K
Figure A-173 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{9/2}$, E//c at 125K

Figure A-174 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{9/2}$, E//c at 165K
Figure A-175 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, $E//c$ at 195K

Figure A-176 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, $E//c$ at 235K
Figure A-177 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, E//c at 273K

Figure A-178 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{9/2}$, E//c at 300K
Figure A-179 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//c at 77K

Figure A-180 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//c at 100K
Figure A-181 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, $E//c$ at 125K

Figure A-182 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, $E//c$ at 165K
Figure A-183 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//c at 195K

Figure A-184 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{11/2}$, E//c at 235K
Figure A-185 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{11/2}$, $E//c$ at 273K

Figure A-186 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{11/2}$, $E//c$ at 300K
Figure A-187 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{13/2}$, $E//c$ at 77K

Figure A-188 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^{4}I_{13/2}$, $E//c$ at 100K
Figure A-189 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}, E//c$ at 120K

Figure A-190 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}, E//c$ at 165K
Figure A-191 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, $E//c$ at 195K

Figure A-192 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, $E//c$ at 235K
Figure A-193 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, E//c at 273K

Figure A-194 Emission cross section of Nd:YLF $^4I_{13/2}$, E//c at 300K
A.9 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW

Figure A-195 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 77K

Figure A-196 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 95K
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Figure A-197 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 123K

Figure A-198 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 162K
Figure A-199 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 195K

Figure A-200 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 235K
Figure A-201 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 270K

Figure A-202 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 300K
Figure A-203 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 330K

Figure A-204 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 360K
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Figure A-205 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 390K

Figure A-206 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 420K
Figure A-207 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Nm at 450K

Figure A-208 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 77K
Figure A-209 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 95K

Figure A-210 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 123K
Figure A-211 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 162K

Figure A-212 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 195K
Figure A-213 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 235K

Figure A-214 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 273K
Figure A-215 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, \( E//Np \) at 300K

Figure A-216 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, \( E//Np \) at 330K
Figure A-217 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 360K

Figure A-218 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 390K
Figure A-219 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 420K

Figure A-220 Emission cross section of Nd:KGW, E//Np at 450K
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